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‘‘

York College
is successful
in realising its
ambition to be a
truly outstanding
college, where
everyone matters
and a successful
future begins.

’’

Ofsted - December 2013

Students tell us they enjoy their time
with us and they are pleased they made
the transition from school to College. In
the words of one:

‘‘

I chose York College because of the
incredible learning environment and

facilities available. Every tutor
I have encountered in my courses
has provided invaluable help and
support and they are always
trying to push students to become the
best version of themselves to succeed.
Joshua Bremner
Previously of Manor CE Academy
Studying A Level Religious Studies,
Law and Sociology
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Principal and Chief Executive
and AoC President

At York College we have a very
simple ambition: we want you to
be happy and successful during
your time with us. We know
that you will have your dreams
and aspirations and it is a real
privilege to work with you to
help you realise these.
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We are extremely proud of our students
and their individual success stories. I look
forward to welcoming you to the College
and to working with you to ensure you
leave as successful adults able to meet
future challenges with confidence.
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It is possible to produce this document in other
formats. If you require this service please call the
College on 01904 770400.
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Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Got a Question?
The Schools Liaison Team can help

Open Events

Call 01904 770239 or email
info4schools@yorkcollege.ac.uk

2017
October

November

A Level Faculty
Wednesday 11th
6.00pm - 8.30pm

2018
December

A Level, Vocational
and Apprenticeship
Programmes
Tuesday 7th
6.00pm - 8.30pm
Saturday 25th
10.00am - 12noon

January
Level 1, 2 and 3
Taster Days
Please see our
website for dates

February
A Level, Vocational
and Apprenticeship
Programmes

2018
March

April

Aiming
High Event

A Level, Vocational
and Apprenticeship
Programmes

A Level, Vocational
and Apprenticeship
Programmes

Tuesday 24th
6.00pm - 8.00pm

Wednesday 20th
6.00pm - 8.00pm

Thursday 8th
6.00pm - 8.00pm

May

June

July

August

GCSE Results
Enrolment

Advice and Guidance
Interviews
These take place
regularly
throughout the year
4.00pm - 6.30pm

How
to Apply

• Fill out an online form by visiting
www.yorkcollege.ac.uk
• Fill out a paper form. These are available
in schools (ask your Head of Careers), from
Careers Advisers and from York College,
or download a form from our website by
visiting www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Please don’t worry if you are still a little unsure
about your course choice. The courses you put
on your application are just a starting point
and we are aware you may want to make some
changes over the coming months.

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

Step Two
We will acknowledge your application promptly.

Step Three
We will then invite you to a personal advice and
guidance interview.
For more information please visit the
‘How to Apply’ section on our website, or contact
the Schools Liaison Team on 01904 770239 or
email info4schools@yorkcollege.ac.uk

• Fill out an online form if your school uses
the Common Application Process (CAP)
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START

COLLEGE

Late Advice
and Guidance
Interviews

Step One
Apply for your course/s in the following ways:

September

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Aiming
High Event
Taster
Days

March 2018 - A presentation for
Year 10 and Year 11 students who aim to go
to one of the top universities including
Oxford and Cambridge. See our
website or ring 01904 770239
Taster Days for Level 1, 2 and 3 courses
for further information.
will be held in January 2018. Booking in advance
is required for all Taster Days. See our website or
ring 01904 770239 for further information.

Entry Requirements
Guidance
The below table gives an overview of typical
entry requirements for A Level, Vocational
and Apprenticeship programmes.
Please note that this table is for guidance only. A number of
qualifications are being restructured nationally, along with
the associated grading approach, so entry requirements
may be subject to change for specific programmes of study.

Course and Level

Please refer to the College website for more detail relating
to the course/s or subject/s that you are interested in.
There will also be comprehensive advice and guidance
available at our Open Events, Taster Days, and your advice
and guidance interview once you have applied.

Current Government guidelines state that any student who does
not have a GCSE grade 4 or above in English and maths will need
to continue to work towards these qualifications after the age
of 16. Here at College we also believe that good English and
maths skills are key to young people’s success in their studies, in
employment and in everyday life. We are therefore committed to
ensuring that all of our students have the opportunity to develop

GCSE Requirement
(Grades)

GCSE Requirement
(Number format)

9

7

Dedicated English and maths classes
Access to additional materials to support independent
English and maths study

6

5

4 or 5 subjects at grade 4

Apprenticeship/Vocational Level 2

3 subjects at grade D and
2 or 3 subjects at grade C

3 subjects at grade 3 and
2 or 3 subjects at grade 4

Vocational Level 1

2 or 3 subjects at grade D

2 or 3 subjects at grade 3

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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4

2

1

U

4 and above
= bottom of C and above

A

B

C

New grading
system
The grading system for
GCSEs has changed and
the A*- G scale has been
replaced with a new scale
of 9 - 1, in which 9 is the
highest grade and 1 is
lowest.

= top of C and above

Individual A Level subjects will have specific
requirements in addition to these general
entry expectations

4 or 5 subjects at grade C

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

8

2 subjects at grade 5/6 and 4 subjects at
grade 4, to include English Language

Apprenticeship/Vocational Level 3

Contact us

•
•

5 and above

A*

6

these skills and gain valuable qualifications in English and maths.
We provide our students with:

New GCSE Grading Structure

2 subjects at grade B and
4 subjects at grade C

A Levels

English
and Maths

D

E

F

G

U

The table shows how
the two grading systems
compare.

Old GCSE Grading Structure
In order to support development to higher levels of study and
employment, all students who have not achieved a grade 4 (grade C)
and are 16-18 years old, will be required to complete GCSE
English Language and maths as part of their study.

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

For students with learning difficulties and/or disabilities, English and
maths will be a key part of the learning programme. Students will
have the opportunity and support to help them improve these skills
and may have the opportunity to achieve a qualification.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Supporting
You

Choosing
your Course
or Subjects

Pastoral Support

Which subjects do you enjoy?
What brings out the best in you? Exams or coursework?
What do you want to do in the future? University or work?

A Levels

Apprenticeships

•

•

•
•
•

We have nearly 40 A Levels, and almost
any combination of these is possible
A Levels have an academic approach to subjects and are
primarily assessed by written exams
A Levels allow you to study a range of subjects
A Levels are a route to university or employment

•
•
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•
•

Vocational
•

•

These provide a mixture of on and off-the-job training
whilst being paid
You will work alongside experienced staff to gain
job specific skills
You will also attend College on day release to acquire
knowledge to underpin your practical skills
Higher level apprentices can gain a degree-level
qualification without paying the tuition fees associated
with university

Successful completion of a Level 3 Vocational
course can lead to university or employment
These courses are great if you know what industry
or sector you would like to work in
They are usually assessed through a combination of
coursework and controlled assessment

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

When you get to College our dedicated pastoral staff are
here to help you to:
• Be motivated
• Manage your workload
• Be supported for a learning difficulty and/or disability
• Deal with any personal difficulties that may arise
during your time with us
• Plan your future

Student Services
Student Services provide impartial information, advice and
guidance on a full range of services. In addition to confidential
appointments with specialist advisers, these include:
• Transport and travel
• Personal support
• Welfare, benefits and
• Substance misuse
funding
• Sexual health
• Courses and fees
• Relationships
• Careers
• Carers and parenting
• Counselling
• Chaplaincy and more
You can access Student Services via the InfoZone. Please call
01904 770400 or email info@yorkcollege.ac.uk or visit the
HelpZone.

HelpZone
Help and support for all students in need with any
query, no matter how big or small. They can:
• Make appointments with Heads of Study as appropriate

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

•
•

Provide information and access
to internal and external services
Provide support with safeguarding issues; eg abuse, domestic
violence, social services

Email Helpzone@yorkcollege.ac.uk or call
in between 8.30am and 4.30pm (room 1F096).

Additional
Learning Support
Many students find that there are times when they need
additional support at College. If you have a learning difficulty
and/or a disability and would like support you can let us know
on your application form or self-refer when you are on your
course. Please ask for a copy of the booklet ‘Able to Learn’ if
you would like more information about the kind of support the
College can offer.
If you want to find out more about additional learning support
you can call 01904 770438 or email kfoster@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Placement Office

The Work Placement Team offers a dedicated service matching
students to exciting work placement opportunities with regional
and national employers. Last year the team organised over 900
placements, many of which have led to further apprenticeship
and employment opportunities, as well as enhancing
employability skills and preparing students for all of the
challenges and opportunities offered by the world of work.
For more information please ring 01904 770830.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Sports

Development Centre
Who is the Sports Development
Centre available to?
To talented student athletes aged between 16 and 19 years.
The Sports Development Centre at York College provides students with
the opportunity to combine outstanding education with high quality
coaching in Men’s and Women’s Football, Basketball, Netball and Cricket.
All of those selected will follow a full-time education programme as well as
receiving expert coaching in their chosen sport. All students will take part
in Evaluation Days.

Music

Who is the Music Development
Centre available to?

How does the education and
music mix work?

To talented musicians aged between 16 and 19 years old
who are wishing to follow either an A Level or Vocational
qualification in Music. All students will be asked to audition for
the Development Centre.

Every student attending the Development Centre is required to
undertake a full-time A Level or Vocational Music programme as
well as receiving specialist advanced music study, music theory
grade tuition and live performance practice with one of our
ensemble groups. This is organised to fit with regular tuition
and rehearsals.

10

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

What could it
lead to?

Every student attending the Development Centre is required to
undertake a full-time programme of educational study. This is
organised to fit in with regular training and coaching. Students study
across the full range of courses offered at the College, and results
demonstrate success in both exams and coursework. Attendance and
satisfactory progress on the educational programme is monitored
regularly, and all the Development Centre members are expected
to work equally hard on this aspect as well as their coaching and
training. York College wants every player to attain academic success
as well as sporting achievement.

Successful involvement in any
of the Development Centre
programmes will provide
opportunities to progress into: careers
in professional/semi-professional sport
(this is only for those who show exceptional development),
coaching, refereeing, work in sport and recreation, further and
higher education (available at York College), overseas coaching
and possible scholarships.
To apply, just complete the section on the full-time
application form.

programme is monitored regularly and all the Development Centre
members are expected to work equally hard on this aspect as well as
their Development Centre activities.

Development Centre

This specialist education with high quality music tuition is
for students wishing to pursue a career in music or aiming to
progress on to a music related university degree/conservatoire.

How does the education
and sport mix work?

Ensemble groups
Ensembles vary from year to year depending on student skill and
interest. Regular groups include: Jazz Band, String Ensemble,
Rock Band, Choir, Brass Ensemble, Chamber Music.
Previous Development Centre students have progressed to: LIPA
(The Liverpool Institute of Performing Arts), University of Leeds,
Northern School of Music, Birmingham Conservatoire, BIMM
(British Institute of Modern Music) and Royal Holloway.
To apply, just complete the section on the full-time application form.

Attendance and satisfactory progress on the educational

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Xtra
Curricular

Put more in – Get more out
Our programme of enrichment activities is called
‘XTRA Curricular’ and we encourage all students to get
involved with at least one of the activities available.
Xtra Curricular activities provide a setting to become involved and
to interact with other students leading to enhanced learning and
development. Multiple experiences have a positive impact on your
emotional, intellectual, social and inter-personal development.
Every year we aim to provide activities which:
• Challenge you and get you thinking more deeply about issues
• Keep you fit and develop new skills
• Give you the opportunity to be creative and learn something new
• Let you have fun and put something back into the local community
• Help with your progression onto a career
Activities we offer include:
Gold Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Scheme, Debating Society,
Photography Club, Language Club, Badminton, Yoga, Football, Fitness
Suite sessions, Choir, Rock Band, Volunteering, work and community
placements, Christian Union, LGBT+ and many more.
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Contact us
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01904 770400
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Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Getting
to College
Cycling
Many students living locally travel
cheaply and quickly to College by
bike, using the covered secure cycle
parking on campus. For more advice
and information see our website or
visit www.itravelyork.info

We run 13 coach routes into College from many locations around the
region. These are for the exclusive use of our students and bring you
directly onto the College site each morning in time for the start of
timetabled lessons. There is also a Student Express route from
Thirsk offered by a local provider. Please check our website to
see if you are on one of these routes.
Return Journey: Coaches leave from the bus lane at the front of the College
at the end of the timetabled day.
In addition to our own routes, discounted student passes are available
for use with a range of local service providers including First York,
Transdev (Coastliner and Harrogate Coach Travel), Utopia, and
East Yorkshire Motor Service.
For further details on travel information
please visit our website or
call 01904 770400.

Bus
Routes

York College runs daily coaches from outside the city:

Route 1:

Market Weighton, Holme on Spalding Moor, Foggathorpe, Bubwith,
North Duffield, Skipwith, Thorganby, Wheldrake

Route 2:

Crossgates, Garforth, Micklefield, Sherburn-in-Elmet

Route 3:

Driffield, Bainton, Middleton on the Wolds, Shiptonthorpe, Hayton, Pocklington, Wilberfoss,
Newton upon Derwent, Sutton upon Derwent, Elvington

Route 4:

Kirkbymoorside, Nawton, Helmsley, Sproxton, Ampleforth, Oswaldkirk, Stonegrave,
Hovingham, Sheriff Hutton, Strensall

Route 5:

Harrogate, Spofforth, Wetherby, Boston Spa, Thorp Arch, Tockwith, Long Marston, Rufforth

Route 6:

Barmby Moor, Pocklington, Bolton, Fangfoss, Full Sutton, Stamford Bridge, Gate Helmsley, Dunnington

Route 7:

Goole, Rawcliffe, West Cowick, Snaith, Carlton, Camblesforth, Brayton

Route 8:

Scarborough, Ayton, Snainton, Ebberston, Allerston, Thornton, Pickering, Whitwell on the Hill, Claxton

Route 9:

Selby, Thorpe Willoughby, Hambleton, Monk Fryston, South Milford, Church Fenton, Barkston Ash,
Scarthingwell, Towton

Route 10: Howden, Newsholme, Hemingbrough, Cliffe, Osgodby, Barlby, Riccall, Escrick, Deighton
Route 11: Filey, Staxton, Sherburn, East Heslerton, West Heslerton, Rillington, Scagglethorpe, Old Malton, Malton
Route 12: Ripon, Ripley, Starbeck, Knaresborough
Route 13: Bedale, Burneston, Dishforth, Kirby Hill, Boroughbridge, Little Ouseburn, Green Hammerton, Moor Monkton
Thirsk
Route:

Northallerton, Thirsk, Bagby, Birdforth, Thormanby, Raskelf, Easingwold, Shipton, Skelton, Manor CE Academy,
Beckfield Lane, Askham Lane

Please note we are constantly reviewing our routes so please check our website for the most up-to-date information.
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Dr Alison
Birkinshaw OBE
Principal and Chief Executive
and AoC President
This is a time when parents and
carers inevitably worry about their
son or daughter making the right
choice of course to follow after their
GCSEs. It’s also a time when exams
add to the pressures on young
people and their families.
We want to help you and your son or
daughter make the right choice. We think
that it’s vital that you get the information
you need, and the opportunity to explore
different options, before making that crucial
decision.
At York College we see it as a privilege to
work with young people and their parents.
We value and respect all our students.
We celebrate individual achievement and
understand that our students are all different.
Students should expect their time with us
to be challenging, fulfilling, demanding
and exciting. We work with our students
to prepare them for further study and
employment, and for the challenges ahead.
Staff at York College work very hard to ensure
that every student reaches their full potential
and takes advantage of the opportunities
available.
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Parent & Carer Info

Parent and
Carer Information

Contact us

We will do everything possible
to provide:
• the individual support students
need to achieve and progress
• quality teaching with qualified,
knowledgeable and experienced
staff
• the best facilities in the region
• an environment where students feel
safe, happy and healthy
• a valuable range of out of classroom
activities to suit all interests
York College students go on to achieve
great things, realise their ambitions and
lead exciting and fulfilling lives. We all look
forward to working with you and welcoming
your son or daughter to the College and
supporting them in their next steps.

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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90

%

of parents
would
recommend
York College
to others.

including a new purpose
built Construction &
Skills Centre

A Level Results
above the national
average for the last

91%

23 YEARS

of students agreed
their lessons are
varied and
interesting.

Ofsted
Outstanding
since 2013

Number One
GFE College*

87%

of parents agreed
that their son/
daughter is
receiving the
support they need
to be successful on
their course.

98

%

91

%

of parents agreed that
York College provides a good
quality learning experience.

More adult environment
– a great stepping stone
for university or employment

of students agreed that
course staff are helpful.

Excellent

‘‘

I chose York College
due to the fact that they
accommodated my unusual
combination of A Level
subjects and provide an open
and mature environment – it
feels close to a university
environment which is really
useful for preparing to move
to higher education. Overall,
York College is an excellent
academic and social
environment.

‘‘

Widest range of courses in the region with almost 40 A Levels,
80 Vocational courses and over 50 Apprenticeship programmes

Parent & Carer Info

Parent & Carer Info

Why Choose York College?

State-of-the-art
facilities

Fantastic

Rose Huby
Previously of Millthorpe School
Studying A Levels

experiences

support for students

* In Yorkshire, and 3rd in the country for A Levels (based on A Level points per entry)
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York College was excited to announce an outstanding
A Level pass rate of 99.7 per cent in 2017. There was a
record of almost 60 per cent high grades achieved
(A* - B) and again, the College’s results were significantly
above the national average, as they have been for
23 consecutive years.
Over 30 students gained three or more A* or A grades, with an
amazing seven students achieving 3 A*s or more. The College was
also delighted to report a 100 per cent pass rate in 35 A Level subjects.
Oxford and Cambridge university places were successfully
secured by the following students:
Georgie Bryan (formerly of Joseph Rowntree School) achieved superb
results: an A* in Modern History, A in Religious Studies, B in Maths
and A* for her Extended Project (EPQ). She has gone on to study
Philosophy at Queens’ College, Cambridge.
Ed Coidan (formerly of St Peter’s School) achieved an impressive
range of A Levels including Ancient and Modern Languages and
has progressed on to study Classics and Oriental Studies at Wadham
College, Oxford.
Jack Hughes (formerly of Millthorpe School) achieved a fantastic
three A*s in Early Modern History, French and Spanish and an A grade
in German. He has gone on to study History & Modern Languages at
Magdalene College, Cambridge.
Will Osborne (formerly of Millthorpe School) achieved A*A*A* in
Geography, Maths and Physics and an A grade in AS Level Further
Maths. He has progressed on to study Earth Sciences at Exeter
College, Oxford.

20

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Other inspirational students include:
Thomas Adams (formerly of Manor CE Academy) gained three
A* grades in Maths, Further Maths and Chemistry and has gone
to study Maths at Durham University.
Rui Chen (formerly of Archbishop Holgate’s School) achieved
three A*s in Maths, Further Maths and Physics and has gone to
study Computer Science at UCL.
Callum Charlton (formerly of Kenilworth School) attained A*s
in Economics and Maths, and two A grades in Further Maths and
Physics. He is now studying Economics and Statistics at UCL.
Georgina Fishwick (formerly of Millthorpe School) achieved an
A* in Law and A grades in English Language and Sociology. She
has progressed to the University of Birmingham to study Law.
Phoebe Frere (formerly of Joseph Rowntree School) achieved an
A* in Maths and A grades in Computer Science and Further Maths.
Phoebe also achieved an A* for her EPQ. She has gone on to study
Computer Science at the University of Southampton.
Jessica Heap (formerly of Ryedale School), the winner of the
Caroline’s Rainbow Foundation Psychology Prize this year, achieved
an A* in Psychology and A grades in Sociology and English Language
& Literature. Jessica is studying Psychology at the University of York.
Sara Jenkins (formerly of Ryedale School) achieved an A* in Sociology
and A grades in Law and Early Modern History. Sara has gone on to
study Law at the University of Liverpool.
Rana Mallah (from Iraq) achieved three A* grades in Maths, Further
Maths and Biology and has gone to study Actuarial Science at LSE.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Parent & Carer Info

Amazing
A Level Results

Outstanding
Vocational Results
& Apprenticeship Success
York College Vocational students
achieved amazing results in 2017.
An impressive 323 Level 3 students
achieved Triple Distinctions (the
equivalent to 3 As at A Level) of
which 194 were Triple Distinction*
(3 A*s).
Destinations for our Vocational students
include university, dance and drama
schools, music conservatoires, management
training programmes, apprenticeships and
full-time work in their chosen field of study.

Triple distinction success includes:
Subject

Triple Distinctions

Applied Science
Business Studies
Construction & the Built Environment
IT Practitioners (General)
IT Practitioners (Networking)
Performing Arts Production
Performing Arts Acting
Performing Arts Musical Theatre
Performing Arts Dance

Inspirational students include:

Triple Distinction*

(equivalent to 3 As at A Level) (Equivalent to 3 A*s at A Level)
52%
93%
67%
100%
100%
73%
75%
81%
56%

31%
85%
25%
50%
50%
64%
31%
31%
38%

Sam Ward (previously of Malton School) achieved D*D*D* in Applied
Science Extended Diploma and secured one of only twelve Naval
Nurse places in the UK.

York College Apprenticeship provision has a fantastic
overall success rate of 81%, which is 12% higher than
national average.

Yasmin Copeland (previously of Holy Family Catholic High School)
achieved D*D*D* and Charlie Fothergill (previously of Brayton
Academy) achieved D*D*D in Construction and the Built Environment
Extended Diploma and both secured places on the Lendlease
Construction undergraduate scheme whilst studying at Northumbria
University.

Zoe Mitchell (previously of Norton College then Scarborough Sixth
Form College) passed her Clinical Healthcare Support Apprenticeship
and has now progressed to Liverpool John Moores University to study
for a DipHE in Paramedic Practices.

Louise Dearing (previously of Harrogate Grammar School) achieved
a Distinction on the Art and Design Foundation Diploma Post Level 3
and is studying for a BA (Hons) in Fine Art at Chelsea College of Art.

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Connor Wade (previously of Archbishop Holgate’s School) completed
his Bricklaying Level 3 Apprenticeship and is now working for
Stoneplan Ltd, York.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Vocational
Programmes
At York College we have over 80
Vocational programmes on offer so
there is sure to be something to suit all
interests, and with programmes from
Entry Level to Level 3 we have just the
course for students whatever their
starting point. Vocational students
also have the opportunity to access a
wide range of activities to enrich their
experience, such as GCSE or Functional
Skills courses in English and maths,
studying for an Extended Project
Qualification (EPQ) or joining one of
our Development Centres in Sports or
Music.

Sharon Smith
Deputy Principal

Vocational programmes help students
to prepare for employment or further
study in a specific work sector and

‘‘

22

Contact us

A Level Faculty
A ‘junior university’

usually have a high level of practical
content, much of which is assessed
through internally set written and
practical assignments. Vocational
programmes are not an easy option
though, and at York College we
have very high expectations of our
Vocational students. In 2017 an
impressive 323 Level 3 students
achieved Triple Distinctions (the
equivalent to 3 As at A Level) of which
194 were Triple Distinction* - the
equivalent to 3 A* grades at A Level.
Whilst many students completing
Vocational programmes progress
straight into employment, many go on
to university to continue their studies.

Outstanding support
arrangements help all groups of
students to achieve. As a consequence,
students stay on programme, achieve
their goals and progress well.

Ofsted, December 2013

Ofsted, December 2013

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

A Level tutors are subject specialists:
many of them are examiners and/or
hold higher degrees in their subjects
and as such they can not only prepare
students very well for examinations, but
also take them beyond the limits of the
course to see what study at a higher
level could be like. Our strong links
with universities and our more adult
working relationships between tutors
and students prepare students very well
for both higher academic study and the
world of work.

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Glyn Jones
Assistant Principal 16 - 19 A Level

York College’s
A Level Faculty offers
students the choice of nearly
40 A Level subjects which
are available in almost any
combination

‘‘

Tutors are highly motivated
and have very high expectations.
They give unwavering attention to
ensuring that students remain at
the heart of all College activity.

’’

The A Level Faculty’s academic ethos,
freedoms and responsibilities create
a culture which acts as a stepping
stone between school and university,
yet is still underpinned by a thorough
pastoral system.

A Level students also have access to an
excellent range of enrichment activities,
many of which develop valuable skills
and enhance them as applicants for
their next steps. Well-established
activities like the Sirius group, debating,
law and politics groups are joined each
year by more student-led activities
reflecting young peoples’ interests.
In addition, the College’s excellent
links with employers and its
Work Placement Team provide students
with opportunities for high-quality
work experience: essential for some
degree courses or career ambitions and
valuable for many more.

’’

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Parent & Carer Info

Whether your son or daughter opts for an
A Level or a Vocational route, they will also
have a range of other supporting activities
that will make up their timetable.

The Extended Project
Qualification (EPQ)

Students who do not have a grade 4 (C grade) at GCSE will
be asked to take GCSE English and maths alongside their
programme of study. Please see page 7 for further details.

The EPQ is an opportunity to carry out a project into something
that really interests the student. Students are assessed on their
finished outcome. The projects can be individual or group
work, and can be an artefact, a dissertation, an investigation or
a performance. The EPQ is highly regarded by universities and
increasingly by employers, and carries the same UCAS (university)
points as an AS Level.

Weekly group tutorials

Sirius Group

GCSE English and Maths

These take place with their Progress Tutor.

Regular individual tutorials
Students have one-to-one meetings with their Progress
Tutor (typically, one per half-term).

Work placement or volunteering
Available either to help with applying for a specific degree or
career (eg teaching, medicine), or to develop wider employability
skills.

The Sirius Group exists to help students with intellectual curiosity
and ambition, developing higher level skills such as debating
and discussion, with a view to making them genuinely better
candidates for more prestigious and competitive courses such
as medicine, law or PPE (Politics, Philosophy and Economics),
and institutions such as Oxford, Cambridge and other
top universities. The College has an excellent track
record for student progression into Russell
Group universities.

Parent & Carer Info

Supporting Activities

How to Choose the Right
Programme of Study
Play to your strengths

Consider alternatives

Students should choose subjects they think they will
enjoy and do well at. If choosing A Levels, don’t be too
worried about ‘odd-looking’ combinations of subjects if
those are the subjects which will give the best grades.

The College has a very wide range of courses at all levels.
Many Level 3 (A Level equivalent) Vocational courses
provide an excellent route to university, as well as to
employment.

Don’t just look at what to study

We are also the largest local provider of apprenticeships,
so students should look at all options and play to their
strengths. If they are really undecided, it is fine to apply
for lots of different routes and make up their minds later.

Students should also look closely at how they will study
a subject eg does it involve group work, or discussion
and debate? Also, how it is assessed eg will they have
to write long essays, produce coursework or do a lot of
calculations?

Do they know what they
want to do next?
If so, there may be some subjects they have to do.
You can check the entry requirements for degree
courses using the search facility at www.ucas.com

It may also include enrichment, such as one of the many
clubs or societies, or participation in the Music or Sport
Development Centres.

Be careful, as if you find they are going
to need to study a subject they don’t
enjoy, they may need to reconsider
their ambition.

Joni Somerville

‘‘

Previously of Huntington School
Studying A Level Law, Media Studies,
French and Sociology

I really enjoy the Sirius Group as it’s very
intellectually stimulating and I can expand my knowledge
in a comfortable way without the pressure of exams. I really feel
that I can express my ideas and be part of the group.

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

‘‘
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Parent & Carer Info

Parent & Carer Info

Contacting
Parents and Carers
Students who are under the age of 18 or who are
deemed to be a vulnerable adult are informed
that, as a condition of their enrolment, the
College will ordinarily communicate with parents
and carers regarding absence from College and
associated activities, academic progress and any
other matters of concern (academic or otherwise).
Signing the College Enrolment Form implies a student’s
consent to communicate with his/her parents or carers. In
accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998, a student can
withdraw his/her consent for the College to contact their
parents or carers but must follow the appropriate College
procedure, as laid out in its Data Protection Policy.
If a student reaches the age of 18 whilst completing their
course, the College will continue to contact their parents or
carers until the student withdraws their consent using the
College’s procedures.
In the event of a student withdrawing their consent to contact
parents or carers, the College will send a final communication
to parents or carers confirming that this withdrawal of consent
has taken place. Students are made aware of the implications
of such a decision. Students who withdraw their consent to
contact parents or carers must provide the College with an
emergency contact; the individual named as the emergency
contact should know that they have been named and confirm
that they are happy to act in that capacity.

26

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400
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Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Keeping in touch
Throughout your son or daughter’s time at College,
parents and carers are kept informed and involved
through a number of activities including:
•

A start of year Welcome Evening where you have
the chance to meet your son or daughter’s
Progress Tutor, and receive their contact details at
College eg telephone number and email address.

•

Autumn term progress check and Spring term
reports.

•

In the Autumn term Parent and Carer Evenings are
held after receipt of your son or daughter’s
Progress Report, providing an opportunity to
discuss their progress and raise any concerns or
issues you may have.

Parents and Carers are also asked to take part in our
Parent and Carer Satisfaction surveys. These are
normally sent out with Progress Reports. If you wish to
discuss any aspect of your son or daughter’s education
and progress please do not hesitate to contact their
Progress Tutor throughout the year.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Career Maps

Career Maps

Career Mapper
Choosing the right course or courses to study can seem quite daunting.
Attending our Open Events and Taster Days will help you with your ideas.
An important factor in your choice should be looking into the range
of professions or careers these courses can lead on to, particularly for
Technical or Vocational subjects.
To give you a little help, the following pages show a selection of possible careers open to
you from specific subject areas. This is by no means an exhaustive list, but may be a good
starting point when deciding which course area might be right for you.
You can also find information about what our past students have progressed on to within
each of our individual course descriptions, under the heading ‘What can it lead to?’
For more detailed careers advice and guidance please ask in your school. You may also find
it useful to complete one of the online careers quizzes eg: https://icould.com/buzz/
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Art
Self Employed/Freelance Artist

Exhibition/Theatrical

Games Designer

Community Art Worker

Exhibition Designer

Animator

Teacher

Theatre Designer

Film Maker

Printmaker

Documentary Photographer
Editorial Photographer

Arts Therapist

Make-up Artist

Commercial Photographer

Fine Artist

Production Designer for
Film/Theatre/Television

Freelance Photographer

Tattoo Artist

Fashion
Fashion Buyer

Costume Designer
Fashion Stylist
Visual Merchandiser

Metalwork

Fashion and Textiles Designer
Print Based Textiles Designer

Metalworker/Blacksmith

Fashion Photographer

Career Maps

Wardrobe Assistant

Set Designer

Painter/Sculptor

Interior & Spacial Designer

Career Maps

Multimedia

Jewellery Designer

Fashion Designer

Goldsmith

Fashion Retailer
Silversmith

Career Map

Career Map

Art & Design

Art & Design

Advertising Photographer
Photographer
Web Designer/Developer
Illustrator

Architect

Packaging Designer

Stonemason

Graphic Designer

Historical
Buildings/Conservation Officer

Visual Communication Artist
Digital/Social Marketing Designer

Architecture

Multimedia Technology Designer

Museum/Gallery Conservator

Landscape Designer

Art Restorer

Industrial Designer

Art Director

Product Designer

Art Buyer/Manager

Furniture Designer

Design Agency Manager

Transport Designer

Furniture Conservator/Restorer

Automotive Designer

Print Production Manager

Restoration/Commercial

Advertising Representative

Industrial Design

Commercial
30
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Beauty
Salon

Media

In-Flight Therapist

Senior Therapist

Resort Therapist

Guest Speaker

Beauty Therapist

Cruise Ships

Journalist

Salon Therapist

Broadcasting (TV & Film)

Private Equity
Corporate Finance

Human Resources

Product Manager

Commercial Banker
Payroll

Operating Manager

Beauty Therapist

Financial Planner

Estate Manager

Money Management

Spa Supervisor

Self-Employed

Career Map

Beauty Therapy
Teacher

Business Development Manager

Salon Assessor

Sales Manager
Communcations Co-ordinator
Brand Manager
Sales Representative

Mobile Therapist

Award Organisation External Verifier
Salon Coach or Mentor

Product Trainer

Scientist
Buyer
Supply Chain Manager

Expert Consultant

New Product
Development

Training
www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

Customer Service Advisor

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Business Advisor

Brand Consultant
Insurance Agent
Insurance Broker

Management Accountant

Marketing

Market Research

Buyer

Retail

Auditor

Account Manager

Advertising

Public Relations

Online Product Sales

Careers in business.com

Retail

Estate Agent

Product Training Advisor

Instructor

Sales and
Marketing

Sales

Skin Care/Product Development

Qualification Advisor

Contact us

Business &
Enterprise

Entrepreneur

Lash & Brow Therapist

E-Business

Career Map

Nail Technician

Education Curriculum Development

Account Manager

32

Self-Employed

Review Tutor

Customer Service Manager

Hedge Funds

Financial Advisor

Trainer

Strategic Planner

Senior Therapist

Investment Banker

Chartered Accountant

General Manager

Spa Co-ordinator

Receptionist

Learning Development
Manager

Human Resource Manager

Front of Spa Manager

Salon Partner

Banking/Business

Management

Receptionist

Salon Owner

Product Review Expert

Employee
Development

Career Maps

Radio Advisor

Career Maps

Spa, Health
Club or Hotel

Administrator
Executive Assistant
Personal Assistant

Commercial

Receptionist
Research Assistant

Insurance
Contact us

Social Enterprise/
Charity

Support
www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Painting &
Decorating

Wood Trades
Furniture Maker

Building Controller

Supervisor

Site Agent

Foreman

Workshop Manager

Design Engineer

Quantity Surveyor

Joiner

Painter

Architect

Architecture Technician

Roofer

Building Services

Restaurant Critic

Development Chef

Chocolatier
Pastry Chef

Product Tester

Sous Chef

New Product
Development
Manager

Cake Decorator

Building Surveyor

Plasterer

Receptionist

Waiter

Restaurant Manager
Housekeeper
Maître d’

Career Map

Dry Liner
Specialist Surface Finisher

Heritage & Preservation Officer

Career Map

Construction

Stonemason

Pipe Welder
Domestic Plumber

Industrial Pipe Fitter

Gas Installer

Service Technician

Supervisor/Maintenance Manager
Industrial Plumber

Oil Installer

Technical Sales

Plant Operator

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Highways Electrician

Crane Operator

Electrical Test Engineer

Ground Worker

Security & Fire Alarm Installer

Armed Forces Trades

Renewable Energy Electrician

Labourer

01904 770400

Brand Manager

Commercial Installer/Electrician

Construction Support
Services

Plumbing & Heating

Contact us

Domestic Installer

Scaffolders

Roofer

Building Services Design Engineer
Renewable Energy Installer

Catering &
Hospitality

Data Electrician
Maintenance Engineer

34

Bar Tender

Hotel Manager

Concierge

Wet Trades
Bricklayer

Events Co-ordinator

Leisure Assistant

Head Chef

Health & Safety Manager

Chalet Host
Wedding Planner

Nutritionist

Baker

Hospitality

Career Maps

Cabinet Maker

Project Manager

Estimator

Supervisor

New Product
Development

Catering

Lecturer/Instructor

CAD Designer

Interior Designer

Self-Employed

Armed Forces Trades

Career Map

Technical/Professional

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Electrical
Installations

Health & Safety Manager
Quality Manager
Environmental Manager

Health, Safety
& Quality

Communications Co-ordinator
Account Manager

Distribution Manager
Supply Chain Manager

Business Development Manager
Customer Insight Manager

Buyer
Wine Buyer

Sales Representative
Sales Manager
Customer Service Manager

Supply Chain
& Logistics

Sales & Marketing
Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Machinist

Information Technology
Technical Author

Computer Science

Web Editor

IT Trainer

Software Developer

Digital Marketer

Database Administrator

Information Manager

IT Security Manager

Agricultural Engineer

Advertising
Research and Development

Cyber Security Specialist

Graphic Designer

Internet of Things Developer

Car Manufacturing
Oil Rig Welder
Sheet Metal and Fabrication Engineering

Aviation

Structural Welding

Toolmaker

3D Designer

Ship Building

Milling Machinist

Ergonomics Designer

Vehicle Manufacture

Career Map

Career Map

Digital
Technologies

Engineering
Programmer

Power and Renewable Energy Engineering
IT Service Engineer

Web Designer

Network Manager

Web Developer

Network Engineer

E-Learning Developer

Web Administrator

Computer Games Tester

Cloud Services Administrator

Computer Games Developer

Hardware and
Network Support

Creative Computing

36

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Signalling Process Engineer

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Automation Engineering

Robotics Engineering

Instrument/Control Engineer
Hardware Engineering
Robotics Engineering
Transport Engineering
Avionics Engineering

Sound Engineering

Aircraft Engineering

Production Engineer

Rail Engineering
Transport Engineering

Manufacturing
Engineering

Rail Engineering

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Aerospace/Aviation Engineer

Energy

Electrical/Electronic Engineering

Contact us

Maintenance Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Programmer

Construction and Building Engineering
Military

Automotive Engineer

Quality Control Surveyor

Petrochemical Engineering

Simluation Engineering

Composites Engineering

CAD Designer

Telecommunication Engineering

IT Support Technician

Mobile App Developer

Sculpture

Construction

Workshop Manager

Manufacturing
Engineering

Augmented and Virtual
Reality Developer

Welder

Blacksmith

Precision Components Engineer

Architecture

Artificial Intelligence and Robotics

Information Scientist

Automotive

CNC Machinist

Systems Analyst

Computer Forensics

IT Project Manager

Lathe Machinist

Career Maps

Career Maps

Defence

CAD Designer

Social Media Manager

Data Entry Clerk

Product Design

Welding and
Sheet Metal (PEO)

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Independent
Garage

Fast Fit Centre
Apprentice

Vehicle Sales

Fitter

Teaching
Civil Service

Apprentice
Salesman

Receptionist

Mechanic

Sales Manager

Technician

English

Engineering - Motor Vehicle
Artistic Administrator

Owner

Service Manager

Government

Career Map

Career Map

Dealer Principal

Police/Armed Forces

University Lecturer

Owner

Manager

Speech Therapy

Primary School Teacher
Teaching English as a Foreign Language

Manager

Business Manager

Mechanic

Health Service

English Teacher

Museum Officer

Advertising Copywriter

Manager

Book Seller

Advertising Account Executive
Service Reception

Owner

Workshop Controller

Technician

Master Technician
Technician
Mechanic
Apprentice

Apprentice

Stock Controller

Contact us

Delivery Driver
Parts Person
Apprentice

Parts Supply Sector

01904 770400

Archives

Journalist

Librarian
Sales

Mobile Repair
Sector

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Press Officer

Parts Picker

Main Dealer
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Career Maps

Tyre Fitter

Career Maps

Public Sector

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Script Writer

Public Relations
Editorial Assistant
Publishing

Information

Marketing
Editor
Production

Media and Publishing

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Health
Early Years
Child Psychologist

Child Nurse

Radiographer

SEN Co-ordinator

Adult Nurse

Nursery Manager

Media Hairstyling

Paramedic

TV/Media/Film Stylist

Cruise Liner Stylist

Session Stylist

Bridal Hair Specialist

Freelance Stylist

Colour Specialist

Wig Specialist

Health Care Assistant

African Hairtype Specialist

On Location Hair Stylist

Career Map

Career Map

Healthcare &
Child Studies

Hairdressing
Business Development Manager

Sociologist

Early Years Teacher

Residential Carer

Social Worker

Primary Teacher

Development Worker

Social Care Assistant

Head Teacher

Charity Organiser

Policy Consultant

Teaching

Personal Support Worker

Counsellor

Safeguarding Officer

Youth Worker

Special Needs Advisor

Customer Service Manager
Sales Manager

Review Tutor

Teacher

Salon Assesor

Salon Coach or Mentor

Brand Manager

Award Organisation External Verifier

Communications Co-ordinator
Account Manager
Sales Representative
Product Distribution

Psychologist

Sales & Marketing

Education Curriculum Development
Session Stylist
Freelance Stylist

Self-Employed

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Contact us

Instructor
Qualification Advisor
Expert Consultant

Training

Social Care
40

Senior Hair Stylist

Salon Manager

Clinical Support Worker

Teaching Assistant

Junior Stylist

Salon Assistant

Physiotherapist

Health Care Manager

Playworker

Creche Provider

Learning Disability Nurse

Receptionist

Career Maps

Early Years Educator

Palliative Care Worker

Occupational Therapist

Safeguarding Officer

Health Promoter

Mental Health Nurse

Pharmacist

Development Officer

Family Support Worker

Career Maps

Nutritionist

Childminder

Childcare Practitioner

Midwife

Hairdressing Salons

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Finance and Marketing

Working with
People
Retail Management

Barrister
Solicitor

Therapist

Accountancy
Banking

Facial Postiche Specialist

Legal Secretary

Social Work

Special Effects Specialist
Prosthetics Specialist

Insurance Underwriter
Events Management

Make-up

Hair and Make-up Artist
Airbrushing Make-up Artist

Make-up Consultant

Period Drama Hair and Make-up Artist
Special Effects Specialist

Hair and Make-up Director

Freelance Make-up Artist
Bridal Hair & Make-up Specialist

Hair and Make-up Director

Career Maps

Lecturer

Career Map

Advertising Account Manager

PR
Counselling

Teacher

Marketing Brand Manager

Law

Human Resources

TV

Film

Store Manager

Hair and Make-up Artist

Psychologist
Youth Worker

Career Map

Career Map

Media
Make-up

Humanities &
Social Sciences

Review Tutor

Housing Manager
Heritage Officer

Journalist

National Trust Officer

Logistics Manager

Curator

Researcher

Archaeologist

Information Scientist

Prison Governor

Police Officer

Web Content Producer

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Government and
Public Sector

01904 770400

Education Curriculum Development

Body Art Make-up Artist
Period Drama Hair and Make-up Artist
Wig Work and Facial Postiche Specialist

Instructor

Prosthetics Specialist

Qualification Advisor

Special Effects Specialist

Expert Consultant

Media and Information
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Salon Coach or Mentor

Fire Officer
Civil Servant

Museum/Gallery Conservator

Award Organisation External Verifier

Probation Officer

Heritage
Management

Librarian

Teacher

Salon Assessor

NHS Administrator

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Theatre

Training

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400
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Journalism - Radio
Broadcasting
News Editor

IMedia
Digital Customer Relations Manager

Sound Technician

Researcher

Database Specialist

Public Relations

Sports Reporter

Web Designer

Radio Presenter

Account Director

Radio Engineer

Broadcast Journalist

Producer

Sound Recordist
Dubbing Mixer

Commercials Copywriter

App Designer
Marketing Executive

Digital Advertising Supervisor
Graphics Visualisation

Blogger

Audio Engineer

Journalist

Newspaper Designer

Set Designer

Magazine Editor

Camera Operator

SFX Designer

Online Video Editor

Floor Manager

Scriptwriter

Researcher

Sales

Props Master

Light Engineer

Communications Officer

Feature Editor

Production Manager

Sound Designer

Radio Producer

Programme Director

Online Media Sales

Social Media Manager

Voice Over Artist

Radio Broadcast Assistant

Mobile App Development

Vision Mixer

Career Maps

Radio Drama Producer

Career Map

Journalism Digital/Online

TV & Film

Freelance Photographer
Copywriter

Post Production Supervisor

Copy Editor

Press Officer

Researcher

Career Map

Career Map

Media

Media

Game Designer
Conference Producer

Digital Compositor
QA Tester

Media Campaign Planner

Concept Artist

Digital Analysis & Insight Manager

Level Designer
3D Animator
Creative Director
Games Artist

Online Marketing

Sound Designer

Project Manager

Scriptwriter

Charity Event Manager

Contact us

Festival Organiser
Venue Manager
Brand Manger

Programmer

Events Management

Games
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Account Manager

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400
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Self-Employed
Composer - Film/TV/Library

Public Sector

Teaching

DJ

Business
Conductor

PR

Independent Artist

Marketing and Promotion

Music Teacher
International Relations

Modern Languages Teacher (Primary or Secondary)

Radio Plugger

Events Manager
Booking Agent

All branches of the Civil Service

Study Abroad Coordinator

Career Maps

Career Map

Record Labels Agent

Diplomatic Service Officer

University Lecturer

Manager

Publisher

Music Journalist

Foreign Civil Service

Teaching English as a Foreign Language

Music Lawyer

Music Services

Educational Publisher

Career Map

Career Map

Music

Languages
Music Restoration

Foreign Travel Advisor

Mixing Engineer
Journalism
Foreign Correspondent
International Aid Worker

Airline Services

Lawyer (possible to specialise
in European law)
Logistic and Distribution Manager
Sales Executive
Marketing Executive

Translator

Leisure and
Tourism

Communications

Contact us

Event Management

Hotel Manager

Interpreter
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Tour Guide

Business

Music Radio Producer
Backline Technician

Recorders

Musical Arranger

Music Therapist
Performer

Technology

Session Musician
Song Writer

Monitoring Engineer

Front of House Engineer
Tour Management

Military Musician

Live Sound Engineer

Software Developer

Audio Archivist

Accompanist

Foley Artist

Studio Designer

Mastering Engineer
PA Hire

Producer

Recording Artist

Teacher

Sound Designer

Musical Director

Music Production

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Contact us

Performance
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Professional
Performance

Criminologist
Journalist

Actor - Theatre and Screen

Corporate Trainer

Musical Theatre Performer

Events Manager
Physiotherapist

Dancer

Geologist

Environmental Consultant

Palaeontologist

Geophysical Data Processor

Seismologist

Personal Trainer

Musician

Vulcanologist

Career Maps

Career Map

Acrobat/Circus Skills Performer

Agriculture and
the Environment

Science and Research

Sustainability Consultant

Sedimentologist

Dietician/Nutritionist
Researcher

Career Map

Career Map

Performing Arts
Theatre Manager

Monitor Engineer

Production Manager
Stage Manager

Choreographer
Deputy Stage Manager

Assistant Stage Manager

Sound Engineer

Automation Engineer

Lighting Designer
Casting Director

Digital Media Engineer
Theatre Director

Projectionist

Playwright

Lighting Engineer

Theatrical Agent

Micropalaentologist - Oil Industry

Physical Theatre Practitioner
Musical Director
Stage Designer
Theatre Practitioner
Props Maker
Theatre Company Manager

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Drama Teacher

Minerals Surveyor

Higher Education Lecturer

01904 770400

Drilling Engineer

Mudlogger

Dance Therapist

Seismic Interpreter

Geophysicist/Field Seismologist

Drama Therapist

Geoscientist

Hydrogeologist

Engineering Geologist

Community Arts Worker

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Geothermal Power Engineering

Wellsite Geologist

Teacher - Primary, Secondary and FE

Education &
Community Arts

Lighting Operator

Theatre
48

Science - Geology

Geochemist

Engineering, Mining
and Quarrying

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Agriculture and
the Environment

Science and Research

Commerce

Geographer

Cartographer

Geographical Information System Officer

Geologist

Environmental Consultant
Conservation

University Lecturer

Landscape Architect

Data Analyst

Agriculture and
the Environment

Athlete

Research Scientist

Nutritionist

Biologist

Personal Trainer
Farmer

Biochemist

Planning and Development
Surveyor

Ecologist

Forensic Scientist
Microbiologist

Market Research

Zoologist
Plant Biologist

Toxicologist

Logistics and Distribution

Teacher

Retail Planning Analyst

Career Maps

Geography Teacher

Science and Research

Commercial/Residential
Surveyor

Ecologist

Statistician

Career Map

Farmer

Sport and Fitness

Geneticist

University Lecturer

Career Map

Career Map

Science - Geography
Town Planner
Transport Planner

Tourist Officer

Tourism

Environmental Health
Officer

Optician

Seismologist

Occupational Therapist

Biomedical Engineer
Biochemical Engineer
Chiropractor

Pedologist

Speech and Language Therapist
Physiotherapist

Mining Engineer

Demographer

Engineering and
Utilities

Public Sector

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Engineering

Paramedic
Police Officer

Pharmacologist

Petroleum Engineering

Weather Forecaster

Contact us

Hydrologist for Water Companies

Vulcanologist

The Environment Agency Coastal
and River Flooding Analyst
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Science - Biology

Crime Scene Investigator
Nurse

Dentist
Vet

Police and
Emergency Services

Doctor

Medical and Healthcare
Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Analytical Chemist

Manufacturing

Biochemist
Quality Assurance Chemist

Chemical Technician

Engineering

Chemistry Teacher

Physics Teacher

Cosmologist

Optician

Computer Games Designer

Particle Physicist

Food Scientist

Science Writer

Vet

Lighting Engineering

Astrophysicist

Toxicologist

Nuclear Engineer

Clinical Scientist
Sound Engineering

Radiation Protection Practitioner

TV Science Advisor

Science Journalist

Biomedical Engineering

Forensic Scientist

Medical Physics - Radiologist,
Nuclear Medicine,Ultrasound

Meteorologist

Computing

Career Map

Systems Developer

Science - Chemistry

Career Map

Science - Physics

Hardware Developer

Architect

Food Scientist
Toxicologist

Chartered Accountant

Telecommunications Engineer
Environmental Consultant

Pharmacologist
Healthcare Scientist, Clinical Biochemistry
Optician
Doctor

Commerce

Dentist
Nurse

Career Maps

Research Scientist

Doctor

University Lecturer

Product Development and Testing

Chemical Engineering

Media and
Entertainment

Research Scientist

Pharmaceutical Chemist

University Lecturer

Career Maps

Medicine and
Healthcare

Science and Research

Science and Research

Agriculture and
the Environment

Satellite Engineer
Laser Fusion Scientist
Material Scientist
Nuclear Engineer

Vet

Production Engineer

Medical and Healthcare

Civil Engineer

Structural Engineer

Robotics Engineer
Renewable Energy Engineer
Metallurgist

Building and
Construction

Meteorologist
Geophysicist/Seismologist

Aeronautical Engineer

Climate Scientist

Mechanical Engineer
Electrical and Electronic

Environment

Engineering and Energy
52

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400
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Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400
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Event Management

Coaching & Teaching

Crowd Control/Security Officer

Primary School Specialist
Ski Instructor

Sports Sponsorship Coordinator

Teacher

Water Sports Instructor

Event Coordinator

Multi-Skills Coach

Sports Coach

Fundraiser

Health & Safety Officer

PE Teacher

Cabin Crew

Holiday Rep

Children’s Rep
Reservations Assistant

Cabin Crew

Tour Guide

Check-in Staff

Personal Trainer

Sports Centre Manager
Sports Conditioning Coach

Dance Instructor

Sports Massage Therapist

Travel Photographer

Concierge

Fitness Manager
Fitness Coach

Sports Centre Assistant

Staff Health Well-being Officer

Travel & Tourism
Waitress
Receptionist

Performance Analyst

Sports Coordinator

Tour Guide

Dietician

County Development Officer

Sports Psychologist

Sports Association Manager

Sports Therapist
Physiotherapist

Sports
Development

Fitness

Nutritionist

Sports Science
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Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Housekeeper

Career Map

Research Assistant

PE Teacher

01904 770400

Hotel Manager
Leisure Assistant

Reservations Assistant

Bid Writer

Receptionist

Immigration Officer

Resort Offices Administrator

Sport Studies
Sports Activator

Events Coordinator

Baggage Handler

Customer Service Agent

Marketing Manager

Career Map

Studio Coordinator

Wedding Planner

Customs Officer

Travel Journalist

Gym Instructor

Chalet Host

Special Assistance Staff

Reservations Assistant

Entertainer

Marketing Coordinator

Groundsperson/Greenkeeper

Performance Analyst

Retail Assistant

Transfer Rep

Project Manager

Sports Stadium Manager

Sports Development Officer

Security Officer

Hospitality/Events

Career Maps

Career Maps

Outdoor Activities Manager

Competitions Manager

Steward

Sports Marketing Officer

Airlines & Airports

Tour Operators

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Regional Shop Manager

Housekeeper
Entertainer

Retail Assistant
Casino Croupier
Cabin Steward

Business Travel Agent

Tour Guide
Call Centre Agent
Currency Exchange Assistant
Holiday Advisor

Travel Agent

Travel Agency

Cruise Ships

Contact us

Attractions Manager

Retail Travel Agent

Sales & Marketing Assistant

Destinations Concierge

Cashier

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

Rural Tourism Attrations Conservator
Ride Operator
Outdoor Activities Instructor
Marketing Manager

Visitor Attractions

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Police
Riot Police Officer

Engineer
Pilot
Army Reservist

Intelligence Officer

Mounted Police

Plant Operator

Drug Squad Officer

Military Police Officer

Soldier

Special Constable

Army Medic

Artillery Officer

Family Liaison Officer

Navy

RAF Fire Fighter

Imagery Analyst

Aerospace Systems Officer

Air Crew

Parachute Jump Instructor

Technical Support Provider
Fire Fighter
Investigator

Crew Manager
Family Liaison Officer
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Contact us
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Specific Industry Training

Border Security Officer

Nurse

Door Supervisor
Event Steward

NHS

CCTV Operator

Surveillance Officer

Border Force Officer

Close Protection Officer

Detainee Custody Officer

Retail Security Officer

Contact us

Dog Handler

Liaison Officer

HM Revenue
& Customs

Security

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Immigration Officer

Compliance Officer

Personal Security Specialist

Counsellor

Probation Officer

Senior Enforcement Officer

Site Security Manager

Health Care Assistant

Prison Officer

01904 770400

Royal Marines Commando

Bodyguard

Emergency Responder

Prison Service

Fire

Military Police Officer

Uniformed
Public Services

Prison Warden

Information Systems Specialist

Officer

Career Map

Mental Health Adviser

Education Officer

Intelligence Specialist

Mine Clearance Diver

HR Manager

Uniformed
Public Services
Retained Fire Service Officer

Gunner

Aerospace Battle Manager

Career Map

Rehabilitation Officer

Submariner

Ship Maintenance Technician

Air Traffic Controller

Driver

Engineer

Intelligence Officer

Driver

Crewman

Forensic Psychologist

Logistics Specialist

Search and Rescue Team Member
RAF Medic

Driver

Royal Marines Reservist

RAF Fighter Pilot

Cadet Officer

Fire Arms Officer

Warfare Specialist

RAF Police Officer

Career Maps

Career Maps

RAF Dog Handler

Intelligence Analyst

PCSO

Detective

Nurse

Combat Engineer

Transport Police Officer

Forensic Officer

RAF

Air Corp

MOD Police Officer

Dog Handler

Army

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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A Level Courses

Welcome to

York College

A Level

A Level Courses

Faculty

York College boasts the widest choice of A Levels
in the region.
A Level students study a personalised learning programme in a
unique environment, which allows them to flourish, prepares them
for examinations, and takes them beyond the A Level specification
to see what higher level courses will be like.
Our strong links with universities, and the mature relationship with
tutors makes College an excellent preparation for higher education.
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Course Directory

60
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History (Modern)
82
Law
83
Law
Applied
(Applied
Law
National
Certificate)
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and
Further
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Media
Studies
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A Level Courses

Archaeology (EPQ with an Archaeology Focus)
81
Biology
97
Business
Studies
67
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Chemistry
97
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Computer
Science
71
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Dance
69
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Design
and
Technology:
Product
Design
73
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Drama and Theatre Studies
69
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Economics
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Engineering
Extended
Certificate
75
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English
Language
77
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English
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Film
Studies
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Fine Art
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87
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Geography
98
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History
(Ancient
History)
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History
(Late
Medieval
and
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Modern)
82
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A Level Courses

AS & A Level

AS and A Level

Art and Design
(Fine Art)

Art and Design
Do you enjoy developing your intellectual, imaginative,
creative and intuitive skills?
All of our A Level Art courses give you the chance to research relevant artists and provide
you with an exciting opportunity to investigate, experiment, and develop practical skills
as well as aesthetic understanding and critical judgement.

Eleanor Robinson
Previously of Tadcaster Grammar School
Studying A Level Fine Art and Textiles

‘‘

I chose to study Textiles because I am interested in creative practices
and I felt it would complement Fine Art well. I like the freedom and
individual control I have over my projects. This is aided by broad
topic areas and a large array of materials and process options.
I chose York College mainly for the Art department as it is really
advanced compared to what I have used previously. Other factors
included having the opportunity to meet new friends, have more
freedom with my studies and the facilities on offer.

‘‘
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100%

Achievemen
t
in 2017

• Foundation Diploma in
Art and Design
• Art and Design degrees at:
- Central Saint Martins
- Goldsmiths, University
of London
- London College of
Fashion
- Slade School of Art
• York College degrees in
Fashion, Graphic Arts and
Contemporary Crafts

Two year course

100%

t
men
ieve 17
h
c
A
0
in 2

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website. In addition
you will also require either Art, Graphics or Textiles at GCSE. We
would be happy to look at a range of your work at interview.

Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website. In addition
you will also require Art, Textiles, Photography or Graphics at GCSE.
We will be happy to look at a portfolio of your work at interview, and
if you have the potential, we will oﬀer you a place.

What will I study?

Past students’
career paths

Art and Design
(Photography)

Students will learn and develop skills in relation to drawing,
painting, sculpture and mixed media.
Students research a range of relevant artists to gain inspiration
for their own creative ideas and themes. Students’ studio-based
practice is contextualised with visits to exhibitions both locally and
further afield.

Good course combinations
This course combines well with most other A Levels, although
students should not study more than two of the Art and Design
options as they are coursework based subjects which require a lot of
time and dedication.

What could it lead to?
Students can apply to do a one year post A Level Foundation
Diploma in Art and Design. Past students have successfully
completed degrees at Goldsmiths University of London, Edinburgh
College of Art, Manchester Metropolitan University and Slade
School of Art.

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

What will I study?
You will be taught a variety of creative techniques and processes
in art, design and photography. Coursework will include the use of
camera equipment, studio work, computer software presentation
skills and building a portfolio and sketchbook of creative ideas and
personal project work.

Good course combinations
This course combines well with most other A Levels, although
students should not study more than two of the Art and Design
options as they are coursework based subjects which require a lot of
time and dedication.

What could it lead to?
Students can apply to do a one year post A Level Foundation
Diploma in Art and Design. Past students have successfully
completed creative degrees at London Metropolitan University,
Leeds Metropolitan University, Edinburgh University, Glasgow
University and Slade School of Art.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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A Level Courses

Art and Design

Two year course

AS and A Level

Open
Events

100%

No need to book,
just turn up

t
men
ieve 17
h
c
A
0
in 2

AS and A Level

Art and
Design (Textiles)

A Level Faculty
Wednesday 11th October 2017
6.00pm - 8.30pm

Two year course

A Level,
Vocational
and Apprenticeship
Programmes

Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website. In
addition you will also require Textiles, Art or Graphics at GCSE. We
would be happy to look at a range of your work at interview.

What will I study?
Art and Design

Taster
Days

Good course combinations
This course combines well with most other A Levels, although
students should not study more than two of the Art and Design
options as they are coursework based subjects which require a lot
of time and dedication.

Taster Days for Level 1, 2 and 3
courses will be held in
January 2018. Booking in
advance is required for all
Taster Days. See our
website or ring
01904 770239 for
further information.

What could it lead to?
Students can apply to do a one year post A Level Foundation
Diploma in Art and Design. Past students have successfully
completed creative degrees at Nottingham Trent University,
Edinburgh University, Wimbledon School of Art, London College
of Fashion, Central Saint Martins, or have gone on to study
Fashion Marketing, Journalism or Merchandising.
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Aiming
High Event

March 2018 - A presentation for Year 10 and
Year 11 students who aim to go to one of the top
universities including Oxford and Cambridge. See our
website or ring 01904 770239 for further information.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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A Level Courses

The course provides students with the opportunity to learn and
develop a range of skills in relation to felt making, silk paper
making, hand and machine embroidery, various methods of print
and surface decoration, fabric manipulation, pattern cutting and
garment construction. The Textiles programme provides students
with the opportunity to express themselves imaginatively and
creatively using a range of media. It is a demanding course but
very enjoyable and rewarding.

Tuesday 7th November 2017 6.00pm - 8.30pm
Saturday 25th November 2017 10.00am - 12noon
Thursday 8th February 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Tuesday 24th April 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Wednesday 20th June 2018
6.00pm - 8.00pm

AS and A Level

AS and A Level

Business Studies
Two year course

98%

Please see page 6 for general A Level
guidance, and for more specific information
please refer to the College website.

Our business and economics courses explore a wide variety of units.
Discuss the current developments in the European Union, domestic issues such as inflation and
unemployment, and examine how to set up your own company or even how to become an
entrepreneur. Business courses are a great preparation for a wide range of professions.

Rachel Mo
Previously of Lady Lumley’s School
Studying A Level Economics

‘‘

I chose Economics mainly because I enjoy the subject and I like
how the course goes into further depth than it does at GCSE.
My experience at York College has allowed me to grow as
a person as I’ve become more independent.
After completing my A Levels I hope to study a BA (Hons) degree
in Economics and Finance at the University of Liverpool.
After that I plan to work in the finance or banking industry,
as I aspire to become an investment banker or something
similar.

‘‘
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Past students’
career paths
• Business management
• Corporate law

Achievemen
t
in 2017

Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general A Level
guidance, and for more specific information please
refer to the College website.

t
men
ieve
Ach 2017
in

What will I study?

What will I study?

Business Studies gives an understanding of the many problems
businesses can face and encourages students to develop
analytical and evaluative ways to solve them.

Individuals, firms, markets and market failure which includes units such as:
The economic problem and economic methodology
Individual economic decision making
Price determination in a competitive market
The labour market

Topics include:
Managers, leadership and decision making
Decision making to improve operational performance
Analysing the strategic position of a business
Choosing strategic direction

Good course combinations
Students studying Business Studies often take A Level
Economics, but Business Studies combines well with any
subject.

• Human resources

What could it lead to?

• Financial management
and control

You can progress onto a degree course at York College or
university in a number of related areas eg marketing and
business.

• Retail

100%

Two year course

• Team leading and
management in both
public and private sector
organisations

Contact us

And
The national and international economy which includes units such as:
The measurement of macroeconomic performance
Economic performance
Financial markets and monetary policy
The international economy

Good course combinations
Economics combines well with Maths, Business Studies and the Social
Sciences.

What could it lead to?
The course will prepare you for higher education economics courses or can
form a component of a joint degree with a wide range of other subjects.
Possible careers could include working in financial markets, business
management and corporate law.

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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A Level Courses

Business

Entry requirements

Business

Economics

100%
Drama and
Theatre Studies

Achievemen
t
in 2017

Two year course

Dance and
Performing Arts
Eleanor Thornton
Previously of York High School
Studying A Level Drama and Theatre Studies

‘‘

I’ve always had an interest in acting and theatre. I love being able to
incorporate analysing plays and acting together in one course. This A Level
is even more engaging than I thought and I particularly enjoyed
reading and delving into the play ‘Fences’ by August Wilson.
I’ve really enjoyed my experience at the College. I love the
College environment and love feeling more independent
although tutors are always there if you need help.

‘‘
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Dance

100%

Two year course
Entry requirements

Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website. In
addition it is important that you are interested in gaining a greater
understanding of how theatre and plays work and that you are keen
to be involved in performances.

What will I study?
The range of work will involve practical performance, working
from scripts and devising, writing about theatre you have seen and
plays you have read, and the theory and practice of practitioners,
playwrights and directors.

If you are keen on acting, writing or on the visual and technical side of theatre, or you
want to develop your dance technique and choreography skills, then our dance and
performing arts A Levels have plenty to offer you.

AS and A Level
nt
veme
Achie 017
in 2

Please see page 6 for general A Level
guidance, and for more specific information please
refer to the College website. In addition, dance experience is
required. Auditions will take place in the summer term.

What will I study?
Students will undertake a range of practical and theoretical
assignments. Developing their dance and performance skills they
will choreograph and create new dance works for assessment and
develop coursework in dance appreciation and an appreciation for
dance practitioners.
This course is for students studying an A Level programme, who are
interested in the field of dance and have practical dance experience.

Good course combinations

Good course combinations

Past students’
career paths

Dance, Music, Film Studies, Media Studies, Law, Psychology, History
and Sociology.

Drama and Theatre Studies, Media Studies, Music and Physical
Education.

What could it lead to?

What could it lead to?

• Degree level study

Further study in drama, theatre studies and performing arts in
higher education at degree or HND level or drama school. It can be
used as part of your course to broaden your studies and may lead
on to a career in the performing arts industries.

Students undertaking this course could progress onto a dance
related degree or dance school.

• Theatre School/
Conservatoire
• Choreographer
• Teacher
• Performer

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk
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info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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A Level Courses

Dance and Performing Arts

AS and A Level

Open
Events
No need to book,
just turn up

AS and A Level

Computer
Science
Two year course

94%

Achievem
ent
in 2017

A Level,
Vocational
and Apprenticeship
Programmes

Digital
Technologies
A Level Computer Science enables you to study the inner workings and
applications of computers, with emphasis put on solving realistic problems.

Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website.

This course is for students interested in practical programming.
Students have the opportunity to experience programming in
Python on the Raspberry Pi’s, and will also gain an understanding
of all levels of programming languages, computer hardware and
software functionality as well as a detailed appreciation of how
computer architectures operate.

Past students’
career paths
• Degrees in computing
and IT related disciplines
• Business information
technology

Good course combinations

‘‘

• Computer science and
mathematics

What could it lead to?

York College has been a really good, high quality learning
environment. All of my tutors have been very helpful and always
willing to give advice and support.

• Business management

Previously of Malton School
Studying A Level Computer Science
The course is exactly as I expected it to be as lots of in depth
knowledge is required. I chose York College because it had such a
wide range of subjects I was interested in.

• Information technology
for the creative industries
• Engineering

‘‘

After I have completed my A Levels I intend to study a degree in Computer
Science with a view to becoming self-employed in the IT industry.
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Taster
Days

The course is organised into four units, two units at AS Level and the
same two units for the full A Level plus a third unit.
Units include:
Computing principles
Algorithms and problem solving
Project

Christopher Horne

Tuesday 7th November 2017 6.00pm - 8.30pm
Saturday 25th November 2017 10.00am - 12noon
Thursday 8th February 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Tuesday 24th April 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Wednesday 20th June 2018
6.00pm - 8.00pm

This course combines well with most other A Levels.

Computer Science is an extremely useful A Level leading into
a wide variety of computer-based disciplines plus technologically
rich subjects such as engineering or science. It combines
well with maths and sciences.

• Computer games
programming

Aiming
High Event

Taster Days for Level 1, 2 and 3
courses will be held in
January 2018. Booking in
advance is required for all
Taster Days. See our
website or ring
01904 770239 for
further information.

March 2018 - A presentation for Year 10 and
Year 11 students who aim to go to one of the top
universities including Oxford and Cambridge. See our
website or ring 01904 770239 for further information.

• Graphic design
Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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A Level Courses

Digital Technologies

Entry requirements

What will I study?

A Level Faculty
Wednesday 11th October 2017
6.00pm - 8.30pm

‘‘

Teaching,
learning and
assessment are outstanding,
and reflect the very large
majority of students achieving
their qualifications.

’’

Engineering
Design Technology includes exactly what the name suggests. There’s
the designing of your own product and then there’s the technology
with CAD on the workshop tools, and both are really enjoyable.

After College I plan to go to university and study a degree in Animation.
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‘‘

I found out about York College through word of mouth and came
over to have a look. After seeing the courses on offer they were the
best fit for me and my future plans. College has a great atmosphere.
The tutors are friendly and welcoming and are always willing to help.

Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance, and for more specific
information please refer to the College website. Students should
have followed GCSE Design Technology (any route). A portfolio
of creative skills will be an advantage and should be presented at
interview.

Product Design: Product Design
or
Product Design: Design Engineering
These courses are thought-provoking and stimulating, whilst being
fast-moving, as they have been designed to keep students highly
motivated and interested; allowing them to apply theory too.

Past students’
career paths

‘‘

Entry requirements

There are two routes available in this A Level subject:

You will innovate design/engineering solutions, create conceptual ideas, refine them and test them.

Previously of Tadcaster Grammar School
Studied A Level Design Technology

Two year course

What will I study?

You will be able to recognise design/engineering needs and develop
an understanding of how current global issues and technology impact
on today’s world.

Hugh Englefield

Design and Technology

• Higher education degree
courses in:
- Architecture
- Animation and
Graphic Design
- Product Design
- Engineering
• Apprenticeships and
employment in engineering
and manufacturing related
industries

A Level (again the content is
tailored to Product Design or
Design Engineering)

100%

Achievemen
t
Component 1: Principles of Design
in 2017
and Technology
In addition to the AS topics you will also
study how we design for maintenance and
a cleaner environment and current legislation in our industry.
Component 2: Design and Make Project
You will undertake a substantial design, make and evaluate project
which requires you to produce a portfolio and a prototype outcome.
In the first year you will also follow a series of short beginner courses:
Adobe Photoshop
Solid Works 3D Computer Aided Design leading to CAD/CAM

Good course combinations
Other A Levels such as English, Maths, Physics and Computer Science.

What could it lead to?

AS Level (the content is tailored to Product Design
or Design Engineering)

Higher education, in particular any design-related course including
Product Design, Engineering disciplines, Architecture, Animation,
Graphic Design and the Foundation Diploma in Art and Design.

Component 1: Principles of Design and Technology
You will learn about the processes and techniques to shape, form,
join and manufacture relevant products and components. As well as
digital technologies and the effects of technological developments,
you will also learn about factors which influence the development of
a product.

Please note: Course structure and content may be subject to change;
subject to accreditation from Ofqual. Please see the website for the
most up to date course information.

Component 2: Design and Make Project
You will undertake a small scale design, make and evaluate project to
a given ‘external’ brief – from the exam board.

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk
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A Level Courses

Engineering

Ofsted, December
2013

AS and A Level

Extended Certificate

Good course combinations

Engineering
Two year course
This course is designed to be a direct replacement for the
Engineering A Level but is not suitable for Vocational students.
This course is the same size as one A Level and therefore is
equivalent to one of your A Level choices.

Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website.

Engineering

This course covers a range of engineering disciplines; engineering
materials and processes in the first year, with a focus on electronics
and control in the second year, with design and CAD throughout
both years. You will be able to apply your understanding of
engineering theory through “design and make” based tasks
which include a portable barbeque and in the second year, a
programmable electronic vehicle prototype. Employer involvement
is fundamental to the course with a study of a practising engineer
and an engineering environment.

100%

ment
Achieve Level
A
in
7
in 201 eering
Engin

What could it lead to?
Progression from this qualification could lead to:
• A larger size qualification at Level 3 (eg BTEC National
Extended Diploma in Engineering)
• To higher education HND/BEng (Hons) Degrees in Engineering
if completed alongside A Levels
• An advanced engineering apprenticeship, or work
in the engineering sector.
Note: Students should always check the entry requirements for
degree programmes in Engineering as many universities will require
A Level Maths.

Typical units include:
Engineering Principles
Computer Aided Design In Engineering
Engineering Product Design and Manufacture
Delivery of Engineering Processes Safely as a Team
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A Level Courses

What will I study?

Ideally combines with GCE A Level in
Mathematics and/or Physics, which
allows you to progress to higher
education to study engineering or
other STEM-related programmes.

AS and A Level

AS and A Level

English Language
Two year course
Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general A Level
guidance, and for more specific information
please refer to the College website.

100%

ement
Achiev 7
in 201

We follow the AQA English Language specification which builds on
GCSE. The content and approach examine new, more varied aspects
of the subject.

English

Year One
Students will explore methods of language analysis using a range
of texts, learn to identify language features in written and spoken
text and explore various types of language considering audience,
purpose, genre for different social groups and language from
different regions.

Do you enjoy studying different forms of literature and exploring language?
Our English courses are thought-provoking, stimulating and enable you to learn about the
variety of language around us.

Hannah Bone
Previously of Selby High School
Studying A Level English Language and English Literature

‘‘

I chose to study English Literature as it looked like a thorough and
engaging course covering a wide variety of texts. When I visited the College
at Open Events, the tutors I spoke to were genuinely enthused by their subject
and well informed on a huge variety of topics within the subject area.
English Language covered a huge range of social perspectives on
the formation, construction and representation of language which
caught my interest and really made the College stand out.
I chose York College because of the size and the opportunities it
brought to meet new people and try new subjects not available
at other institutions.

‘‘
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Past students’
career paths
• Higher education degrees
at Oxford, Cambridge and
other top universities

Year Two
Students learn to analyse language on varied topics from various
contexts. They explore how children acquire language; study how
language changes over time according to region and context and
attitudes to this change, and develop their own academic and
analytical writing skills. Students also undertake an investigation into
an aspect of language which interests them personally and produce
a piece of creative writing with commentary.

• Journalism

Good course combinations

• Law

This course combines well with most A Levels.

• Public Relations
• Museum work

Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance,
and for more specific information please refer to the
College website.

What will I study?
Year One
Students study Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein and a selection of
poems by Robert Browning. Alongside this they look at Methods
of Language Analysis, including how language sounds, grammar,
choice of words and the assumptions speakers, writers, listeners
and readers make. Language analysis skills are also applied to the
Paris Anthology, a collection of texts focusing on non-fiction and
non-literary writing. Students get an opportunity to adapt a text in
their own writing and produce an accompanying commentary.
Year Two
Students continue to study the analysis of language with F Scott
Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby and Tennessee Williams’ A Streetcar
Named Desire. Students also complete an investigation, using
Anthony Burgess’ A Clockwork Orange and Angela Carter’s Bloody
Chamber as source materials, in a non-exam assessment.

Good course combinations
This course combines well with most A Levels.

What could it lead to?

What could it lead to?
Degree level study in areas such as English, journalism, creative
and media industries, public relations, museum work, civil service,
law etc. Past students have gone on to study English at Oxford,
Cambridge and other top universities.

Contact us

Entry requirements

Achievemen
t
in 2017

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Degree level study in areas such as English, journalism, creative
and media industries, public relations, museum work, civil service,
law etc. Past students have gone on to study English at Oxford,
Cambridge and other top universities.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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English

What will I study?

English Language
and Literature
100%
Two year course

Open
Events
AS and A Level

English
Literature

No need to book,
just turn up

100%

ement
Achiev 7
in 201

A Level Faculty
Wednesday 11th October 2017
6.00pm - 8.30pm

Two year course

A Level,
Vocational
and Apprenticeship
Programmes

Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website.

What will I study?

English

Year Two - Political and Social Protest Writing
Students build on the first year with the addition of Blake’s Songs of
Innocence and Experience, Jim Crace’s Harvest and Henrik Ibsen’s A
Doll’s House. Alongside AQA’s Critical Anthology students explore;
Chaucer’s The Miller’s Tale, Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights and
George Orwell’s 1984. They produce two pieces of written work, a
conventional essay and a piece of re-creative writing, for example
retelling a text from a minor character’s viewpoint.

Tuesday 7th November 2017 6.00pm - 8.30pm
Saturday 25th November 2017 10.00am - 12noon
Thursday 8th February 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Tuesday 24th April 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Wednesday 20th June 2018
6.00pm - 8.00pm

Taster
Days
Taster Days for Level 1, 2 and 3
courses will be held in
January 2018. Booking in
advance is required for all
Taster Days. See our
website or ring
01904 770239 for
further information.

Good course combinations
This course combines well with most A Levels.

What could it lead to?
Degree level study in areas such as English, journalism, creative
and media industries, public relations, museum work, civil service,
and law. Past students have gone on to study English at Oxford,
Cambridge and other top universities

Aiming
High Event

March 2018 - A presentation for Year 10 and
Year 11 students who aim to go to one of the top
universities including Oxford and Cambridge. See our
website or ring 01904 770239 for further information.
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A Level Courses

Year One - Tragedy
From AQA’s set texts we have chosen Shakespeare’s Othello, Arthur
Miller’s Death of a Salesman, F Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby
and a selection of John Keats’ poetry. Students explore concepts
such as the role of the tragic hero, how language highlights tragedy
and how structure leads to a tragic ending.

Extended Project
Qualification with an
Archaeology Focus

100%

One year course
Please see page 6 for general A Level
guidance, and for more specific information
please refer to the College website.

Humanities and
Social Sciences
If you are inquisitive about the world around you and enjoy discussing both
sides of an argument then a Humanities or Social Science course is for you.

Activities include taking part in mock trials, visiting the British Museum and talks by guest speakers.

What will I study?
Have an interest in the past? This EPQ with a focus on Archaeology
will provide you with lots of transferrable skills for your next step,
whether that’s university or employment.

Past students’
career paths
• Higher education degrees
at top universities
including Oxford and
Cambridge

Reece Dixon

• Civil Service

Previously of Millthorpe School
Studying A Level History (Ancient)

• Consultancy

I chose the course as the idea of studying ancient societies interested me.
I like the fact that my course allows me to learn about how the ancient world
shaped contemporary society. It has turned out to be a wonderfully
unique A Level.

• Teaching

• Law

‘‘

I had known about the College for a number of years before
attending, and when making my decision for where to attend I
visited the College and was definitely impressed. The learning
environment is supreme, tutors and students are on a first
name basis which makes integrating very easy.

‘‘
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• Politics
• Criminology
• Social work

The first term will focus on teaching the basics of archaeological
investigation, before students start their individual project. The
individual project will be focused either on an archaeological
problem (excluding excavation) or an archaeological issue that
students will research in more detail.

History (Ancient History)
Two year course
Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general A Level
guidance, and for more specific information
please refer to the College website.

100%

t
Achievemen
in 2017

What will I study?
History has rightly been described as an ‘argument
without end’. It offers no fixed answers but some insight into
what it is to be a human being and real training in logical thought,
data-handling and the attractive expression of ideas. It is also great
fun.
You will study Greek and Roman history, the views of ancient and
modern historians and how the ancient world was viewed by them.
We will be looking at a period of at least 75 years and the in-depth
study will look at social, economic, political, cultural, religious,
technological and military factors involved in a particular event or
situation.

Previous student projects have examined diverse issues from
tracing the remains of the Derwent Valley Light Railway, to looking
at changes over time at All Saints Church, Pavement. Topics could
range from examining the reasons for the invention and adoption
of farming to whether human remains should be displayed in
museums.

Year One:
Greece in Conflict
Julio – Claudian Emperors

Whilst this is a one year course, the College has good links with
museums and archives in the area and there will be opportunities
for work placements to enhance your UCAS application or CV
during your second year at College.

Ancient History can be taken alongside either Modern History
or Late Medieval and Early Modern History and works well with
Archaeology and Politics. It also makes a stimulating fourth subject
alongside any combination.

What could it lead to?

What could it lead to?

Past students who have studied archaeology have progressed to
study history, archaeology and other humanities subjects as well as
English and arts subjects.

• Clinical psychologist

Year Two:
Culture of Athens
Decline of the late Roman
Republic

Good course combinations

You should consider studying A Level History if you intend to take
a degree in History or a closely related subject such as Politics, or if
you intend to follow a course in higher education for which history
is a suitable preparation (such as law).
Past students have gone into careers in law, teaching and museum
curation.

• Heritage and Cultural
• Resource Management

Contact us
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A Level Courses

Humanities and Social Sciences

Entry requirements

Achieve
m
2017 in ent in
AL
Archaeo evel
logy

AS and A Level

AS and A Level

National Certificate Level 3

Two year course

Two year course

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website.

Please refer to page 6 for general A level guidance, and
for more specific information please refer to the College website.

What will I study?

What will I study?

Topics studied include the role of Parliament and judges in making
laws, delegated legislation, criminal courts and the training and
work of lay people, Tort Law, Criminal Law including
offences such as murder, manslaughter and
non-fatal offences against the person, and
defences such as consent, intoxication and
self-defence. We also look at property
offences, which includes theft, robbery
Achieve
men
and burglary.
in 2017 t

Law is a fascinating, stimulating and challenging course which will
equip you with the skills of logic and reasoning. Please note the
emphasis of this course is on the practical skills of investigating,
analysing and applying the law, and the assessment process reflects
this.

Law
AS and A Level

History (Late Medieval
and Early Modern)
Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general A Level
guidance, and for more specific information
please refer to the College website.

100%
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What will I study?
Year One:
Paper 1: England, authority, nation and religion 1509–1603
Paper 2: Luther and the German Reformation, c. 1515–55
Year Two:
Paper 3: Lancastrians, Yorkists and Henry VII, 1399–1509
Coursework
The coursework module focuses on how events in the past have
been interpreted by different historians. It develops the skills of
analysis and evaluation, based on a question surrounding a key area
of historical debate of your choice.

History (Modern)
Two year course
Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website.

What will I study?
Modern History looks at Britain and Europe in
the 19th and 20th centuries. Topics include:
Year One:
Germany and West Germany, 1918–89
The Rise and Fall of Fascism in Italy, c. 1911–46

100%

t
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Year Two:
Poverty, Public Health and the State in Britain,
c. 1780–1939
Coursework
The coursework module focuses on how events in the past
have been interpreted by different historians. It develops
the skills of analysis and evaluation, based on a question
surrounding a key area of historical debate of your choice.

Good course combinations

Good course combinations
This course works well with English courses, Politics, Law,
Archaeology and Sociology. It also makes a stimulating fourth
subject alongside any combination.

This course works well with Politics and Sociology. It
also makes a stimulating fourth subject alongside any
combination.

What could it lead to?

What could it lead to?
You should consider studying A Level History if you intend to take
a degree in History or a closely related subject such as Politics, or
follow a course in higher education for which history is a suitable
preparation (such as law). Past students have gone on to careers in
law, teaching, business and politics.

A degree in History, a closely related subject such as Politics
or a course for which history is a suitable preparation (such as
law). Past students have gone on to careers in law, teaching,
business, journalism and politics.

100%

Good course combinations

Law is a subject which works well with a wide
range of other subjects, especially Sociology, English,
History, Psychology and Politics. Many students also
choose law and languages at degree level.

What could it lead to?
Law is an informative and useful qualification for those thinking
of a career in law or for studying law at university. In recent years,
we have had students go on to read Law at Cambridge, Bristol,
Nottingham, Newcastle, York, Leicester, Warwick, Sheffield and
Northumbria universities. Law is also a useful subject for those
hoping to work in Criminal Justice (police, prison service, probation
or youth offending), and those who are interested in politics, social
policy or criminology. Law is an A Level which provides information
and skills for life.
Law Club is optional to everyone in College. The Law Department
has a wide range of visiting speakers bringing the law to life. The
Law Department offers trips and activities, discussion and debate on
current affairs and cases and enjoys links with universities who send
visiting speakers and offer support with revision sessions.
Tutors are qualified lawyers and teachers.
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Year One units include:
Parliamentary law making Statutory Interpretation
Judicial precedent (how judges make laws/rules in court cases)
Civil Courts & Alternative Dispute Resolution
Introduction to Criminal Law
The basic principles of negligence
Year Two units include:
The laws relating to homicide: murder and voluntary manslaughter
Offences against property
General defences in criminal law
Police powers
Aspects of Tort

Good course combinations
This course works well with Politics, Sociology and English
Language. However it also makes a stimulating fourth subject
alongside any combination.

What could it lead to?
This Applied Law qualification is widely recognised in industry and
higher education. You will understand how claims such as those
resulting from a car crash are dealt with in English Law. You will
know how disputes are settled and how the law can be used to help
people. You will also develop the skills to investigate and research
how laws are made both inside and outside Parliament.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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A Level Courses

Humanities and Social Sciences

Two year course

AS and A Level

Applied Law

AS and A Level

AS and A Level

Religious Studies
Two year course
AS and A Level

AS and A Level

Entry requirements

Two year course

Two year course

Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance,
and for more specific information please refer to
the College website.

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Psychology

Please see page 6 for general A Level
guidance, and for more specific
information please refer to the College
website.

100%
Achieve
men
in 2017 t

What will I study?
Year One:
Government in the United Kingdom. This involves understanding
the key processes and debates about the role of the British
constitution, Parliament as well as the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
Political Participation in the UK. This involves understanding the
nature of modern political parties, voting and elections as well as
the relationship between democracy and participation.
Year Two:
Ideologies. Students will be required to explore the key principles
behind a range of modern political philosophies and political
thinkers.

What will I study?
Psychology is the scientific study of mind and behaviour, attempting
to explain a wide range of behaviours from human depression to
causes of aggression.

100%
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Good course combinations

Year One units include:
Philosophy of Religion
Christianity
God/gods/ultimate reality
Life after death
Arguments for the existence
of God
Evil and suffering
Religious experience
Ethics, Religion and Society
Ethical theories
Issues of human life and death
Issues of animal life and death

Ethics, Religion and Society
Key moral principles
Religious identity
Free will and moral responsibility
Conscience

Education – Why do girls now outperform boys at all levels of
education? What impact do social policies have on achievement?

This course works well with English courses.

This course works well with History, Law and any subject that
involves debate.

What could it lead to?

What could it lead to?

On average over a third of students finishing Politics apply to study
Politics or International Relations at university. Recently students
have gone to universities including LSE, Oxford, Bristol, Sheffield,
Hull and Nottingham. A job in politics, the civil service, media
and publishing, pressure groups, consultancy or education is also
achievable.

Psychology is useful for any career that involves working with
people (or animals). Previous students have also gone on to study
for a range of degrees including law, medicine, business, sports
studies and music.

Contact us
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Topics include:
Families and Households – What do we mean by ‘the family’?
How have families and relationships within them changed?

Beliefs in Society – What are religions for, and what impact do they
have?
Crime and Deviance – What is the difference between crime and
deviance, and is this just a matter of opinion? Why do people
commit crimes?
Sociological Theory – How do different sociologists explain society?

Please note that you will be required to understand and apply
basic mathematical principles in the exam, such as ratios, fractions,
means, basic statistics, drawing graphs and tables. You will also
be performing and writing up your own scientific research. The
scientific aspects of the course examine the brain and the nervous
system, so a willingness to learn and apply biological principles is
also required.
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Yourself, the people you know, the society you live in and
other attitudes and societies.

Past visits have included the Jewish Museum in Manchester and the
Harnham Buddhist Monastery.

Good course combinations

Please see page 6 for general A Level
guidance, and for more specific information
please refer to the College website.

100%

Year Two units include:
Philosophy of Religion
Religious language
Miracles
Self and life after death

If you are taking a ’science’ route with your A Levels it
goes well with Biology and Maths. If you are taking a ‘humanities’
route for your A Levels it goes well with Sociology.

Comparative Politics. Students will explore the politics and the
government of the USA. Students will be expected to study
comparisons with the UK.

Entry requirements

What will I study?

What will I study?

Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website.

Topics include:
Memory - including recalling the details of crime
Attachment - including the effects of
growing up without love and care
Social Influence

Achi
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Two year course

Good course combinations

Research Methods – How can we actively study society and
individuals?
Methods in Context – Exploring how we can study the educational
system
Previous trips have included visits to the Spiritualist Church in
York and Askham Grange Prison.

What could it lead to?
Religious Studies, with its debate, exploration of ethical issues and
investigation into belief, provides an ideal platform for courses at
degree level. Professions such as law, medicine and those involving
people can draw on the many varied aspects of the Religious
Studies course. Past students have gone on to acting, courses in
maths, human rights law and youth work.

Good course combinations
This course combines well with Archaeology, English, History, Law,
Politics, Religious Studies, Media Studies, Film Studies and
Psychology.

What could it lead to?
Sociology is highly regarded in a number of areas including nursing,
law, policing, teaching, social work and journalism. Past students
have gone on to study sociology, criminology, social policy and
planning, archaeology and anthropology.

Contact us
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Humanities and Social Sciences

Politics

100%

Sociology

AS and A Level

AS and A Level

French

100%

Two year course
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Languages
You will experience lessons conducted in the target language and weekly contact with a foreign
language assistant. You will be able to express and justify your opinions on a wide range of current
affairs issues. You can also meet some of our foreign students and experience taster lessons in a
variety of languages. A language is a fantastic complement for any combination of subjects.

Charlie Buckley
Previously of Millthorpe School
Studying A Level French and German

‘‘

I chose to study French because I thoroughly enjoyed it at GCSE and it
was the subject that I achieved my highest grade in (A*). I like learning
about the French culture and how the language works. This course is
similar to GCSE, but of course with more complex topics and grammar.
My favourite part of the year has been being able to analyse a French film.
York College was a good choice as it allowed me to take the
combination of subjects I wanted. Also I had heard that the
Language department at York College was very good and it is
very useful to have two computer rooms just for Languages.

‘‘
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What will I study?

What will I study?

Year One topics include:
Aspects of French speaking society: Current trends; The changing
nature of the family and Cyber society

Year One topics include:
Aspects of German speaking society: The changing state of the
family, The digital world, Youth culture: fashion and trends, music,
television.

Year Two:
You will build on the topics studied in Year One and study new topics
such as:

• Higher education degree
courses in languages
including:
- German
- Languages with
International Business
Studies
- French and Italian
- Modern and Medieval
Languages
- Chinese and Spanish
- Law and French

t
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Please see page 6 for general A Level
guidance, and for more specific information
please refer to the College website.

You will also study a French language film in the first year.

Past students’
career paths

Entry requirements

100%

Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance,
and for more specific information please refer to
the College website.

Artistic culture in the French speaking world: A culture proud of its
heritage, Contemporary francophone music, Cinema: the 7th art form

Would you like to take your language skills to a high level?

Two year course

Artistic culture in the German-speaking world: Festivals and
traditions, Art and architecture, Cultural life in Berlin, past and
present.
You will also study a German language film in the first year.

Aspects of French speaking society including: Positive features of a
diverse society, Life for the marginalised and How criminals are treated

Year Two:
You will build on the topics studied in Year One and study new
topics such as:

Aspects of political life in the French speaking world: Teenagers, the
right to vote and political commitment, Politics and immigration

Multiculturalism in German Speaking Society: Immigration,
Integration, Racism.

You will also study a French language film and literary work in the
second year.

Aspects of Political Life in the German Speaking World:
Germany and the EU, Politics and Youth, German reunification
and the consequences.

You will have a lesson with the French assistant each week, and you
will be encouraged to spend some time in a French-speaking country
during the course.

Good course combinations
Students can combine French successfully with the full range of
A Levels.

What could it lead to?

You will also study a German language film and work of literature.

Good course combinations
Students can combine German successfully with the full range of
A Levels.

What could it lead to?
Many students go on to a language related degree course.

Many students go on to a language related degree course.

Contact us
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Languages

Entry requirements

German

Open
Events

100%

AS and A Level

Spanish

No need to book,
just turn up

t
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Two year course

A Level Faculty
Wednesday 11th October 2017
6.00pm - 8.30pm

Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance, and for more specific
information please refer to the College website.

A Level,
Vocational
and Apprenticeship
Programmes

What will I study?
Year One units include:
Aspects of Hispanic society: Modern and traditional values, Cyberspace,
Equal rights.
Artistic culture in the Hispanic world: Modern day idols, Spanish
regional identity, Cultural heritage or cultural landscape.
You will also study a Spanish language film in the first year.

Languages

Aspects of political life in the Hispanic world: Today’s youth, tomorrow’s
citizens, Monarchies, republics and dictatorships, Popular movements.

Taster
Days

You will also study a Spanish language film and literary work in the second year
and topics such as social issues, the environment, socio-political aspects of
Spain (as well as the cinema and literature of the Spanish-speaking world).
If possible, you should try to visit a Spanish-speaking country during your
course.

Good course combinations
Students can combine Spanish successfully with the full range of
A Levels.

What could it lead to?
By following an advanced course in Spanish, you can develop
your linguistic skills to a higher level and obtain a very useful
qualification for higher education or future employment.
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Aiming
High Event

Taster Days for Level 1, 2 and 3
courses will be held in
January 2018. Booking in
advance is required for all
Taster Days. See our
website or ring
01904 770239 for
further information.

March 2018 - A presentation for Year 10 and
Year 11 students who aim to go to one of the top
universities including Oxford and Cambridge. See our
website or ring 01904 770239 for further information.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Year Two:
You will build on the topics studied in Year One and study new
topics such as:
Multiculturalism in Hispanic society: Immigration, Racism, Integration.

Tuesday 7th November 2017 6.00pm - 8.30pm
Saturday 25th November 2017 10.00am - 12noon
Thursday 8th February 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Tuesday 24th April 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Wednesday 20th June 2018
6.00pm - 8.00pm

‘‘

Mathematics
teaching is outstanding.
Tutors are especially good at
inspiring their Advanced Level
students and giving them the
confidence to succeed.

AS and A Level

Mathematics and
Further Mathematics

’’

Ofsted, December
2013

Entry requirements

Maths
Maths is a desirable subject to take for many careers and in some cases
a necessary one.
Phoebe Frere
Previously of Joseph Rowntree School
Studying A Level Maths and Further Maths

‘‘

The Maths department at York College is, in my opinion, the best
department in the College. I chose York College because I wanted more
freedom in my learning. I really enjoy the independent study and
York College has been flexible with this, encouraging me to work in
a way that is best for me.

Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website.

What will I study?

Past students’
career paths
Higher education degree
courses including:
• Mathematics
• Physics
• Engineering
• Mathematics & Music
• Veterinary Science

York College has given me so much more confidence, both in my own
work and in my ability to ask questions. I feel prepared for higher
education thanks to the self-motivated style of teaching, however
there has never been a time when I have not felt supported.

• Natural Sciences

After I have finished my A Levels, I plan to study Computer
Science to Masters level.

• Medicine

‘‘
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• Economics
• Philosophy Politics
and Economics

You will continue to study some topics familiar to you from
GCSE, such as algebra and trigonometry, and you will also
be introduced to new ones, for example calculus. Your
study of Maths will be divided into two sections, Pure Maths
and Applied Maths (Mechanics/Statistics). Mathematical
processes consisting of mathematical argument and language,
problem solving and mathematical modelling are embedded
throughout the AS and A Level courses.
Year One:
The AS course consists of approximately 70% Pure Maths
topics including algebra, proof, trigonometry and calculus and
approximately 30% Applied Maths topics from Mechanics and
Statistics, some of which will have been introduced at GCSE.
If your interest in Maths is deep and you wish to study it, or a
related subject (such as Engineering) further, you can choose
to take AS Further Maths alongside the AS course. AS Further
Maths consists of 50% Pure Maths, where new and exciting

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk
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In the new linear specifications, grades obtained
from AS Level exams do not contribute to those in
A Level. However, all the topics studied at AS are relevant in the
corresponding A Level course, where they will be examined
in greater depth and with more rigour. Also, some material is
introduced at A Level that won’t necessarily have been covered
at AS Level.

A Level Courses

Maths

Two year courses

concepts are introduced such as complex
numbers, matrices and proof by induction.
For the remaining 50%, you can deepen
your knowledge and skills in both Statistics
and Mechanics.

Year Two:
A Level Maths and A Level Further Maths qualifications
are available to students in their second year of study. A
mathematical comprehension forms part of the assessment at
A Level, and in Further Maths there are various opportunities to
specialise in areas more relevant to your career plans.

Good course combinations
These courses all combine well with most other A Levels.

What could it lead to?
An A Level in Maths is helpful for many careers, especially in the
areas of science, financial services, banking and accountancy. It
is also a desirable qualification for many degrees and in some
cases a necessary one. Past students have been inspired to go
on to read Maths in its own right at top universities.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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‘‘

The
standard of students’
work in lessons is
consistently good.

’’

Ofsted, December
2013

AS and A Level

AS and A Level

Film Studies

100%

Media: Print, TV
and Film

Entry requirements

If you are motivated, creative, and enjoy watching and learning about
different types of films, TV productions and various aspects of printed
media, then take a look at the media courses we offer.

In Year Two you will continue to deepen your knowledge and appreciation
of film by continuing your Hollywood and British film studies, but you will
broaden your understanding beyond ‘mainstream’ cinema by developing
your appreciation of Global film, Documentary film, Silent film and
Experimental film. You will create your 2nd film: from script to screen, using
industry standard equipment.

Lauren Sheriston
Previously of Sherburn High School
Studied A Level Media Studies

‘‘

I chose Media Studies as I have always had a keen interest in the media
and want to study Journalism at university. I like the course because it’s
hands-on when it comes to coursework but you also get the theoretical
knowledge through the exam. I wasn’t expecting to develop skills using
technologies used in the industry itself such as Photoshop or Adobe
InDesign. Media Studies has provided me with skills that will be very useful
to me whilst studying Journalism at university.
I chose York College because of the variety of A Level courses to
choose from and the facilities it has for each course. I found out
about York College from friends who thoroughly enjoyed their
experience here.

Past students’
career paths
• Higher education to
study degrees in Media,
Film Studies or Film
Journalism
• Work in the film and
TV industry
• Work in the media
industry

Media Studies
Two year course
Entry requirements

100%

ement
Achiev 17
2
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Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance,
and for more specific information please refer to the
College website.

Please see page 6 for general A Level
guidance, and for more specific information
please refer to the College website.

What will I study?

What will I study?

In Year One you will have the opportunity to develop your appreciation and
understanding of film as a dominant art form and as a vastly commercial
venture. Along the way you will study camera work, editing, acting, set and
costume design, lighting, story structure and genre in a variety of films.

Year One coursework allows you to explore the ways in
which media products are created to appeal to particular
audiences through the creation of a moving image artefact.
In Year Two, coursework is based on cross-media production
of three products and the exam explores the historical,
contemporary and global significance of digital media, as
well as the key theories that underpin media representation,
audiences and institutions.

Each year we also run an educational field trip to Hollywood and experience
the day to day work of the major studios.

Good course combinations
English, Sociology, Media Studies, Photography, Drama and Theatre Studies
and Psychology.

What could it lead to?

Good course combinations
Film Studies, Sociology, Photography, Drama and Theatre
Studies, Dance and English.

What could it lead to?
Media Studies gives you excellent analytical, technical and
group-working skills, all of which are attractive to employers
and universities. Students have gone on to study Media at
university, giving them the practical skills and academic
knowledge to work in the industry.

An A Level in Film Studies will help you to achieve a place on one of the Film
Studies or Film Journalism degree courses in higher education, as well as
industry work.

‘‘
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A Level Courses

Media: Print, TV and Film

Two year course
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AS and A Level

100%

Music
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Two year course

Please see page 6 for general A Level
ent
Achievem
guidance, and for more specific
7
1
0
2
in
information please refer to the College
website. You will have some basic keyboard
ability and theory to around a grade 3 level. It is
not strictly necessary to have taken an exam in music theory,
but you must have knowledge and experience of music
notation and be able to play an instrument competently.

Introductory course in Cubase 7 and Sibelius, how to multitrack on a computer and basic introduction to the multi-track
recording facility.
Sequencing - developing critical listening skills and
understanding how to mix/master to achieve professional
sounding results.
Listening and analysing music including pop music and jazz
and the development of electronic music.
Composing/Arranging - working within a range of styles,
genres and instrumental (both acoustic and electronic).

• National Youth Guitar
Ensemble (NYGE)

Extended response
• Essay One asks students to draw links from their study of the set
works to the music heard as an unfamiliar extract
• Essay Two gives a choice of three questions that ask students to
evaluate the musical elements, context and language of one set work

• Northern College of Music

The second year follows a similar pattern to the first year.

• Royal Welsh College of
Music

What could it lead to?

Previously of Gateways School, Leeds
Studied A Level Music

Good course combinations

‘‘

• Musical director

Music Technology provides you with a qualification that
complements others to progress to higher education or
employment. Many students go on to study on some of the
country’s top university courses and at conservatoires.

BethanyAnne Middleton

Providing a wide range of theoretical, performance and composition
skills, music is an enthusiastic and creative department. All the tutors are very
supportive and there are many opportunities to work with students from
other music courses which tutors actively encourage. The experience of
live performances such as “Sound Circus” and recitals are really
valuable, helping us grow in confidence as well as thrive as
musicians and performers.

‘‘

Music

• Higher education to study
Music degrees

Areas of study and dictation
• Three questions related to the set works
• One short melody/rhythm completion exercise

What will I study?
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• Teaching in primary and
secondary education

Music Technology, Media Studies, Film Studies, Dance, Drama and
Theatre Studies and Maths.

Good course combinations
Music, Media Studies, Film Studies, Dance, Drama and Theatre
Studies and Maths.

What could it lead to?
Music courses in higher education with students progressing on to
study at university and top conservatoires. Employment possibilities
include the music industry, teaching and other related careers.

Contact us
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A Level Courses

Our A Level music courses incorporate different styles of music and recording techniques
allowing you to explore music in depth.

100%

Entry requirements

The exam structure includes two sections:

Past students’
career paths

Two year course

Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance,
and for more specific information please refer to the College website.
You should be able to play an instrument (including voice) to grade
5 standard and be at or working towards grade 5 standard in Theory.
(If you have not followed the grading route, applications will still be
considered based on merit.) You will be required to do an audition/
workshop as well as an interview.

Year 1
Performing - students have to perform a 6-8 minute recital.
Composition - students will demonstrate their ability to create and
develop musical ideas by creating two compositions. One will be set to
a brief and one will be a free composition.
Listening Exam - students will study 12 set works within 6 areas of study.

Do you have a keen interest in music or are looking to pursue a career
in music? Are you interested in how music is recorded? Would you like
to be involved in the technological side of the music business?

Music Technology

Entry requirements

What will I study?

Music

AS and A Level

‘‘

Progression
from advanced-level
study to higher education and
employment is very good
in science.

’’

Ofsted, December
2013

AS and A Level

Biology

98%

Achie
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Science
Scientists are highly sought after and work in a huge variety of fields, so if
you have an interest in the physical and natural world, and enjoy a mixture
of theory and practical activities, take a look at our courses on offer.

Dominic Sorrell
Previously of Millthorpe School
Studying A Level Physics

‘‘

Physics is a hugely engaging course covering a plethora of
different topics. They range from bizarre effects in quantum mechanics
to planetary motion, special relativity to nuclear physics. A Level Physics
gives you a deeper understanding of the way our universe works.
I have absolutely loved my time here at College. The tutors are friendly and
always happy to help. Being able to ask questions is a crucial part of
deepening your understanding and vital in securing the grades you
need for university. The tutors here all encourage their students to
have inquisitive minds, and this makes College feel like the
natural step between secondary school and university.

‘‘
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Chemistry
Two year course

100%

ent
Achievem
in 2017

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general A Level
guidance, and for more specific information please
refer to the College website.

Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance,
and for more specific information please refer to
the College website.

What will I study?

What will I study?

This course is ideal for anyone who is fascinated by living things and
how they work. Topics covered include cells, molecules, biodiversity,
biotechnology and the environment.

A Level Chemistry builds on ideas and concepts taught at GCSE.
The topics are made interesting and relevant with an emphasis on
real life chemistry. As you progress through the course content is
revisited developing your understanding and confidence.

Past students’
career paths

All the theoretical work is underpinned by practical work that
enables you to improve your understanding of theory and develop
important practical skills.

• Progression into higher
education to study:
- Medicine
- Dentistry
- Engineering
- Computer Science
- Environmental
		Management
- Veterinary Science
- Pharmacy
- Physiotherapy
- Astrophysics
- Petrochemical Industry
- Architecture
- Marine Biology

Good course combinations

All the theoretical work is underpinned by practical work that
enables you to improve your understanding of theory and develop
important practical skills.

Biology works well with Chemistry, Psychology and Physical
Education.

Good course combinations

What could it lead to?

What could it lead to?

Studying biology develops the biological knowledge and skills to
study a bioscience related degree. You will also gain a wealth of
transferable skills such as problem solving, data analysis and team
work that are valued in many degree programmes.
Past students have studied a wide range of courses including;
Biology, Chemistry and Biochemistry, Medicine, Veterinary
Medicine, Pharmacy, Environmental Science, Geography, Geology,
Physiotherapy, Psychology, Marine Biology and Sports Studies.

Chemistry can lead to a wide variety of careers and higher
education courses. It is an essential requirement for entry into
Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacy and Veterinary Science, as well as
degrees based on Chemistry itself. Chemistry is also a very useful
subject for anyone wanting to do a Biology based degree. Past
students have gone on to study Medicine, Veterinary Sciences and
Natural Sciences as well as arts subjects.

Contact us
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Chemistry works well with Biology, Physics and Maths.
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A Level Courses

Science

Two year course

AS and A Level

100%

AS and A Level

Physics

ent
Achievem
in 2017

Two year course
AS and A Level

Geography

100%

Two year course

Achieve
men
in 2017 t

Entry requirements

Geology
Two year course
Entry requirements

100%

ent
Achievem
in 2017

Please see page 6 for general A Level
guidance, and for more specific information
please refer to the College website.

Please see page 6 for general A Level
guidance, and for more specific information
please refer to the College website.

What will I study?

What will I study?

You will study a range of topics in Yorkshire, the Lake District and
further afield. The course focuses on issues, questions and problems
that arise from the relationships between people and their varied
environments. Units include; rivers, health issues, hot deserts and
their margins, population change, plate tectonics, ecosystems and
world cities. Fieldwork is an essential element of the course and
students take part in a residential field trip as part of the course.

You will study topics including earthquakes, continental drift, sea
floor spreading and plate tectonics, igneous rocks and volcanoes,
metallic minerals and formation of fossils. Local and residential field
courses will allow you to extend your class-based learning.

Good course combinations

Good course combinations

Geography will complement both science and humanities subjects.

What could it lead to?
There are many job opportunities for students who have taken
courses in Geography, and employers welcome the wide range
of skills covered. Geography sits comfortably with both sciences
and humanities. Past students have gone on to study Physical
Geography, Human Geography, Environmental Management and
Environmental Science.
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The course is taught in a purpose built geology laboratory with
access to specimens that are used in lessons.

Geology works well with Geography and will complement both
science and humanities subjects.

What could it lead to?
Many students find work in environment-based public service,
planning, engineering, mining and quarrying, the oil and gas
industries, conservation and heritage. Past students have gone
on to university to study Geology or Physical Geography and into
careers in the petrochemical industry.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance, and for more specific
information please refer to the College website. In addition students
must study Maths alongside Physics in the first year of the course.

What will I study?
Physics will give you the chance to investigate and understand some
of the fundamental laws of the universe, ranging from the tiniest
particles of matter to vast star systems. First year topics include simple
electrical circuits, fundamental particles, quantum mechanics, waves
and optics. The course builds on your knowledge of physics from
GCSE. Topics are revisited as you progress through the first year to
build confidence and help develop your understanding.

A Level Courses

Science

Entry requirements

AS and A Level

All the theoretical work is underpinned by practical work that enables
you to improve your understanding of theory and develop important
practical skills.

Good course combinations
In addition to Maths, Physics works well with Chemistry, Geology and
Engineering.

What could it lead to?
Physics is a valued subject as it develops many transferable skills such
as problem solving, data analysis and team working. Together with
Maths, Physics is essential if you wish to study Physics or Engineering
related courses and highly desirable for many other courses at
university including Maths, Computing, Architecture and Medicine.
Physics graduates are highly employable and are sought after in fields
such as technology, education, finance and commerce. Past students
have gone on to university to study Engineering, Theoretical Physics,
Astrophysics, Computing, Electronics, Accounting, Maths, Medicine
and many other subjects.

Contact us
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Open
Events
No need to book,
just turn up

AS and A Level

Physical
Education
Two year course

100%

Past students’
career paths
• Physiotherapy

Factors affecting participation in physical activity and sport
Applied anatomy and physiology
Exercise physiology
Biomechanical movement
Sport and society and the role of technology in physical activity and sport

• Sports therapy

Previously of Easingwold School
Studying A Level Physical Education

• Sports management

‘‘

• Recreation and tourism

Good course combinations

I chose this course as I’ve always been a sporty person,
particularly football where I currently play for Durham Women
FC Development squad and have represented the England team.

• Teaching

This course combines well with most other A Levels.

I chose York College as I wanted a more mature environment.
I was also attracted by the opportunity to play in the
Development Centre to help develop my football.

• Higher education degree
courses in Sports Therapy at
Edge Hill University, and
Sport and Exercise Science
at Oxford Brookes University

I’ve enjoyed College, all my tutors have been great and are
also brilliant people which makes the experience all the
better as it has a friendly atmosphere.

100

• Police
• Armed services

Taster
Days

This qualification may require you to work with children or vulnerable
adults. If you choose to coach in your chosen activity you may need to
complete a successful Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) check prior to
starting the course.

Hannah Greenwood

‘‘

Sport

What will I study?

Tuesday 7th November 2017 6.00pm - 8.30pm
Saturday 25th November 2017 10.00am - 12noon
Thursday 8th February 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Tuesday 24th April 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Wednesday 20th June 2018
6.00pm - 8.00pm

What could it lead to?
Opportunities to study sport studies, sport science, physiotherapy, sports
therapy (available at York College), recreation and leisure studies and
sports management are becoming more available in higher education.
Career opportunities in the wide area of leisure, recreation and
tourism are growing. Sports-related qualifications help those
wishing to work with people, eg teaching, the police and
the armed services.

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Aiming
High Event

Taster Days for Level 1, 2 and 3
courses will be held in
January 2018. Booking in
advance is required for all
Taster Days. See our
website or ring
01904 770239 for
further information.

March 2018 - A presentation for Year 10 and
Year 11 students who aim to go to one of the top
universities including Oxford and Cambridge. See our
website or ring 01904 770239 for further information.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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A Level Courses

Please see page 6 for general A Level guidance, and for more specific
information please refer to the College website. Active involvement in
one sport at a competitive level is required.

If you are passionate about sport, or you are a talented sportsperson in
your own right you will find an A Level in PE very rewarding.

A Level,
Vocational
and Apprenticeship
Programmes

Achie
vem
in 20 ent
17

Entry requirements

Sport

A Level Faculty
Wednesday 11th October 2017
6.00pm - 8.30pm

Welcome to

York College

Vocational Courses

Vocational
		 Programmes
With over 80 Vocational courses on offer we have
something to suit all interests and levels of ability.

Vocational Courses

Vocational courses are especially good if you enjoy a practical hands on
approach to studying with a combination of coursework and controlled
assessment. However, they are far from an easy option!
They will provide you with the skills and qualifications to enter the
world of work, or to progress into higher education.
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Diploma Level 1

Diploma Level 2

One year course

One year course

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 1 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. You
will be invited to present a portfolio of work at interview to show
your genuine interest in Art and Design.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. Please
note that Art and Design Diploma Level 1 will also be considered
as part of the entry requirements. You will be asked to attend an
interview where you will show your portfolio of art and design work.

Art and Design

Art and Design
Are you passionate about Art and Design? Are you a creative person? Do
you have a vivid imagination? Are you keen to explore different materials,
techniques and processes?

Past students’
career paths
• Fashion Design
• Graphic Design
• Illustration
• Jewellery Design

You will develop your creative skills through exploring drawing,
painting, surface relief, 3D design craft and a personal project.
You will use your ideas for subjects such as painting, drawing, 3D
and collage to develop ideas for projects such as designing your
own music packaging and contemporary three dimensional pieces.
You will visit galleries, museums or exhibitions and also study
Functional Skills in English and Maths.

Mapalo Ndhlovu

• Theatre and Set Design

What could it lead to?

Previously of Fulford School
Studying Art & Design Extended Diploma Level 3

Courses in all art and design
subjects at universities such as:

I chose this course because after my first year of A Levels I was set on
doing Fashion and decided to change the route I had taken. I thought
Art & Design was the right course for me because it gave me a chance
to challenge my skills through projects in fine art and graphics before
specialising in fashion.

• Edinburgh College of Art

This course is a stepping stone towards a career in Art and Design.
After this course you could apply for the Level 2 Diploma in Art and
Design or another Level 2 course in the College or use your skills in
employment.

‘‘

I chose York College because I wanted to experience something
different, it is larger than school and you have more independence
which is closer to the experience of university.

‘‘

Art and Design

What will I study?
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What will I study?
If you are creative and interested in Art and Design, then this is the
course for you. The course involves working on projects in a rich
variety of fields such as: painting, drawing, graphics, sculpture,
digital design and mixed media printmaking. These are supported
by visits and trips and an end of year exhibition.

What could it lead to?
Students who achieve a Merit grade can progress on to one of our
Level 3 Extended Diplomas in Art and Design, Graphic Design,
3D Design Crafts or Fashion and Clothing. There may be the
opportunity to go on to employment at assistant level in an art/craft
or design-related profession.

• Glasgow School of Art
• Goldsmiths
• Northumbria University
• University of the Arts London
• University of Brighton
• York College degrees in
Fashion, Graphic Arts and
Contemporary Crafts.
Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Start your journey to a career in the creative industries by taking a look at our exciting range
of Art and Design courses.

Art and Design

Extended Diploma Level 3

Extended Diploma Level 3

Extended Diploma Level 3

Extended Diploma Level 3

Two year course

Two year course

Two year course

Two year course

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. Please
note that Art and Design Level 2 Diploma qualification at Merit
grade will also be considered as part of the entry requirements. You
will be invited to an interview to show your portfolio of work.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. Please
note that Art and Design Level 2 Diploma qualification at Merit
grade will also be considered as part of the entry requirements. You
will be invited to an interview to show your portfolio of work.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. Please
note that Art and Design Level 2 Diploma qualification at Merit
grade will also be considered as part of the entry requirements. You
will be invited to an interview to show your portfolio of work.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. Please
note that Art and Design Level 2 Diploma qualification at Merit
grade will also be considered as part of the entry requirements.
You will be invited to an interview to show your portfolio of work.

What will I study?

What will I study?

What will I study?

What will I study?

Students study a wide range of Art and Design activities before
specialising in the second year in one of the key areas of Fine Art,
Graphics, Illustration, Photography, Fashion, Textiles and 3D Design.

You will study a wide range of disciplines including wood carving,
metal forge work, ceramics, glass working, mould making, fine
metal enamelling and jewellery, and working with glazes. During
the course you will work in sketchbooks and develop design sheets
to collate your ideas. You will also work on Apple Macs in workshops
to ensure your work is professional and well presented. You will have
the opportunity to work on live projects with links to industry.

This course covers a very wide range of themes specialising in
all visual and technical aspects of fashion. Design work is linked
with industry where appropriate and the course includes drawing,
designing, techniques, processes and presenting your work
professionally, culminating in a Final Project which is exhibited at
the end of year catwalk fashion show.

This course is made up of inspirational projects which integrate
many diﬀerent approaches to Graphic Design. There are live briefs
set by companies and industry professionals. You will experience
a variety of new graphic art and design media and techniques in
order to broaden your own visual experience in areas including
graphics, printmaking, illustration, photography, digital imaging,
animation, product design, typography and drawing.

What could it lead to?

Students go into a diverse range of careers within the realms of
fashion. Areas include: Fashion Design; Buying and Merchandising;
Design/Production/Marketing; Fashion Promotion/Styling/Fashion
Communication/Fashion Marketing.

What could it lead to?

Students progress on to York College degrees in Fashion Design
and Production and other prestigious courses throughout the
UK. Past students have successfully completed degrees in Fashion
at Northumbria University, Manchester Metropolitan University,
London College of Fashion and York College.

Past students have successfully completed creative degrees at
Northumbria University, Edinburgh College of Art, University of
Huddersfield, Sheﬃeld Hallam University, Middlesex University,
Nottingham Trent University and York College. Students also choose
to go straight into industry, building on opportunities presented
through live projects.

3D Design Crafts

You will extend your skills by working in printmaking workshops,
photography studios, Apple Mac suites and 3D workshops. There
are visits to galleries, workshops, museums, exhibitions and places
of specific interest in the UK and abroad.

What could it lead to?
A wide range of specific Art and Design degree programmes at
universities and colleges within the UK, related to the areas of
Graphics, Illustration, 3D Design, Fine Art, Fashion and Textiles
including our own degree courses at York College. Past students
have successfully completed creative degrees at Northumbria
University, Manchester Metropolitan University, Glasgow School of
Art and London College of Fashion.
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You can go into employment in companies linked to 3D Design
or onto higher education. Degree courses might include:
Contemporary 3D Crafts, Art and Design, Theatre/Set Design, 3D
Design, Interior Design, Furniture and Product Design, Jewellery
Design and Production, 3D Ceramics and Glass, Product Design,
Game Design/Animation, and Conservation and Restoration.
Past students have successfully completed creative degrees at
Glasgow School of Art, Northumbria University, Sheﬃeld Hallam
University, Birmingham University and York College as well as other
prestigious universities across the UK.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Fashion and Clothing

What could it lead to?

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Graphic Design

Students have gone to universities to study: Graphic Design,
Illustration, Printmaking, Graphic Arts, Computer Game Design,
Photography, Animation and Interactive Media.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Art and Design

Art and Design

Foundation Diploma in Art and Design Post Level 3

Art and Design
One year course
Entry requirements

To gain entry onto this one year pre-degree course you will have a
minimum of one A Level and 6 GCSEs at C or above, or equivalent levels
of qualifications such as a Level 3 Extended Diploma. If you do not have
the normal entry qualifications, you may gain entry onto the course with
appropriate experience or a mixture of work experience and the ability to
demonstrate competence in art and design. You will be invited to show a
portfolio of recent art and design work at an interview.

What will I study?
This course is delivered in three stages: Exploratory, Pathway and
Confirmatory.

Art and Design

Vocational Courses

After the Exploratory stage, you will choose a specialism from areas
including: Fine Art, Fashion and Textiles, Three Dimensional Design, Graphic
Designs and Illustration which you will study in much greater depth leading
towards a celebratory exhibition at the end of the year.

What could it lead to?
You will work with tutors throughout your course to help you focus on
your strengths and to develop an individual and focused portfolio of work.
A wide range of progression opportunities are achieved with students
studying degree courses in Fashion, Textiles, Fine Art, Graphic Design,
Illustration, Photography and 3D Design throughout the country.
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Diploma Level 1

Diploma Level 2

Business

Business, Hospitality
and Travel & Tourism

One year course

Business

Are you thinking of starting up your own company? Or would you like
to develop your leadership and management skills?

If you want to develop a basic understanding of how to support
the activities of a business to enable you to progress into
administration work or a higher level business programme, this
course will provide you with the foundation for this.

Past students’
career paths

Previously of Tadcaster Grammar School
Studying Business Extended Diploma Level 3

• Human resources
• Event planning

Business has always been a passion of mine and so this course
suited me very well. This is because it is about so many different aspects
of business. Each unit varies so I do not lose interest in the course. I knew
people who had attended the College and enjoyed the whole experience
and I thought it was an environment that would suit me. All my tutors
have been very supportive and friendly. I have particularly enjoyed the
freedom and independence of College.

• Retailing and Visual
merchandising

.
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‘‘

Business

Harry Bell

• Corporate law

I have offers to do Business Management degrees at university,
which I may defer if I find an ideal job or apprenticeship that
I feel would benefit me more.

Entry requirements

What will I study?

• Business management

‘‘

One year course

There are no formal entry requirements for this course apart
from an interest in business, a commitment to learning and a
determination to succeed.

• Team leading and
management in both
public and private sector
organisations

You will learn by completing projects and assignments that are
based on realistic workplace situations and will develop a range
of skills to prepare you for the world of work and enable you to
add value to business activities in an organisation.
Modules you will study include:
Working with others
Organising a meeting
Branding a product
Presenting a business idea
Contributing to running an event

What will I study?
This Diploma is an introduction to the world of Business, Hospitality, Retail
and Travel & Tourism. Initially you will undertake an Award in Retail Business
(exploring customer experience, retail business & operations) followed by
an Award in Travel & Tourism (which includes event planning and principles
of customer service). You will then choose one of the following pathways:
Hospitality Services Multi-skill - ideal if you wish to embark on a career
in the restaurant and hotel trade or would like to work in professional
kitchens.
Travel & Tourism - ideal if you wish to enter a career as a travel agent,
resort representative or in tour operations. It will provide the skills and
knowledge to progress to further/higher studies, or into an apprenticeship
or workplace employment.

What could it lead to?
The skills you will learn on this course will enable you to:
Pursue a career in an office environment
Find employment as an apprentice in an office environment
Progress to the Level 2 Business, Hospitality, Travel & Tourism or
other sectors

Contact us

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website.

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Business - ideal for those who wish to develop business skills, move
into employment or progress onto further study in Business or an
apprenticeship in Business.

What could it lead to?
On completion you may progress into employment within the business,
retail, hospitality, visitor or tourism sector or progress to higher studies at
Level 3 in either Business, Hospitality or Travel & Tourism. Alternatively you
could progress onto an apprenticeship.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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These practical work related courses provide the ideal stepping stone to help you on your way.

Entry requirements

Diploma Level 3

Skills for Business
in Sales and Marketing
One year course
Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and
for more specific information please refer to the College website.
Alternatively, successful completion of a Level 2 Business course
will be considered.

What will I study?
This qualification is ideal for students who want to develop an
understanding of the essential skills required to work successfully
in a business environment, and gives them an understanding
of business culture and responsibilities. This qualification also
allows students to develop the skills required to solve problems,
communicate and work effectively with others, and gives them
the opportunity to learn how to manage and improve their own
performance in a business environment.

Business

What could it lead to?
Students who achieve this qualification could progress to:
Level 3 and 4 Diplomas in Business Administration,
Customer Service, Management or a Foundation Degree in a
business-related discipline.

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk
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One and two year courses

Contact us
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Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website.

What will I study?
The course is equivalent to 3 AS Levels over one year for the
Foundation Diploma. After successful completion of this year it
is possible to continue onto a second year to gain the Extended
Diploma qualification, which is equivalent to 3 A Levels. This course
would be suitable for anyone interested in business, studying at
university or a higher level, or taking on a leadership or management
role in any industry.
Topics covered will include:
Developing a Marketing Campaign
Personal and Business Finance
Managing an Event
International Business
Principles of Management
During the second year of the programme there is the opportunity to
follow a pathway of studies in one of the following areas:
Retail and Marketing
Human Resources
Business Law
Finance and Enterprise

What could it lead to?
Progression from this course could include higher education,
higher apprenticeships or employment. A wide range of business
roles including retail, administration, legal and finance are
possible for students completing the course as well as leadership
and management roles in a variety of public and private sector
organisations.

01904 770400
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Students are required to successfully complete 10 units from a
selection including:
Business Culture and Responsibilities
Contribute to Running a Project
Innovation in a Business Environment
Creative Product Promotion
Market Research in Business
Conferences and Events

Contact us

Business

93%

Entry requirements

Entry requirements
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Foundation Diploma/Extended
Diploma Level 3

‘‘

Tutors are
approachable,
supportive and flexible
in meeting students’
individual needs.

Diploma Level 1

Caring For Children

’’

Ofsted, December
2013

Whether you want to gain the qualifications to start in the workplace or want to study further in
higher education, our courses provide you with the experience and skills you need.

• Early Years Practitioner
• Teaching Assistant
• Nanny
• Pre-school Assistant

Previously of Tadcaster Grammar School
Studying Childcare and Education Diploma Level 3

‘‘

I chose this course as it is really exciting looking at issues in
childcare such as safeguarding and how to use the Early Years
Foundation Stage.
I like the College environment because I get independence but a lot of
support at the same time. I have wonderful tutors who are really helpful.
After College I have a place at York St John’s University to study
Primary Education Later Years.

‘‘

.
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One year course

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 1 guidance,
and for more specific information please refer to the College
website.

Entry requirements

This course is designed to provide you with an awareness of
the skills and knowledge needed to care for young children. It
will help you develop an understanding of early years settings.

Past students’
career paths

Dan Probert

Entry requirements

What will I study?

If you have a passion for working with children and helping them to develop
and grow, then our Child Studies courses will take you towards that goal.

• Primary School Teacher
• Children’s Holiday
Representative
• Community Nursery Nurse
• Hospital Play Specialist
• Higher education degrees in:
Early Childhood Studies,
Primary Education, Nursing
and Child Psychology

Introduction to Early
Years Education and Care

Units include:
Child Development
Sharing learning experiences with children
Growth and development of young children
Human growth and development
Understanding learning and development through play
Safeguarding the welfare of children and young people
Also included are visits, guest speakers, career preparation
events and work placement hours.
Students are required to complete a successful Disclosure and
Barring Service (DBS) check prior to starting the course, for
which there will be a charge.

What could it lead to?
On successful completion of the main qualification as well as
the appropriate qualifications in English and Maths, you can
progress to a Level 2 course in Child Studies.

Contact us
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Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website. In addition
students should also have a minimum of 85 per cent attendance if they
have taken a previous qualification and a good reference from their
Progress Tutor.
Students are required to complete a successful Disclosure and Barring
Service (DBS) check prior to starting the course, for which there will be
a charge.
This qualification is suitable for anyone who wants to work, or has just
started to work in the children and young people’s workforce.

What will I study?
The units are structured around the following four themes:
Theme 1: Introducing the role of the early years practitioner
Theme 2: Legislation, framework and professional practice
Theme 3: Play, development and learning for school
Theme 4: Professional development
Students are required to complete 250 hours of work placement and
will be assessed in the workplace.

What could it lead to?
On completion of this course and achievement of appropriate grades in
GCSE English and Maths students may be able to progress to a Level 3
qualification, or work in the childcare sector in a supervised position.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Child Studies

Child Studies

One year course

Certificate Level 2

Open
Events
No need to book,
just turn up

Technical Certificate/Technical
Diploma Level 3

Childcare and Education
(Early Years Educator)
One year for each course

A Level,
Vocational
and Apprenticeship
Programmes

Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website.
Students are required to complete a successful Disclosure and Barring
Service (DBS) check prior to starting the course.

What will I study?
This course prepares students to become Early Years Educators, enabling
them to work with children from birth to five years and gain knowledge
of children aged five to seven years.

Tuesday 7th November 2017 6.00pm - 8.30pm
Saturday 25th November 2017 10.00am - 12noon
Thursday 8th February 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Tuesday 24th April 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Wednesday 20th June 2018
6.00pm - 8.00pm

Taster
Days

Students are required to complete 375 hours of work placement for the
Certificate and 750 hours for the Diploma and will be assessed in the
workplace.

Upon achievement of this qualification it is intended that students will
be able to enter the workforce as Early Years Educators or access higher
education.

Aiming
High Event

Taster Days for Level 1, 2 and 3
courses will be held in
January 2018. Booking in
advance is required for all
Taster Days. See our
website or ring
01904 770239 for
further information.

March 2018 - A presentation for Year 10 and
Year 11 students who aim to go to one of the top
universities including Oxford and Cambridge. See our
website or ring 01904 770239 for further information.
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Child Studies

Units covered include:
Children’s Health and Well-being
Play and Learning
Observation, Assessment and Planning
Preparing for School Readiness
Supporting Emergent Literacy and Mathematics

What could it lead to?

A Level Faculty
Wednesday 11th October 2017
6.00pm - 8.30pm

Extended Certificate Level 1

Diplomas Level 1 and Level 2

One year course

One year for each level

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

This course is for anyone considering a construction course but does
not have the required entry criteria for a Level 1 Diploma. You will
need to be successful at interview and demonstrate enthusiasm and
commitment to this study programme, as well as the ability to work
well in a team and have outstanding attendance and punctuality.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 1 guidance, and
for more specific information please refer to the College website.
Applicants will also be assessed and interviewed prior to acceptance
on to the course and should show outstanding commitment and
enthusiasm, willingness to work as part of a team and outstanding
attendance and punctuality. Level 1 (or the Extended Certificate
Level 1) must be completed before progressing on to the Level 2
Diploma.

Construction Skills

What will I study?

Construction
If you like practical work, being creative and enjoy fixing problems we have
a range of courses for you.

Previously of Holy Family Catholic High School
Studying Construction and the Built Environment Extended Diploma Level 3

‘‘

I chose to study this course because it’s interesting and covers a broad
range of subjects within construction. This helped me massively when
choosing a more specific career path. The facilities at College are
really good and my tutors are really friendly and treat us in
a mature way.

‘‘

Construction

Yasmin Copeland

Yasmin has now secured sponsorship and employment with
Lend Lease Construction.
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Past students’
career paths
• Apprenticeships
• Higher education degrees
in surveying, quantity
surveying and construction
project management
• Employment in the industry:
- Architect
- Bricklayer
- Estimator
- Electrician
- Joiner
- Painter & Decorator
- Plasterer
- Plumber
- Stonemason
- Surveyor

The qualification covers a range of hand-skills, practical tasks and
theory lessons in the following trade areas:
Bricklaying
Carpentry and Joinery
Plastering
Painting & Decorating

Construction Operations
Plumbing
Electrical
Multiskill trade

What could it lead to?
On successful completion of this course students can progress on to
a Level 2 Diploma in one of the following trade areas:
Bricklaying
Carpentry and Joinery
Plastering
Painting & Decorating

Construction Operations
Plumbing
Electrical
Multiskill trade

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

What will I study?
Level 1 units include:
Principles of building construction, information and communication
Contribute to setting out and building of masonry structures up to
damp proof course
Carrying out blocklaying activities
Carrying out bricklaying activities
Carrying out cavity walling activities
Health, safety and welfare in construction
Level 2 units include:
Health, safety and welfare in construction
Principles of building construction, information and communication
Building solid walling, isolated and attached piers
Interpreting working drawings to set out masonry structures
Construct cavity walling forming masonry structures

What could it lead to?
On completion of each Diploma students can progress on to the
next level where appropriate, or go on to find employment in
order to transfer to an apprenticeship, then higher level courses in
Construction.

01904 770400
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Whether you are interested in acquiring the craft skills for a particular trade or you are looking
to enter the construction industry in the fields of management, design and supervision, our
construction courses have something for everyone.

This course is suitable if you want to progress into a career within
the construction industry as either a general operative or to
progress on to the various craft courses delivered by the College.
It will prepare you for employment and look at core work skills
required.

Bricklaying

Diplomas Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3

Diploma Level 2

One year course

One year course

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 1 guidance,
and for more specific information please refer to the
College website. You will need to be successful at interview
and demonstrate enthusiasm and commitment to this
study programme, as well as the ability to work well in a
team and have outstanding attendance and punctuality.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. You
will need to be successful at interview and demonstrate enthusiasm
and commitment to this study programme, as well as the ability
to work well in a team and have outstanding attendance and
punctuality.

What will I study?

What will I study?

The theory and practice of basic electrical installation skills.
Units include:

Units include:
Working Effectively and Safely as an Electrician
Principles of Electrical Installation which includes Basic Mechanics
(Resistance, Voltage, Amps), Magnetism and Transformers, AC and
DC Supplies, Electrical Circuits, and Methods of Wiring and Earth
Bonding Requirements
Principles of Electrical Machines (AC/DC Machines)
Electrical Installation to Buildings and Structures which includes
Wiring Systems, Cable Calculations, Fire Alarms and Security
Systems, and Inspection and Testing of Systems

Electrical Installation
(Electrician’s course)

Carpentry and Joinery
One year for each level
Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 1 guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website. Applicants will be
assessed and interviewed prior to acceptance on to the course. Level 1 (or
the Extended Certificate Level 1) must be completed before progressing on
to the Level 2 Diploma and then Level 3.

What will I study?
Level 1 units include:
Maintain and use carpentry and joinery hand tools
Prepare and use carpentry and joinery portable power tools
Produce woodworking joints

Working Safely as an Electrician
Introduction to Wiring Systems (lighting, sockets)
Electrical Principles including Resistance, Voltage and Amps

Produce setting out details for bench joinery products (Bench Joinery)

AC and DC Supplies

Level 3
Students follow either the Site Joinery or Bench Joinery route with units
including:
Carry out second fixing operations of organising, planning and pricing
construction work (Site Joinery)

What could it lead to?
On successful completion of this Diploma students can
progress on to the next level or go on to find employment
in order to transfer to an apprenticeship, and then on to
higher level courses in Construction.

Principles of organising, planning and pricing construction work
(Bench Joinery)

Electrical Installation
(Electrician’s course)

Diploma Level 3

Electrical Installations
(Buildings and
Structures)
One year course

What could it lead to?
On completion of this Diploma students can progress on to the
next level or go on to find employment in order to transfer to an
apprenticeship, and then on to higher level courses in Construction.

Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and
for more specific information please refer to the College website.
Without evidence of formal qualifications, candidates must
demonstrate adequate prior knowledge and experience to ensure
they have the potential to gain the qualification.

What will I study?
Units include:
Health and Safety in Building Services Engineering
Understanding the Fundamental Principles and Requirements of
Environmental Technology Systems
Principles of Electrical Science
Electrical Installations: Fault Diagnosis and Rectification
Electrical Installations: Inspection, Testing and Commissioning
Electrical Systems Design
Career Awareness in Building Services Engineering

What could it lead to?
On completion of this Diploma students should aim to go on to find
employment in order to transfer to an apprenticeship, and then on
to higher level courses in Construction.

What could it lead to?
On completion of each Diploma students can progress on to the next level
where appropriate, or go on to find employment in order to transfer to an
apprenticeship, then higher level courses in Construction.
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Vocational Courses

Level 2
Students follow either the Site Joinery or Bench Joinery route with
units including:
Carry out first fix flooring and roofing (Site Joinery)

Construction

Diploma Level 1

Diplomas Level 1 and Level 2

One year for each level
Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 1 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. You
will need to be successful at interview and demonstrate enthusiasm
and commitment to this study programme, a good eye for detail
and have outstanding attendance and punctuality. The Level 1
Diploma (or the Extended Certificate Level 1) must be completed
before progressing on to the Level 2 Diploma.

Diplomas Level 2 and Level 3

One year for each level

One year course

One year for each level

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 1 guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website. Applicants will
be assessed and interviewed prior to acceptance on to the course and
should show outstanding commitment and enthusiasm, have a good eye
for detail and outstanding attendance and punctuality. Level 1 (or the
Extended Certificate Level 1) must be completed before progressing on
to the Level 2 Diploma and then Level 3.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 1 guidance, and
for more specific information please refer to the College website.
Applicants will be assessed and interviewed prior to acceptance
on to the course and should show outstanding commitment and
enthusiasm, have a good eye for detail and outstanding attendance
and punctuality.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and
for more specific information please refer to the College website.
Applicants will also be assessed and interviewed prior to acceptance
on to the course. Students must have completed the Level 2
Diploma before progressing to Level 3.

What will I study?

What will I study?
Units include:
Safety in Plumbing Activities
Plastic, Copper and Steel Pipework
Jointing Techniques
Basic Hot and Cold Water Systems
Effective Working Relationships

Level 2 units include:
Principles of Plumbing
Hot and Cold Water Systems for Housing
Sanitation (bathrooms and WCs)
Central Heating Systems
Electrical Supplies to Heating Controls
Lead Work (waterproofing to roofs)

Level 1 units include:
Principles of building construction, information and communication
Erecting and dismantling access equipment and working platforms
Preparing surfaces for decoration
Applying paint systems by brush and roller to non-complex areas
Level 2 units include:
Applying paint systems by brush and roller to complex areas
Applying standard papers to walls and ceilings
Producing specialist finishes for decorative work
Erecting and dismantling access equipment and working platforms

What could it lead to?
On completion of each Diploma, students can progress on to the
next level where appropriate or go on to find employment in order
to transfer to an apprenticeship. Some of our students then go on to
higher level courses in Construction.

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Level 1 units include:
Prepare background surfaces and mix plastering materials
Applying scratch coats to internal backgrounds
Fixing sheet materials
Level 2 units include:
Apply plastering materials to interiors
Fix dry lining and plasterboards to interiors
Applying plastering materials to external backgrounds
Level 3 units include:
Principles of organising, planning and pricing construction work
Running in-situ moulds
Applying plastering materials to detailed interiors

Plumbing

Plumbing

What could it lead to?
On completion of this Diploma students can progress on to the
next level or go on to find employment in order to transfer to an
apprenticeship, and then on to higher level courses in Construction.

On completion of this Diploma students can progress on to the
next level or go on to find employment in order to transfer to an
apprenticeship, and then on to higher level courses in Construction.

On completion of each Diploma students can progress on to the next
level where appropriate or go on to find employment in order to transfer
to an apprenticeship, and then on to higher level courses in Construction.

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Level 3 units include:
Plumbing System Installation Planning
Complex Cold Water Systems
Domestic Hot Water
Sanitation and Drainage Systems
Domestic Gas Principles

What could it lead to?

What could it lead to?

01904 770400

What will I study?

Vocational Courses

Construction

What will I study?

Contact us

Diploma Level 1

Plastering

Painting and
Decorating
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Advanced Technical Extended
Diploma Level 3 (Year 2)

Advanced Technical Certificate
Level 3 (HNC Bridge Course)

Constructing the
Built Environment
Advanced Technical Diploma Level 3 (Year 1)

Diploma Level 2

Constructing the
Built Environment

Stonemasonry
One year course

One year course

Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2
guidance, and for more specific information please
refer to the College website. All applicants will be
assessed and interviewed prior to acceptance on to
the course and should show outstanding commitment
and enthusiasm, a willingness to learn a new skill and
outstanding attendance and punctuality.

Units include:
Cutting Templates to Form Geometric Shapes
Setting Out and Shaping Stone by Traditional and
Modern Power-assisted Methods
Stone-cutting Skills including Squaring, Surface
Finishes and Straight Mouldings
Produce Circular Moulds, eg scroll work and ornate
carvings

What could it lead to?
On completion of the Diploma students should aim
to go on to find employment in order to transfer
to an apprenticeship, then higher level courses in
Construction.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and for more specific
information please refer to the College website. Applicants should have good
timekeeping, attendance and the ability to research and study independently.

What will I study?
This course is ideally suited to someone who has finished their GCSEs or
A Levels and is looking to gain employment or a career in the professional
and technical aspects of construction. This course will look at construction
in general whilst providing you with the academic research and assignment
writing skills necessary for future study such as university.
The course is split into 9 separate subjects known as units which are listed below:
Domestic construction technology
Industrial and commercial construction technology
Health and safety in the built environment
Construction site supervision
Construction science and materials
Measurement, tendering and estimating
Site surveying
Sustainability and new technologies
Mathematics for the built environment

What could it lead to?
This course leads directly onto the Constructing the Built Environment
Advanced Technical Extended Diploma Level 3 (Year 2).
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Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general Vocational
Level 3 guidance, and for more specific
information please refer to the College website.
Applicants should also have successfully completed
the Constructing the Built Environment Advanced Technical Diploma
Level 3 (Year 1). Applicants should have good timekeeping, attendance
and the ability to research and study independently.

What will I study?
This course is ideally suited to someone who is looking to gain
employment or a career in the professional and technical aspects
of construction. This course will provide you with the skills and
knowledge necessary to work at this level in the industry. It will also
provide you with the academic research and assignment writing skills
necessary for future study such as HNC or university.
The course is split into 9 separate subjects known as units which
include:
Structural mechanics
Civil engineering technology
Building services technology
Graphical communication
Architectural design and planning
Building surveying
Building regulations

What could it lead to?

One year course
Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and
for more specific information please refer to the College website.
Applicants should have good timekeeping, attendance and the
ability to research and study independently.

What will I study?
This course is ideally suited to someone who has a trade
qualification eg Level 2 or 3 in Bricklaying who is looking to move
onto the HNC as quickly as possible. Trade courses are typically
assessed with multiple choice exams, with unlimited attempts.
The HNC is an academic course which is assessed through
assignments. This course will look at construction in general
whilst providing you with the academic research and assignment
writing skills necessary for the HNC.
The course is split into 6 separate subjects known as units which
are listed below:
Domestic construction technology
Industrial and commercial construction technology
Health and safety in the built environment
Construction science and materials
Sustainability and new technologies
Mathematics for the built environment

What could it lead to?
This course leads directly onto the HNC (Higher National
Certificate) in Construction.

This course could lead to full-time employment in any one of the
subjects studied over the two year period. It could also lead onto
the HNC in Construction, an apprenticeship or to university to study
further in any of the subjects.

Contact us
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Vocational Courses

Construction

What will I study?

Entry requirements

Constructing the
Built Environment

‘‘

Excellent
partnerships and
enrichment activities further
learning and understanding
outside of the classroom.

’’

Dance, Performing Arts
and Production Arts
Are you an enthusiastic, open minded person, good at working in a team?
If so then one of our dance, performing arts or backstage arts or musical theatre courses will
be perfect for you. From arranging lighting for performances to singing in renowned musicals,
there’s something for anyone looking for a career in the performing arts industry.

Mathew Hodsman
Previously of Norton College
Studying Musical Theatre Extended Diploma Level 3

‘‘

I chose to study Musical Theatre as I have always had a strong interest in it.
I have liked the idea of studying dance and drama from a young age so this course
was a great option. Being creative through performance has always inspired me
and I want to inspire others to be as passionate about performance as I am.
Taking the step up from secondary school to York College has
really helped with my independence and maturity. It has
opened up options for me that I didn’t expect.

‘‘
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Past students’
career paths
• Degree level study
• Theatre School

Diploma Level 2

One year course

One year course

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

No formal entry requirements but some experience of performance
is useful.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. Please
note a relevant Level 1 Diploma will also be considered as part of
the entry requirement.

Performing and
Production Arts

Performing and
Production Arts

What will I study?
Designed to go alongside Maths and English study programmes,
this is a highly practical course. You will learn by completing a range
of projects and assignments based on realistic workplace situations,
activities and demands.
All students will complete the following units:
Introduction to Performing and Production Arts
Introduction to Research for Performing and Production Arts
Communicating with an Audience for Performing Arts
Production Development for Performing Arts
Performance Development for Performing Arts
Performing and Production Arts Project

What could it lead to?
This course is a good stepping stone to the Performing and
Production Arts Diploma Level 2 and the Music Production and
Performance Diploma Level 2.

What will I study?
Designed to go alongside Maths and English study programmes,
this is a highly practical course. You will learn by completing a range
of projects and assignments based on realistic workplace situations,
activities and demands. Units include:
Introduction to Performance
Introduction to Production
Communicating with an Audience
Staging a Performance
Contextual Research for Performance and Production
Performance Skills and Practice
Production Skills and Practice
Personal Project and Presentation
Producing and Performing to an Audience

Vocational Courses

Dance, Performing Arts and Production Arts

Ofsted, December
2013

Diploma Level 1

• Conservatoire

What could it lead to?

• Choreographer

This course is a good stepping stone to the Level 3 Extended
Diplomas in Performing Arts, Acting, Musical Theatre, Dance or
Production Arts.

• Teacher
• Stage crew
• Assistant stage manager

Contact us
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Extended Diploma Level 3

Performing & Production
Arts (Acting)
Two year course
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Performing & Production
Arts (Backstage Arts)
Two year course

Extended Diploma Level 3

Creative & Performing
Arts (Dance)

56%

Two year course

Entry requirements

73%

Triple D
istinct
in 2017 ions

Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general Vocational
Level 3 guidance, and for more specific
information please refer to the College
website. Please note a relevant Level 2 Diploma will
also be considered as part of the entry requirement.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational
Level 3 guidance, and for more specific
information please refer to the College website.
Please note a relevant Level 2 Diploma will also
be considered as part of the entry requirement.

What will I study?

What will I study?

What will I study?

A highly practical programme, you will learn by completing a range
of projects and assignments based on realistic workplace situations,
activities and demands.
All students will complete the following units:
Engaging with an Audience
Developing Performance
and Production Skills
Introduction to Professional
Practice
Preparing for Progression
Theatre in Context
Extended Project
Performance Skills

A highly practical programme, you will learn by completing a range
of projects and assignments based on realistic workplace situations,
activities and demands.
All students will explore the following areas before finding a
specialism:
Production Lighting
Sound Design
Lighting Design
Stage Management
Set Design & Construction
Props Construction
Live Sound Engineering

A highly practical programme, you will learn by completing a range
of projects and assignments based on realistic workplace situations,
activities and demands.

What could it lead to?

What could it lead to?

Past destinations have included:
ALRA- Academy of Live
and Recorded Arts
Central School of Speech
and Drama
Rose Bruford
East 15

Past destinations have included:
Bristol Old Vic
Central School of Speech
and Drama
Guildhall
Rose Bruford

BSA- Birmingham School
of Acting
Arden
Manchester School of Theatre
LIPA- Liverpool Institute
of Performing Arts

Students also progress on to university to continue studying
at degree level. Past students have followed careers in Acting,
Directing, Teaching, Drama Therapy, Psychology and Events
Management.
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All students will explore the following:
Planning a Career in the
Repertory Dance Performance
Performing Arts
Final Performance Project
Performance Preparation
Leading Dance
Dance Technique and Performance Dance in the Community

What could it lead to?
ARLA - Academy of Live
and Recording Arts
Backstage Academy
SSR - Manchester
Mountview

Students also progress on to university to continue studying at
degree level. Past students have followed careers in Lighting
Design, Stage Management, Sound Engineering, Set Design, Events
Management and Tour Management.

01904 770400

Please see page 6 for general Vocational
Level 3 guidance, and for more specific
information please refer to the College website.
Please note a relevant Level 2 Diploma will also be
considered as part of the entry requirement.

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Past destinations have included:
Stella Mann
Laban
Northern School of
Contemporary Dance
London Studio Centre
Addict
MGA

Liverpool Institute of
Performing Arts
Masters
Shockout Academy
Barcelona
Rambert
Creative Academy

Students also progress on to university to continue studying
at degree level. Past students have followed careers in Dance
Performance, Choreography, Dance Education, Dance Therapy and
Events Management.

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Extended Diploma Level 3

Creative & Performing
Arts (Musical Theatre)
Two year course
Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general
Vocational Level 3 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to
the College website. Please note a relevant
Level 2 Diploma will also be considered as
part of the entry requirement.
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What will I study?
A highly practical programme, you will learn by completing a
range of projects and assignments based on realistic workplace
situations, activities and demands.
All students will explore the following:
Planning for a Career in the
Final Major Performance
Performing Arts
Dance Techniques and
Musical Theatre Performance
Performance
Vocal Techniques
Ensemble Dance Performance
Approaches to Acting
Solo Music Performance

What could it lead to?
Past destinations have included:
ALRA- Academy of Live
and Recorded Arts
Central School of Speech
and Drama
Guildhall

Rose Bruford
Manchester School of Theatre
LIPA- Liverpool Institute of
Performing Arts

Students also progress on to university to continue studying
at degree level. Past students have followed careers in Acting,
Directing, Teaching, Drama Therapy, Psychology, Events
Management, and Scriptwriting.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Vocational Courses

Dance, Performing Arts and Production Arts

Entry requirements

75%

Extended Diploma Level 3

Diploma Level 1

Introductory Diploma Level 1

Creative Media
Production

IT Users
One year course

One year course

Entry requirements

Digital Technologies
Would you like to be smarter at creating digital content, animation or graphics? Perhaps you would
like to discover the technical advantages of social media and wireless devices; or you may see
yourself as a games developer, data analyst or web producer. If you’re interested in any of these,
then take a look at the courses we offer.
We have courses available at Level 1, 2 and 3 so will have something to suit all levels of
ability and interests.

Arthur Heffron
Previously of Archbishop Holgate’s School
Studying IT Extended Diploma Level 3

‘‘

I chose this course because my step-dad got me interested in technology
and the course is what I wanted to do. It is what I expected and more.
I find College fun, like meeting new people and I’m doing something
I enjoy learning about.

‘‘

After College I intend to start my career in IT, possibly working
for Rockstar Games on cyber security.

Past students’
career paths
• Degrees in computer
and IT related disciplines
including games design
and multimedia

What will I study?
You will complete 6 units over a year which involve using a wide
range of exciting and emerging technologies including Developing
Digital Information, Using Digital Technologies, Solving Technical
IT Problems, Creating a Website, Developing a Computer Program,
Developing Digital Graphics and Animated Graphics.
These are common skills that all learners at Level 1 need to develop
in order to progress. You will complete 4 of these units which
involve being organised, working with others, research skills and
making a plan for progression.

• Information technology

The BTEC Introductory Diploma is assessed at Pass, Merit and
Distinction through the completion of internal assignments. There
are no exams. Students wishing to progress to Level 2 must achieve
at Merit level or above.

• Web design

What could it lead to?

• Multimedia, graphics
or animation

On successful completion of the course you may progress to a
Level 2 Extended Certificate in ICT or equivalent pathway.

Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 1 guidance, and
for more specific information please refer to the College website.
Students with no formal qualifications will be assessed before
enrolment. You must have a keen interest in IT.

What will I study?
You will complete 9 units over a year which involve using a wide
range of exciting and emerging technologies including Interactive
Media, Multimedia, Video, Animation, Digital Photography, Website
Software and Exploring Career Opportunities in Creative/Digital
Media. You will use iPads as well in some of your units.
The BTEC Introductory Diploma is assessed at Pass grade through
the completion of internal assignments. There are no exams.

What could it lead to?
On successful completion of the course you may progress to a
Level 2 Extended Certificate in ICT or equivalent pathway.

• Desktop support
• Network support or
management
• Employment
• Apprenticeships
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Vocational Courses

Digital Technologies

Are you interested in the career for the future eg smartphones and robotics?

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 1 guidance, and
for more specific information please refer to the College website.
Students with no formal qualifications will be assessed before
enrolment. You must have a keen interest in IT.

Open
Events
No need to book,
just turn up

Extended Certificate Level 2

Information and
Creative Technologies

A Level Faculty
Wednesday 11th October 2017
6.00pm - 8.30pm

One year course
Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and
for more specific information please refer to the College website.
Please note that a vocational equivalent such as National Award or
Certificate in IT or relevant Foundation Level course in IT, subject
to references and including Level 2 Functional Skills in Maths and
English or equivalent will also be considered as part of the entry
requirements. We are always prepared to discuss options with
students.

This Extended Certificate is a respected qualification allowing access
into entry level jobs in the IT industry, or progression onto Level 3 IT
Diplomas, for which you will need to have obtained an overall Pass
grade.

Aiming
High Event

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk
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In the first year you will complete the Extended Certificate in ICT.
For this qualification units will include:
Information Technology Systems
Creating Systems to Manage Information
Using Social Media in Business
Website Development
In addition you will complete two further units for the National
Diploma in Computing which you will complete in the second year.
The first year units for the diploma are:

Taster Days for Level 1, 2 and 3
courses will be held in
January 2018. Booking in
advance is required for all
Taster Days. See our
website or ring
01904 770239 for
further information.

In the second year you will complete the units necessary to achieve
the National Diploma in Computing. At this point you will be able
to choose between three exciting pathways depending on your
personal interests and skills.

March 2018 - A presentation for Year 10 and
Year 11 students who aim to go to one of the top
universities including Oxford and Cambridge. See our
website or ring 01904 770239 for further information.
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What will I study?

Taster
Days

Optional units include:
Software Development, Mobile Apps Development, Website
Development and Automated Computer Systems

What could it lead to?

Pathway 2 – Computer Science

Principles of Computer Science
Building Computer Systems

Pathway 1 – Creative Computing
On this pathway units will include:
Planning and Management of Computing Projects
IT Systems Security
Human Computer Interaction

Contact us
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On this pathway units will include:
Planning and Management of Computing Projects
IT Systems Security
Human Computer Interaction
Mobile Apps Development
Systems Analysis and Design
Software Development
Web Application Development
Programmable Devices and Controllers

Pathway 3 – Computer Systems and Network Support
On this pathway units will include:
Planning and Management of Computing Projects
IT Systems Security
Managing and Supporting Systems
Virtualisation
Programmable Devices and Controllers
Computer Forensics
Network Operating Systems
Communication Technologies

What could it lead to?
Entry into higher education with a view to progressing to roles in
Computing or Computer Science, such as Games Development,
Cyber Security and Forensics, Web Development, Multimedia,
Graphics and Animation, Networking and Cloud Computing,
Mobile Apps and Social Media and Software Development. These
qualifications also offer a direct route into apprenticeships or
employment working in user support, as hardware or software
technicians or data processing.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Vocational Courses

Digital Technologies

Mandatory units include:
The Online World, Technology Systems
A Digital Portfolio and Multimedia Products Development

One year with the option of progressing on to a
second year on successful completion

Computing and
Digital Technologies
Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. Please
note that a Merit in any relevant Level 2 course (Extended Certificate
or above), subject to references, will also be considered as part of the
entry requirements.

Tuesday 7th November 2017 6.00pm - 8.30pm
Saturday 25th November 2017 10.00am - 12noon
Thursday 8th February 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Tuesday 24th April 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Wednesday 20th June 2018
6.00pm - 8.00pm

What will I study?

Digital Graphics and Animation
Digital Video
Computer Games Development
Software Development
3D Modelling

Entry requirements

A Level,
Vocational
and Apprenticeship
Programmes

Entry requirements

Diploma Level 3

Diploma Entry Level 3

Diploma Level 1

One year course

One year course

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

There are no formal entry requirements for this course, and there is
no requirement for prior knowledge of motor vehicle technology.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 1 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website.

What will I study?

What will I study?

The course is designed to give students an insight into how the
motor vehicle works and how to work safely and efficiently within a
motor vehicle environment using the correct tools and equipment.

Students learn about the maintenance of motor vehicles and the
various roles that are available in the retail motor industry.

Light Vehicle
Maintenance and Repair

Engineering
Will Morgan
Previously of Millthorpe School
Studying Engineering (Manufacturing) Extended Diploma Level 3

‘‘

Studying Engineering at York College has given me a broad
range of engineering skills and knowledge which will be useful in
my future career.
I chose York College because of the convenient location and my brother
enjoyed his time at the College and recommended the Engineering
courses.
The atmosphere at College is friendly and gives students a
better understanding of how to work independently and
setting yourself deadlines.

‘‘
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Past students’
career paths
• Higher education degree
courses in Engineering
• Manufacturing Engineering
• Electronic Engineering
• Aerospace Engineering
• Architectural Engineering
• Motorsport Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering
• Apprenticeships in
Engineering:
• Signal Engineering
• Electrical Engineering

Mandatory units will include topics such as:
Tools and Equipment
Health and Safety
Principles of Engine Components and Operation
Routine Cooling and Lubrication System Checks
Routine Wheel and Tyre Checks
Routine Vehicle Checks
Light Vehicle Construction
Optional units may include:
Vehicle Driveline Maintenance
Spark Ignition System Maintenance
Introduction to Spark Ignition Fuel Systems

Students will study a selection of the following units:
Health and Safety Practices in Vehicle Maintenance
Tools, Equipment and Materials for Vehicle Maintenance
Spark Ignition and Compression Ignition Engine Systems,
Components and Operation
Vehicle Braking Systems Components and Maintenance
Vehicle Exhaust Systems Components and Maintenance
Vehicle Driveline Maintenance
Vehicle Electrical Foundation Skills
Vehicle Lighting System Maintenance

Vocational Courses

Engineering

With superb workshop facilities to learn the skills you need, and tutors
who bring their own knowledge of the industry to lessons, our engineering
courses will prepare you for working in this diverse industry.

Light Vehicle
Maintenance and Repair

What could it lead to?
The Level 2 VRQ full-time course in Light Vehicle Maintenance and
Repair, or alternatively you can find employment in the automotive
industry or a Motor Vehicle Apprenticeship.

What could it lead to?
The main progression route at the end of the course is onto the
full-time Diploma Level 1 course in Light Vehicle Maintenance
and Repair.

Contact us
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VRQ Level 2

Light Motor Vehicle
Maintenance and Repair

One year course

One year course

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Level 1 Diploma in Light Motor Vehicle Maintenance and Repair as
well as the successful completion of an interview.

What will I study?

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. It is a
demanding programme as it includes both the Level 1 and Level 2
courses in one.

The course covers a whole range of motor vehicle engineering skills
from routine maintenance to advanced repair techniques.

What will I study?

Topics you will cover include:
Job Roles in the Automotive Industry
Materials, Tools and Measuring Equipment
Removing and Replacing Engine Units and Components
Removing and Replacing Electrical Units and Components
Removing and Replacing Chassis Units and Components
Removing and Replacing Transmission and Driveline Units and
Components

What could it lead to?
Many of the students take up employment in the automotive
industry, and follow a Motor Vehicle Apprenticeship. Alternatively
it is possible to progress onto the Level 3 Light Motor Vehicle
Maintenance and Repair VRQ with the correct entry requirements
and interview (depending on number of applicants).
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Please refer to the standard Level 1 and Level 2 course descriptions
as similar units to those will be studied. For example:
Spark Ignition and Compression Ignition Engine Systems,
Components and Operation
Routine Vehicle Maintenance Processes and Procedures
Introduction to Low Carbon Technologies in the Automotive
Industry
Vehicle Electrical Foundation Skills
Removing and Replacing Engine Units and Components
Removing and Replacing Chassis Units and Components

What could it lead to?
Many of the students take up employment in the automotive
industry, and follow a Motor Vehicle Apprenticeship. Alternatively
it is possible to progress onto the Level 3 Light Motor Vehicle
Maintenance and Repair VRQ with the correct entry requirements
and interview (depending on number of applicants).

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

VRQ Level 3

Light Motor Vehicle
Maintenance and
Repair

NVQ Level 2

Performing Engineering
Operations (PEO)
One year course

One year course

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website.

Level 2 VRQ in Light Motor Vehicle Maintenance and Repair
as well as the successful completion of an interview. It is not
possible to start this course with a GCSEs only profile.

What will I study?
The course covers the whole range of motor vehicle engineering
skills from routine maintenance to advanced repair techniques.
It is based on the Technical Certificate requirement of a Motor
Vehicle Apprenticeship.
Topics you will cover include:
Diagnose and Repair Engine Units and Components
Diagnose and Repair Electrical Units and Components
Diagnose and Repair Chassis Units and Components
Transmission and Driveline Units and Components

What could it lead to?
Higher level courses such as the Level 3 Diploma in Engineering
and Technology and apprenticeships.

What will I study?
The course is designed to give you a broad-based understanding of
the practical sides of engineering. Alongside this course you will study
some underpinning theory to develop your understanding of the
engineering environment, health and safety, engineering drawing etc.
The practical work aims to cover a range of engineering skills, for
example Mechanical, Electrical, Electronic and Fabrication Engineering.
Typical units may include:
Working Effectively in an Engineering Environment
Computer Aided Drawing
Filing and Fitting Techniques
Preparing and Using a Lathe
Sheet Metal Work
MIG/Gas Welding
Wiring and Testing Electrical Circuits

Vocational Courses

Engineering

Light Motor Vehicle
Maintenance and Repair

VRQ Level 2 (Fast Track)

What could it lead to?
Higher level courses such as the Level 3 Diploma in Engineering and
Technology and apprenticeships.

Contact us
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Open
Events
Diploma Level 3

Engineering and
Technology

Engineering (Electrical/
Electronic)

Extended Diploma Level 3 (Year 2)

Electrical and Electronic
Engineering

One year course

One year course

One year course

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

An engineering skills-based qualification at Level 2, (eg NVQ
Level 2 Performing Engineering Operations) or relevant experience.
Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance and for
more specific information please see the College website.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website.

You must have successfully completed the Foundation Diploma
Level 3 in Engineering (Electrical/Electronic).

What will I study?

What will I study?

You will develop a broad understanding of engineering theory and
industry practice, which has an electronic and electrical engineering
bias. The course is made up from 4 mandatory units and 3 optional
units. Assessment is a mix of internal and external assignments and
an external exam.

Designed as an extension to the Foundation Diploma Level 3 in
Engineering, the course will introduce you to a broader range of
topics and at the end of the two years you will have an overall
qualification that is equivalent to 3 A Levels.

What will I study?
This diploma is a Vocationally Related Qualification (VRQ) and
focuses on performance using advanced engineering practical skills,
knowledge and understanding. You will develop your practical
skills alongside the development of underpinning engineering
theoretical knowledge and your understanding of engineering,
particularly in the mechanical manufacturing and fabrication areas
of engineering.
Units may include:
Health and Safety (mandatory)
Organisational Efficiency and Improvement (mandatory)
Computer Aided Drawing
Mig/Mag Welding
Producing Sheet Metal Fabrications
Engineering Design Process
Computer Numerical Control (CNC)
Advanced Lathe Work

What could it lead to?
Apprenticeship or work as an engineer (eg maintenance engineer,
mechanical engineer, welder and/or fabricator).

The mandatory units are:
Engineering Principles (Maths and Science)
Delivery of Engineering Processes Safely as a Team
Engineering Product Design and Manufacture
Applied Commercial and Quality Principles in Engineering
The 3 optional units may include topics from:
Electronic Devices and Circuits
Printed Circuit Board Design and Manufacture
Microcontrollers
Electronic Measurement and Testing of Electronic Circuits
Digital and Analogue Electronic Systems

What could it lead to?
The National Extended Diploma in Electrical and Electronic
Engineering (traditionally the second year of this course) or an
Apprenticeship in Engineering.

On the Extended Diploma you will study further units of electrical,
electronic and computer-based units to give a very broad
understanding of the electrical and electronic industries and
theories. An example of some of the units that may be studied are
shown below:
Further Electrical Principles
Industrial Process Control
Analogue Electronics
Digital Electronics
Electrical Installation
Communications
Engineering Project

No need to book,
just turn up

A Level Faculty
Wednesday 11th October 2017
6.00pm - 8.30pm

A Level,
Vocational
and Apprenticeship
Programmes
Tuesday 7th November 2017 6.00pm - 8.30pm
Saturday 25th November 2017 10.00am - 12noon
Thursday 8th February 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Tuesday 24th April 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Wednesday 20th June 2018
6.00pm - 8.00pm

Taster
Days

What could it lead to?
Foundation degree, HNC/D or BSc Engineering degree at
a university, an Advanced Apprenticeship in Engineering,
employment within the field of engineering or an alternative course
of study.

Aiming
High Event

Taster Days for Level 1, 2 and 3
courses will be held in
January 2018. Booking in
advance is required for all
Taster Days. See our
website or ring
01904 770239 for
further information.

March 2018 - A presentation for Year 10 and
Year 11 students who aim to go to one of the top
universities including Oxford and Cambridge. See our
website or ring 01904 770239 for further information.
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Engineering

Foundation Diploma Level 3 (Year 1)

Foundation Diploma Level 3 (Year 1)

Extended Diploma Level 3 (Year 2)

One year course

One year course

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website.

You must have successfully completed the Foundation Diploma
Level 3 in Engineering (Manufacturing route).

What will I study?

What will I study?

You will develop a broad understanding of engineering theory and
industry practice which has a manufacturing engineering bias.

You will study a wide range of manufacturing and mechanical
engineering units to give a broad understanding of the
manufacturing industries.

Engineering
(Manufacturing)

The course is made up from 4 mandatory units and 3 optional units.
Assessment is a mix of internal and external assignments and an
external exam.
The mandatory units are:
Engineering Principles (Maths and Science)
Delivery of Engineering Processes Safely as a Team
Engineering Product Design and Manufacture
Applied Commercial and Quality Principles in Engineering

Engineering

What could it lead to?
This can lead to the Extended Diploma in Manufacturing
Engineering (traditionally the second year of this course) or an
Apprenticeship in Engineering.
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Units may include:
Engineering Project
Commercial Aspects of Engineering
Business Operations in Engineering
Structures and Properties of Materials
Electrical Principles
You will apply your skills and engineering knowledge through a
design project, during which you will develop your own ideas and
produce a portfolio of designs and a manufactured 3D outcome.

What could it lead to?
Foundation degree, BEng or BSc Engineering degree at a university,
an Advanced Apprenticeship in Engineering, employment within
the field of engineering or an alternative course of study.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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The 3 optional units may include topics such as:
Computer Aided Design in Engineering
Manufacturing Secondary Machining Processes
Manufacturing Computer Numerical Control Machining Processes

Manufacturing
Engineering

‘‘

Tutors know
their students extremely
well and adapt lessons to meet
their needs. The division promotes
a culture of care, respect and
inclusivity. Support for students
is outstanding.

’’

Ofsted, December
2013

Diploma Level 1 (Foundation Learning)

Introduction to
the Hair and Beauty
Sector
One year course
Entry requirements

Do you have good social and communication skills? Hair and Beauty courses are perfect for
you if you are confident but respectful around people and are dedicated and hard working.

Alex Stevens
Previously of York High School
Studying Hairdressing VRQ Level 3

‘‘

I have been interested in Hair and Beauty for a long time so thought
it would be a great course to progress on to. There are lots of great aspects
of the course such as the social side, which allows me to interact with
clients and has improved my self-esteem, increasing my knowledge
and skills. This experience is really useful to help transfer these skills
to the workplace.

‘‘

Hair and Beauty

Are you an enthusiastic, open minded person, good at working in a team?
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What will I study?

Past students’
career paths
• Foundation Degree in
Media Make-up, Special
Effects Make-up and Hair
Design
• Foundation Degree in
Beauty, Holistic and Spa
Treatments
• Specialist hairstylists for
home and abroad
• Educators for manufacturers
• Salon work

The programme of study includes:
Introduction to the Hair and Beauty sector
Health and Safety in the salon
Styling women’s and men’s hair
Colour hair using temporary colour
Reception duties
Basic make-up application and themed face painting
Nail art application
Experience of work/work placement
Functional Skills in Maths and English

What could it lead to?
Level 2 Diploma in Hairdressing or Beauty Therapy, although the
progression route to Level 2 is not automatic. Re-interview is required.
Alternatively you may go straight into a salon as a salon assistant/junior.
The course also provides skills transferable to other subject areas.

Beauty Therapy
One year course
Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. In
addition you must have the ability to meet deadlines and work
hard. You must be reliable and able to work under supervision. You
will need a good reference, attendance record and good behaviour.

What will I study?
Units include:
Health and Safety
Promote additional products/services to clients
Provide facial skin care treatments
Enhance the appearance of eyebrows and lashes
Carry out waxing services
Provide manicure and pedicure services
Provide make-up services

What could it lead to?
To progress on to Level 3 you need to have completed Level 2, have
a minimum attendance record of 95 per cent and a good behaviour
record. Re-interview is required.
Other options include employment in the beauty therapy industry,
eg in a salon, consultancy work, demonstrators for product
manufacturers, on cruise liners and self-employment following
a period of industrial experience. You could study further and
take higher level qualifications, which could lead to specialising
in a specific area such as media make-up. Past students have
progressed in salons and retail outlets.

• Spa work
• Cruise liners work
• Exhibition and TV work
Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400
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Hair and
Beauty

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 1 guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website. In addition you
must also have a good attendance and behaviour report from school.
You must have the ability to meet deadlines and work hard. You must
be reliable and able to work under supervision and follow instructions.

VRQ Level 2

Combined Diploma VRQ Level 2

VRQ Level 2

Diploma Level 2

One year course

One year course

One year course

One year course

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. In
addition you will need a good attendance and behaviour report from
school. You must have the ability to meet deadlines and work hard.
You must be reliable and able to work under supervision.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. A
relevant Level 1 Diploma will also be considered as part of the entry
requirement. In addition, a good attendance and behaviour record
is required.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. In
addition you must have the ability to meet deadlines and work hard.
You must be reliable and able to work under supervision.

What will I study?

What will I study?

Health and Safety
Client care and communications in beauty-related industries
Client consultation in hair services

The aim of this qualification is to build on your knowledge and
practice, develop your practical skills and prepare for work.

The subjects covered include the theory and practice of:
Health and Safety
Client care and communication in the beauty-related industry
Apply make-up
The art of photographic make-up
The art of dressing hair
Create an image based on a theme within the hair and beauty sector
Theme face painting
Body art design
Colour and lighten hair
Cut hair
Shampoo and condition the hair and scalp

Beauty Therapy VRQ Level 2. Please see page 6 for general
Vocational Level 3 guidance, and for more specific information
please refer to the College website. In addition, you must have good
practical Level 2 skills and experience, a good tutor reference and
excellent attendance record. Full commitment to practise, study, and
the ability to work hard is required.

Beauty units include:
Provide facial skin care
Remove hair using waxing techniques
Provide manicure treatments
Apply make-up
Provide eyelash and brow treatments
Hair units include:
The art of dressing hair
Shampoo and condition the hair and scalp
Cut women’s hair
Colour and lighten hair

Beauty Therapy or Hairdressing VRQ Level 3, apprenticeships in
Hairdressing and Beauty Therapy. Past students have continued to
study or have gained employment within retail salons and spas.

Contact us

The programme content includes:
Working in the hair industry
Following Health and Safety practices in the salon
Client consultation for hair services
Shampooing and conditioning the hair and scalp
Cutting women’s hair
The art of dressing hair
Colouring and lightening hair
Perming and neutralising hair
Promoting products and services to clients in the salon
Salon reception duties
Creating an image on a theme within the hair and beauty sector

What could it lead to?

What could it lead to?
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Hairdressing

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Hairdressing Diploma VRQ Level 3 for one year, or you could follow
an apprenticeship route and study the Hairdressing Diploma NVQ
Level 2 (two year course).

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Hair and Media Make-up

What will I study?

What could it lead to?
You could progress on to the Level 3 Theatrical, Special Effects
and Hair and Media Make-up course. To do this you need to have
completed Level 2, have a minimum attendance record of 90 per cent
and a good behaviour record. Progression from Level 2 to 3 is not
automatic. Re-interview is required.

Beauty Therapy

What will I study?
Monitor procedures to safely control work operations
Contribute to the planning and implementation of promotional
activities
Provide body and facial electrical treatments
Provide body massage treatments
Provide electrical epilation treatments
Carry out massage using pre-blended aromatherapy oils
Provide Indian head massage and stone therapy
Contribute to the financial effectiveness of the business

What could it lead to?
Foundation Degree in Beauty, Holistic and Spa Treatments,
Foundation Degree in Media Make-up (available at York College),
part-time course in Complementary Therapies Level 3. You may also
go directly into industry or self-employment. Past students have
gained employment in salons, spas, on cruise liners and in a variety
of retail outlets.

You could gain employment in the beauty therapy industry.

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk
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info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Hair and Beauty

Hair and Beauty

VRQ Level 3

VRQ Level 3

Diploma Level 3

Hairdressing
One year course
Entry requirements
Hairdressing VRQ Level 2. Please see page 6 for general Vocational
Level 3 guidance, and for more specific information please refer
to the College website. In addition, you must have good practical
Level 2 skills and experience, a good tutor reference and excellent
attendance record. Full commitment to practise, study, and the
ability to work hard is required.

What will I study?
To gain the qualification, candidates must complete nine of the
available units which include:
Monitor and maintain health and safety practice in the salon
Consultation support for colleagues on hair services
Cut women’s hair to create a variety of looks
Style and dress hair using a variety of techniques
Colour hair to create a variety of looks
Perm hair to create a variety of looks
Bridal hair
Creative hairdressing design skills
Hair colour correction

Hair and Beauty

Progression opportunities could include specialist hairstylists
for home and abroad, educators for manufacturers, assessors,
lecturers, demonstrators, exhibition and TV work and specialist
hair colourists/fashion styling. Also higher education such as the
Foundation Degree in Media Make-up (offered at York College).

One year course
Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. In
addition a relevant Level 2 qualification will also be considered as
part of the entry requirement.
Applicants with a make-up qualification and hairdressing experience
would be an advantage.
You must be enthusiastic, committed and have the ability to meet
deadlines and work hard. Mature applicants with experience will be
considered at interview.

What will I study?
The subjects covered include the theory and practice of the
following units:
Monitor and maintain health and safety practice in the salon
Client care and communication in the beauty-related industry
Apply airbrush make-up to the face
Fashion and photographic make-up
Style and fit postiche
Apply prosthetic pieces and bald cap
Fantasy hair design for performers

What could it lead to?
Progression on to Level 4-5/Foundation degree.
Career areas include the media, hairdressing or television work.
Make-up artists work for TV and film companies, video production
companies, major stage productions and in the fashion industry,
others work in beauty salons.
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What could it lead to?

Theatrical, Special
Effects and Hair and
Media Make-up

Diploma Level 1

Certificate Level 2

One year course

One year course

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 1 guidance,
and for more specific information please refer to the College
website, although students without qualifications may apply.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website.

What will I study?

The programme is designed to provide you with an understanding of
the basic aspects of Health and Social Care and the factors affecting an
individual’s health and well-being.

Health and Social Care

Health and Social Care
Health and Social Care is an especially broad career sector and careers in this field
are some of the most important in the world. These employees not only help people
on an individual basis, but make a difference to society as a whole.

I like the course because I find most of the units we do very
interesting, such as dementia and communication, and there is also lots
of group work. The course is all assignments so you do need to keep up
with deadlines. It is demanding but there is support from the tutors if
you need help. The tutors are very supportive, listening to any issues
you may have and helping with these and assignments.
I’m not sure yet what I want to do after College, but I do
like the idea of studying midwifery, paediatric nursing
and psychology as a career.

‘‘

Health and Social Care

‘‘
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Past students’
career paths
• Degrees in Health and Social
Care and related areas
• Nursing and Midwifery
• Occupational therapy
• Social work
• Physiotherapy
• Operating department
practitioner

The Diploma consists of a variety of units that will provide basic
skills and knowledge of the field of Health and Social Care
including:
Providing a Creative Activity When Caring for People
Measuring Older Adults’ Fitness Levels for Everyday Tasks
Also included are visits, guest speakers, career preparation
events and experience of the workplace environment.

What will I study?

You will study a range of key areas which include:
Introduction to equality and inclusion in health, social care or children’s
and young people’s settings
Introduction to duty of care in health, social care or children’s and
young people’s settings
The role of the health and social care worker
Implement person centred approaches in health and social care
Contribute to health and safety in health and social care
Also included are visits, guest speakers, career preparation events and
experience of work.

What could it lead to?
On completion you could progress into further studies at Level 3 or
onto an apprenticeship. This qualification does not provide a licence to
practise, but may support progression into a range of job roles in the
Health and Social Care sector, including:
Care support workers in adult residential settings
Healthcare assistants in community, primary care and acute health
environments
Care support workers in domiciliary services, supported living or day
services
Community-based support workers.

What could it lead to?
On completion you may progress into employment within
the Health and Social Care sector or progress to the Level 2
Diploma for which a Pass profile is required.

• Paramedic science
Contact us
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Our courses offer you the opportunity to develop your knowledge, skills, personal qualities and
experience that will help you prepare for further study, higher education or employment in this
dynamic, engaging and rewarding sector.

Previously of St Aidan’s CE High School
Studying Health and Social Care Subsidiary Diploma Level 3

Your programme of study includes:
Introduction to Health and Social Care
Roles in Health and Social Care
Principles and Values in Health and Social Care
Safeguarding and Well-being
At the end of the programme of study you will have achieved:
An Award in Mental Health Awareness
An Award in Introduction to Study Skills
An Award in Nutrition and Health
A Level 1 Diploma in Health and Social Care

People who work in this sector truly care about helping other people with a desire to make a difference.

Chloe Marshall

The course is designed to provide you with an awareness of
health and social care, and develop your literacy and numeracy
skills to aid you progressing to higher level studies. It will help
you develop an understanding of the sector and opportunities
for employment.

Health and Social Care

Certificate Level 3

Preparing to Work in
Adult Health & Social Care

Health and Social Care
One and two year courses

One year course

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance,
and for more specific information please refer to the College
website.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. Science
GCSE is required if the intended progression is university. Alternatively
a Level 2 in Health and Social Care or Early Years Studies with either
Maths or English at the appropriate grade.

What will I study?
This qualiﬁcation develops the knowledge and skills needed when
working in a senior role with adults in Health and Social Care
environments. It covers a wide range of areas including supporting
individuals with their physical and emotional care, daily living needs
and health care procedures. It aims to introduce some basic concepts of
caring and preparation for employment in the sector.

What could it lead to?
The qualification will confirm competence for employment in roles
such as:
Senior care & healthcare assistants/support workers/key workers
Senior support workers in supported living projects
Community-based senior care assistants/support workers/key workers
Personal assistants
Emerging new types of workers & multidisciplinary health roles crossing
traditional service barriers and delivery models

What will I study?
In the first year you will study the Subsidiary Diploma and
on successful completion you will continue onto the second
year to complete the Extended Diploma. Units you will study
include:
Subsidiary Diploma:
Working in Social Care
Working in Health Care
Dementia Awareness
Caring for Older People
Life Stages
Additional Needs

Extended Diploma:
Challenging Behaviour
Health Education
Anatomy and Physiology
Sociology
Psychology

These programmes are designed to provide you with an
understanding of the many and varied aspects of health and
social care services. This Level 3 course provides a grounding
that can be used to access higher education, further training or
employment within the sector. It is equivalent to three A Levels
and is achieved by studying 180 credits in total over two years.
Also included are visits, guest speakers, career preparation
events and either experience of work or compulsory work
placement.

What could it lead to?
Higher education and degree courses such as Nursing,
Midwifery, Occupational Therapy, Social Work, Teaching and
many more higher education courses. Merit and Distinction
grades must be achieved to progress to higher education.

Alternatively you could progress onto the Level 3 Diploma in
Health and Social Care or an apprenticeship.
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Topics you will study include:
Communication in Health and Social Care
Equality and Diversity and the Right of Individuals in
Health and Social Care
Caring for Older People
Working in Health Care

Health and Social Care

Subsidiary/Extended Diploma Level 3

Foundation Learning Entry Level 3/Level 1

Introduction to the
Hospitality Industry

Or do you have a flair for communication and a desire to work in the travel industry?
If you do, see where our courses could take you.

Bethan Davies
Previously of Queen Mary’s School
Professional Patisserie and Confectionery Diploma Level 3

• Executive chef

I chose this course because I was interested in this particular area of
Hospitality. We make lots of different things which include desserts, cakes,
sugar work, bread and chocolate. My favourite part of the course is
making cakes and breads. I really enjoy this course and I
recommend it to anyone who wants to take a Level 3 course.

• Sommelier/wine waiter

‘‘

I found out about York College from a friend who said it was
good. I also chose York College because they had a variety of
different courses to choose from.

‘‘
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Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 1 guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website. Alternatively,
successful completion of the Level 1 Foundation Diploma in Hospitality.

What will I study?

Past students’
career paths
• Tourist guide
• Hotel receptionist
• Nutritional therapist

One year course

One year course
There are no formal entry requirements, but applicants must
attend an interview, have a keen interest in cooking and be
fully committed to attending and completing the course.

Are you passionate about preparing food and drink and would love
the chance to gain professional experience?

Professional Cookery

The course is an Entry Level Hospitality & Catering course for
students who would like to prepare to enter the hospitality
industry who may need a little extra help with reading,
writing and confidence building. It involves experiencing
Customer Service in the Hospitality Industry, Introduction to
the Hospitality Industry, Food Service, Basic Food Preparation
and Cooking, Food Safety and Serving Food and Drink. All
Foundation programmes include social and work skills and
Functional Skills.

What could it lead to?
Students can progress to Level 1 Professional Cookery or
Level 2 Hospitality Services depending on progress throughout
their programme. Alternatively, students may wish to take up a
job opportunity in the hospitality and catering industry.
Potential job occupations include: Hotel Porter, Hotel
Receptionist, Hotel Room Attendant, Food Processing
Operative or Fast Food Service Assistant.

• Food processing operative
• Hotel manager

What will I study?
This qualification is the result of collaboration between industry,
education and City & Guilds. It takes into account the latest approach to
food safety, health and safety, and industry practices.
The content of this qualification is underpinned by the belief that to work
as a successful chef in the catering industry it is essential to have a good
foundation in a wide range of high quality cooking skills and to be able
to apply them across a range of catering contexts.
The Diploma is made up of 12 units and candidates must achieve
all 12 units to complete the qualification.
Units covered include:
Food Safety in Catering
Introduction to Healthier Foods and Special Diets
Prepare and Cook Food by Using Different Cooking Methods
All Foundation programmes include social and work skills as well as
Functional Skills.

What could it lead to?
On completion of this qualification, students may progress onto the
Level 2 Diploma in Professional Cookery or an apprenticeship in
Hospitality, or alternatively into employment as a Trainee Chef or
Cook/Kitchen Assistant.

• Development chef
• Ski chalet hosts
Contact us
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Hospitality and Tourism

Hospitality
and Tourism

Foundation Learning Diploma Level 1

Diploma Level 2

Business, Hospitality
and Travel & Tourism
One year course
Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website.

What will I study?

One year course

Hospitality Services Multi-skill - ideal if you wish to embark on a
career in the restaurant and hotel trade or would like to work in
professional kitchens.
Travel & Tourism - ideal if you wish to enter a career as a travel
agent, resort representative or in tour operations. It will provide the
skills and knowledge to progress to further/higher studies, or into
an apprenticeship or workplace employment.
Business - ideal for those who wish to develop business skills, move
into employment or progress onto further study in Business or an
apprenticeship in Business.

What could it lead to?
On completion you may progress into employment within the
business, retail, hospitality, visitor or tourism sector or progress to
higher studies at Level 3 in either Business, Hospitality or Travel &
Tourism. Alternatively you could progress into an apprenticeship.

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and
for more specific information please refer to the College website.
Alternatively, successful completion of the Level 1 Certificate/
Diploma in Hospitality Service or Introduction to Hospitality. All
applicants need to be successful at interview.

What will I study?
This qualification will provide the knowledge and practical skills to
work front of house. The qualification covers a range of essential
skills that will enable the student to gain confidence in delivering
a high level of service to all customers in a range of environments.
Units include:
Customer Service in Hospitality
Food Safety in Catering
Health and Safety in Catering and Hospitality
Team Working in Hospitality
Plus a range of optional units covering:
Food and Beverage Service Skills
Providing Reception Service Skills
Food Preparation and Cooking Skills
Providing Housekeeping Services Skills
Handling Payments and Maintaining Payment Points

Programme Level 2

Intermediate Food and
Beverage Supervision
One year course

Diploma Level 2

Professional Cookery
One year course
Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. All
applicants need to be successful at interview.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and
for more specific information please refer to the College website.
Students must have achieved Level 1 Diploma in Introduction to
Professional Cookery at Merit/Distinction grade. All applicants need
to be successful at interview.

What will I study?

What will I study?

Entry requirements

This qualification will provide the knowledge and practical skills to
enter a Hospitality Supervision career. The qualification covers a range
of essential skills that will enable you to gain confidence in delivering
a high level of service to all customers in a range of environments, and
aspire to supervise and lead teams and events in Hospitality.
During your studies you will further develop:
Additional Skills and Knowledge in the Food and Beverage Service
Customer Service Skills
Barista Skills
Skills and Knowledge in Supervising Food and Beverage Services and
Events

What could it lead to?
You could progress onto Level 3 courses in Food and Beverage
Service or Team Leadership, or an advanced apprenticeship. Potential
job occupations include Catering/Restaurant member, Bar Tender,
Receptionist and Housekeeper.

What could it lead to?

The content of this qualification is designed to meet the needs of
candidates who want to work as chefs in the catering and hospitality
sector by providing them with a wide range of high quality cooking
skills that they can apply across a range of catering contexts.
Units covered include:
Healthier Food and Special Diets
Investigate the Hospitality and Catering Industry
Catering Operations, Costs and Menu-planning
You will prepare and cook the following: stock, soups, sauces,
vegetables, fruit, poultry, fish, meats, shellfish, grains, pasta,
puddings, dough products, pastry, cakes and biscuits.

What could it lead to?
Students may progress into employment, or onto Level 3
Professional Cookery, Level 3 Patisserie and Confectionery or Level 3
Hospitality courses.
Potential job occupations include: Chef, Catering Assistant or Cook.

Students could progress onto Level 3 courses including Professional
Cookery or Food and Beverage Service. Potential job occupations
include Catering/Restaurant member, Bar Tender, Receptionist and
Housekeeper.

01904 770400
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Hospitality and Tourism

This Diploma is an introduction to the world of Business, Hospitality,
Retail and Travel & Tourism. Initially you will undertake an Award
in Retail Business (exploring customer experience, retail business
& operations) followed by an Award in Travel & Tourism (which
includes event planning and principles of customer service). You will
then choose one of the following pathways:

Contact us

Hospitality Services
Entry requirements

Entry requirements
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Diploma Level 2

Diploma Level 3

Professional Cookery
One and two year courses
Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance,
and for more specific information please refer to the College
website. Students must have achieved the Level 2 Diploma
in Professional Cookery at Merit/Distinction level or the
Level 2 Apprenticeship in Professional Cookery, or alternatively
substantial relevant industrial experience. All applicants need
to be successful at interview.

What will I study?

There are two pathways, Professional Cookery (Kitchen Larder)
or Patisserie and Confectionery.
Units will include:
Supervisory Skills in the Hospitality Industry
Principles of Food Safety Supervision for Catering
Practical Gastronomy or Patisserie and Confectionery
There are also other additional units developing advanced skills
and techniques.

What could it lead to?
On completion of this course, students may progress onto
higher studies, into employment or further progress onto a
management and leadership apprenticeship or a Foundation
degree. Potential job occupations include: Sous Chef, Catering/
Restaurant Manager, Kitchen Supervisor/Manager or Nutritional
Therapist.
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Professional Food
and Beverage Service

Diploma Level 3

Professional Patisserie
and Confectionery

One year course

One year course

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website. Students must
have completed the Level 2 Hospitality Services Diploma.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and
for more specific information please refer to the College website.
Alternatively, Professional Cookery Diploma/Patisserie and
Confectionery Level 2 at Merit/Distinction grade. All applicants need
to be successful at interview.

This qualification is the result of collaboration between industry,
education and City & Guilds. It takes into account the latest approach to
food safety, health and safety and industry practices.

What will I study?
The qualification is made up of 12 units and students must achieve all 12
units to complete the qualification.
Units will include:
Principles of Supervising Food and Beverage Services
Principles of Promoting Food and Beverage Services and Products
Legislation in Food and Beverage Service
Carve, Fillet, Joint and Serve Food in a Food Service Area
Prepare and Serve Cocktails
Prepare and Serve Wines
Prepare, Cook and Serve Food in a Food Service Area
Provide Advice to Customers on Food and Beverage Matching
Supervise Hospitality Events

What could it lead to?
On completion of this qualification, students may progress onto higher
level studies, into employment or onto a management apprenticeship.
Potential job opportunities include: Bar Manager, Head Waiter,
Restaurant Manager, Food and Beverage Manager or Event Co-ordinator.

01904 770400
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Diploma/Extended Diploma Level 3

Travel and Tourism

One and two year courses
Entry requirements

What will I study?
This qualification is the result of collaboration between industry,
education and City & Guilds. It takes into account the latest approach
to food safety, health and safety and industry practices.
This qualification covers all the patisserie and confectionery skills
and knowledge to show that you’ve got what it takes for a successful
career as a pastry chef, or to improve your culinary ability.
Units covered include:
Food Safety in Catering
Introduction to Healthier Foods and Special Diets
Prepare Hot and Cold Desserts and Puddings
Produce Biscuits, Cakes and Sponges
Prepare Fermented Dough Products

What could it lead to?
On completion of this qualification, students may progress onto the
Professional Cookery Diploma Level 3 or into employment. You could
also progress onto the Patisserie and Confectionery route of the
Advanced Professional Patisserie & Confectionery Diploma Level 3.
Potential job occupations include: Pastry Chef, Baker or Fast Food
Operative.

Contact us
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Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and
for more specific information please refer to the College website.
Alternatively you must have achieved the Level 2 Diploma in Travel
and Tourism. All applicants need to be successful at interview.

What will I study?
This qualification is recognised by the professional association The
Institute of Travel & Tourism and is for anybody who wants to work
or already works within the travel industry and wants to develop
their skills further or develop more specialised skills in a particular
area.
The qualification contains units that are relevant to all sectors of the
industry and include:
Special Interest Holidays and Independent Holidays
Holiday Resort Representatives
UK Tourism
Developing Tour Operator Products
Adventure Tourism Development
Worldwide Travel and Tourism Destinations
UK Travel and Tourism Destinations
Arranging Conferences and Events
Knowledge of the Cruise Industry
Adventure and Rural Tourism

What could it lead to?
Students can progress onto higher level courses, including degrees
or apprenticeships, or into full-time employment.
Potential job opportunities include: Hotel Receptionist or Manager,
Tourist Guide, Travel Agent or Resort Representative.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Hospitality and Tourism

This qualification is aimed at those wishing to progress from the
Level 2 Professional Cookery and/or those in industry who wish
to be recognised for their skills. Students will achieve a higher
level of supervisory skills around craft and non-craft skills and
have an ability to manage others.

Diploma Level 3

‘‘

Tutors know their
students extremely well and
adapt lessons to meet their needs.
The division promotes a culture of care,
respect and inclusivity. Support for
students is outstanding.
Ofsted, December
2013

’’

Diploma Level 2

Extended Diploma Level 3

Creative Media
Production and
Technology

Creative Media
Production
Two year course

One year course

Entry requirements

Media: Print,
TV and Film
If you are dynamic, interested in film and TV directing, production and
editing, or enjoy designing and marketing printed media, then a course
in this area is for you.
Max Lancaster
Previously of King James’s School
Studying Creative Media Production Extended Diploma Level 3

‘‘

The course here at York College is great. I love creating different types
of media from stop motion production to short films. York College was a
firm choice as I liked the way that the course is structured and that it
isn’t assessed through exams.
My tutors are very welcoming, friendly and don’t place too much
pressure on you whilst still encouraging you. This course has
driven me to choose university as my next step.

‘‘
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Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website. Alternatively a
Foundation Certificate, related Level 1 or 2 qualification and related work
experience will also be considered as part of the entry requirement.

What will I study?
This is a practical programme with an additional focus exploring a
theoretical understanding of the products that will be produced.

Past students’
career paths
• Progressing to higher
education to study degrees in:
- Newspaper and
		 Periodical Journalism
- Photography and Digital
		Imaging
- Film and TV Production
- Animation
- Graphic Design
- Photography
- Print Media
- Copy Editing
- Research
- Publishing

You will complete work related projects and activities, which links
directly to realistic workplace demands. You will be required to produce
a variety of media products as well as exploring media organisations,
audiences and specific media texts. At the end of course you will be
given freedom to specialise in one of the practical topics explored on the
course and produce a media product of your choosing.
Units include:
Audio Production
Video Production
Graphic Design
Video Game Design

Research Projects
Understanding Media Audiences
Final Digital Production Project

What could it lead to?
Upon successful completion of the course you can progress onto a
Level 3 programme in one of the specialist pathways offered at the
College.

Contact us
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Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance,
and for more specific information please refer to the College
website. A Level 2 Diploma will also be considered as part of the
entry requirement.

What will I study?
The course is designed to provide students with a broad set of
production skills in a variety of contexts.
During the first year, all students will study a range of different
units including Video Production, Digital Graphics, Photography
and Video Games. These form the cornerstone of their media
education and allow all students to experience a wide range of
media.
In the second year students select to pursue either TV & Film
or Print Based Media. Students cover specialist units which will
give them a deeper knowledge of their chosen area. During the
second year students will experience larger, more challenging
assignments and work with external clients to realise more
sophisticated projects.

What could it lead to?
Students may progress on to university or college to take
degrees or Foundation degrees in subjects such as: animation,
television and film production, photography and digital
imaging, media studies, video game design, publishing,
journalism, advertising and interactive media.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Media: Print, TV and Film

Entry requirements

Diploma Level 2

‘‘

The curriculum
area as a vibrant presence
both within the college and
in the local community.
Ofsted, December
2013

’’

Previously of Selby High School
Studied Music Extended Diploma Level 3

• Music Performance

‘‘

• Studio Engineering

Playing a classical instrument – the tenor horn in local and national brass
bands, and the cornet at College – I feel that studying this popular music
course has broadened my experience and increased my skill set. I’ve learnt
how to operate a mixing desk, compose and record popular music and
definitely got more out of the course than I was expecting. A highlight
has been all the performances we do. Getting on stage knowing we’ve
worked hard and can put on a show to entertain people has been great.

‘‘

Music

Past students’
career paths
• Live Sound Engineering
• Music Promoters
• Band or Tour Management

Two year course
Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website. In addition a
Merit in a relevant Level 2 Diploma will also be considered as part of the
entry requirement.
You will also need to play an instrument/sing to a good standard.

What will I study?

You will also need to be able to play an instrument or sing to a
reasonable standard.

You will learn by completing projects and assignments that are based on
realistic workplace situations, activities and demands.

What will I study?

All students will take the following units:
Principles of music performance and production
Critical listening and music composition
Music industry and professional practice
Critical and contextual awareness for music performance and production
Music production in context
Music performance in context
Preparation for specialist study in music performance and production
Collaborative music performance project
Developing music performance and production skills
Exploration of specialist study in music performance and production
Preparing for progression in music performance and production
Project proposal for extended project in music performance and
production
Extended project in music performance and production

You learn by completing projects and assignments that are
based on realistic workplace situations, activities and demands.
All students take the following units:
Introduction to music performance
Introduction to music production
Listening skills for music performance and production
Exploring music composition
Contextual research for music performance and production
Music performance skills and practice
Music production skills and practice
Music performance and production project
GCSE/Functional Skills English and Maths as required for
progression.

What could it lead to?
Upon successful completion you will be armed with valuable
learning, skills and knowledge to meet the demands of a
Level 3 programme such as the Music Extended Diploma.

Ellie went on to study Classical Music Performance at the
Royal Northern College of Music.
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Music

Contact us
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What could it lead to?
Upon successful completion you will be able to progress onto a degree
level programme or a Music conservatoire. Students have chosen
pathways in music, sound engineering, music technology, music events
management and music retail etc.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Ellie Watson

One year course
Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance,
and for more specific information please refer to the
College website. Foundation Certificate, related Level 1 or
2 qualification and related work experience will also be
considered as part of the entry requirement.

Music

If you are interested in a more practical route into the music industry
and have a passion for taking part in live performances, developing
your instrumental skills and learning modern production techniques,
then our Vocational music courses are the best option for you.

Music Performance
and Production

Extended Diploma Level 3

Open
Events
No need to book,
just turn up

90 Credit/Extended Diploma Level 3

‘‘

Tutors use
imaginative ways
to help students learn.
Works booklets across the science
subjects are of high quality and
give students a good framework
for their learning.

’’

Science

Ofsted, December
2013

The facilities in the Science department are great and this has really
helped me to broaden my practical skills and safe working practice
routine within the lab. I believe York College has been a really
good decision for me as I have made lots of new friends and
have developed my own independence which will help me
to achieve.

‘‘

Science

‘‘

After I had finished my GCSEs I decided to study a Vocational course
in Applied Science which consists of studying Biology, Chemistry,
Physics and work related learning. I like the fact that the course is
very practical and we learn through coursework to demonstrate our
understanding of each topic.
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Entry requirements

52%

Triple D
istinct
in 2017 ions

Please see page 6 for general Vocational
Level 3 guidance, and for more specific
information please refer to the College website.
Please note, Level 2 Science will also be considered as part of the
entry requirement. In addition you will also require evidence of
good attendance due to the practical nature of the coursework.

Students complete a range of mandatory units which cover
concepts such as energy, chemical reactions and the structure
and role of cells. We also look at aspects of working in the science
industry and key practical techniques. There are specialist
units in biology, chemistry and physics covering topics such as
microbiology, biochemistry, organic chemistry, analytical chemistry
and energy changes.

Past students’
career paths
• Laboratory Technician
• Marine Biology

Taster
Days

Students successfully completing the 90 Credit Diploma (the first
year of this course) will be able to access an additional year to
achieve an Extended Diploma in Applied Science to gain access to
university or employment.

What could it lead to?

• Forensic Science

Students can progress into higher education, apprenticeships or
full-time employment. The course is not suitable for those students
wanting to progress on to nursing or physics courses at university.

• Paramedics

Tuesday 7th November 2017 6.00pm - 8.30pm
Saturday 25th November 2017 10.00am - 12noon
Thursday 8th February 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Tuesday 24th April 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Wednesday 20th June 2018
6.00pm - 8.00pm

These and other topics also allow the development of the maths
skills needed to be a proficient scientific researcher.

• Radiography
• Chemistry

A Level,
Vocational
and Apprenticeship
Programmes

Recent students have gained access to study Biomedical Science,
Marine Biology, Forensic Science and careers within the NHS
such as Paramedics and Radiography.

Contact us
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Aiming
High Event

Taster Days for Level 1, 2 and 3
courses will be held in
January 2018. Booking in
advance is required for all
Taster Days. See our
website or ring
01904 770239 for
further information.

March 2018 - A presentation for Year 10 and
Year 11 students who aim to go to one of the top
universities including Oxford and Cambridge. See our
website or ring 01904 770239 for further information.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Previously of Easingwold School
Studying Applied Science Extended Diploma Level 3

One and two year courses

What will I study?

If you are passionate about science and wish to follow a more practical
work related course with an emphasis on laboratory skills then this is
the course for you.

Jemima Pennock

Applied Science

A Level Faculty
Wednesday 11th October 2017
6.00pm - 8.30pm

Diploma Level 1

Diploma Level 2

One year course

One year course

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 1 guidance,
and for more specific information please refer to the College
website. In addition students should also have a genuine
interest in taking part in sport and the sports industry.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website. A relevant
Vocational course at Level 1 combined with a satisfactory academic
reference will also be considered.

What will I study?

What will I study?

The programme content includes a comprehensive
introduction into the health, fitness and sports industry.

This course offers an enjoyable blend of practical activities and
theoretical study that prepares students for progression onto the
advanced level courses.

Sport and Active
Leisure

Are you interested in developing your leadership and team work skills?
Or do you fancy gaining the knowledge, understanding and practical
skills to work in the sports industry?
Take a look at our courses to find out more.

Niamh Pallott
Previously of Outwood Academy Ripon
Studying Uniformed Public Services Extended Diploma Level 3

‘‘

I chose to study this course as I believe it will benefit me in my future
career. I also wanted to be around like-minded people as well as learn about
the variety of different public services. It has opened my mind to a
range of different opportunities. I love the practical side of studying
Uniformed Public Services as well as the theory work and there
is always something new to learn.
Overall my experience at College has been very positive. Tutors
have been very helpful and are always ready to help. I get on
really well with other students in my class which has meant
the whole experience has been really enjoyable.

‘‘
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Past students’
career paths
• Police
• Disaster management
• Youth work
• Army
• PE Teacher
• Coach
• Personal Trainer

Units covered include:
Taking part in exercise and fitness
Planning own fitness programme
Improving own fitness
Working in sport and active leisure
How the body works
Working in a team
Assisting a leader of sports or active leisure activities to plan
and deliver an activity
Assisting at a sport or active leisure event

Units include:
Anatomy and physiology; how to maintain health, safety and welfare in
a variety of fitness environments, including the safeguarding of children
and vulnerable adults
How to programme safe and effective exercise for a range of clients, the
health benefits of physical activity and the importance of healthy eating
How to communicate with clients effectively, and motivate clients to
adhere to an exercise programme and learn the skills and knowledge
required to plan and prepare a gym-based exercise programme

What could it lead to?

What could it lead to?

Upon successful completion of this course you may wish to
progress to a Level 2 course in Sport or the Level 2 course in
Public Services (this is also subject to a good course report
and recommendation from your course tutor). Some students
may wish to pursue entry to employment in the sports and
fitness industry.

On completing this course you will have an industry recognised
qualification enabling you to start to work as a fitness instructor
immediately. REPS accredited – this course is worth 20 REPS points.
Students may progress onto an advanced level qualification in
Sport/Sport and Exercise Science or take up employment in the sport
and leisure industry.

• Sports Journalism
• Higher Education degree
courses in Sports Therapy
Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Sport and Public Services

Sport and Public Services

Sport (Health, Fitness
and Exercise Instruction)

Diploma Level 2

One year course

One year course

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and
for more specific information please refer to the College website.
A successful pass on a relevant Vocational course at Level 1
combined with a satisfactory academic reference will also be
considered.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. A
successful pass on a relevant Vocational course at Level 1 combined
with a satisfactory academic reference will also be considered.

What will I study?

This course offers an enjoyable blend of practical activities
and theoretical study that prepares students for progression
onto employment or higher studies. The course will allow the
development of key interpersonal and communication skills.
You will study both the Level 1 and Level 2 Football Coaching
qualification. The Level 1 in Coaching Football is the first
stepping-stone on the core coaching pathway. It will provide you
with an introduction to coaching the game and working with
players from under 7 to open age. The Level 2 follows with exploring
how players are coached, how we play football, how we support the
future player, helping them to begin shaping or refining their own
coaching philosophy.

Sport and Public Services

Sport (Coaching)

Within the qualification you will develop interpersonal skills to
communicate with a range of other people and to demonstrate
effective team working skills. These qualities will all be enhanced
through the range of sports coaching opportunities as part of
planning and running a sports event or through work experience.
The structure and function of the body during exercise will also
be studied in depth. The course covers a wide range of subjects
including:
Development of personal fitness through training
Exercise and nutrition
Preparation for sport
Sport leadership skills
Practical sport
Sports coaching

What could it lead to?

Football Coaching

What will I study?

What could it lead to?
Students may progress onto an advanced level qualification in
Sport, take up employment in the sport and leisure industry or
progress into an apprenticeship.

Contact us
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Sport (Outdoor &
Public Services)
One year course

01904 770400
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Extended Diploma Level 3

Sport

One year course
Entry requirements

Entry requirements
Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 2 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website.
A successful pass on a relevant Vocational course at Level 1 combined
with a satisfactory academic reference will also be considered.

What will I study?
This study programme will also provide you with the opportunity to
develop skills and experiences that will help you to pursue a career
in the uniformed public services, and is ideal if you wish to join the
armed forces, emergency services or the prison service.
You will learn introductory skills and knowledge to start a career in
sport or to progress into employment in the sector. Course content
includes:
Participating in sport
Outdoor and adventurous activities
Physical fitness and injuries in sport
Expedition experience
Promote outdoor activities

What could it lead to?

Contact us

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and
for more specific information please refer to the College website.
A relevant Level 2 qualification with a Merit grade will also be
considered.

What will I study?
You will be introduced to the varying aspects of sport, from the
organisation and development of sport to how the body works
and principles of fitness training and testing to sport coaching and
outdoor activities. If you want to pursue a career in the energetic
world of sport, this is an ideal course.
Units include:
Anatomy and physiology for exercise
Sports coaching
Physical fitness and injuries in sport
Planning and running a sports event
Development of personal fitness through training

What could it lead to?

Students may progress onto an advanced level qualification in
Public Services or Sport/Sport and Exercise Science or take up
employment in the sport and leisure industry. Alternatively, you can
enter employment at a junior level in a range of outdoor adventure
occupations, including becoming an outdoor instructor.

Students may progress onto an advanced level qualification in
Sport/Sport and Exercise Science or take up employment in the
sport and leisure industry.
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The majority of students progress on to higher education
courses relating to sport and exercise sciences, sports therapy
and teaching; although there have also been examples of
students progressing on to non-traditional options including
law. Employment progression has included fitness instructing,
personal training, coaching, outdoor instructor and retail.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Diploma Level 2

Diploma Level 3

National Extended Diploma Level 3

National Extended Diploma Level 3

National Extended Diploma Level 3

One year course

One and two year courses

One and two year courses

One and two year courses

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website. A relevant
Level 2 qualification will also be considered.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance,
and for more specific information please refer to the College
website. A relevant Level 2 Diploma at Merit grade will also be
considered.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. A
relevant Level 2 Diploma at Merit grade will also be considered.

Please see page 6 for general Vocational Level 3 guidance, and
for more specific information please refer to the College website.
A relevant Level 2 Diploma at Merit grade will also be considered.

What will I study?

What will I study?

What will I study?

Over the course of the programme students will study a range of
units which include:
Anatomy and physiology
Fitness testing and programming
Development and provision of sport and physical activity
Coaching for performance
Practical sports performance
Professional development in the sports industry
Sports psychology

Year 1 units may include:
Government Policies, Leadership and Teamwork, Citizenship, Water
Based Activities and Outdoor and Adventurous Activities.

What could it lead to?

Public Service - the course gives a good understanding of the
services and the skills and knowledge to make a strong application.

Personal Training
(Gym – Based Exercise)

What will I study?

Units include:
Anatomy and physiology
Principle of exercise, fitness and health
How to support clients who take part in exercise and physical activity
The application of principles of nutrition within a physical activity
programme
How to design, manage and adapt a gym-based exercise and personal
training programme with apparently healthy adults of all ages

What could it lead to?
On completing this course you will have an industry recognised
qualification enabling you to start to work as a fitness instructor
immediately. REPS accredited – this course is worth 20 REPS points at
Level 3. Students may progress onto an advanced level qualification in
Sport/Sport and Exercise Science or the Foundation Degree in Sports
Therapy or take up employment in the sport and leisure industry.
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The Level 3 National Extended Diploma is made up of a range
compulsory units which include:
Sport and exercise physiology
Applied sport and exercise psychology
Functional anatomy
Field and laboratory based fitness testing

What could it lead to?
The majority of students progress on to higher education
courses relating to sport and exercise sciences, sports therapy
and teaching; although there have also been examples of
students progressing on to non-traditional options including
law. Employment progression has included fitness instructing,
personal training and retail.

01904 770400
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Sport (Development,
Coaching and Fitness)

Students can progress into higher education or into employment.
The course is particularly relevant to sports coaching, sports
development, teaching and the fitness industry. However, it can be
used as a stepping stone to other training or employment.

Contact us
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Uniformed Public
Services

Year 2 units may include:
Law and the Legal System, Land Based Activities, Disaster Planning,
Management of Major Incidents and Expedition Skills.
Visits and the opportunity to interact with the Public Services are a
key component throughout.

What could it lead to?

University - degree courses such as Criminology, Policing, Business,
Sports, Disaster Management, Law, IT, Youth, Social Studies and
Applied Social Science (Public Sector).

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Sport and Public Services

You will learn how to plan and instruct both gym-based and personal
training programmes.

Sport and Exercise
Sciences

This course is ideal for students working at Entry Level
or Level 1 who may require a personalised approach
designed to meet their individual needs.
Students study a range of units to develop vocational skills such as
preparing for work and work placement, whilst the independent
living units will allow them to manage money, go shopping and

undertake basic food preparation as well as using public transport.
The programme will also help them develop personal, social and
communication skills. All students study English and maths at a level
suitable for their needs. The programme is taught in small groups
or sometimes, on a 1:1 basis with the appropriate levels of learning
support through a combination of taught theory and practical
sessions, visits, speakers and work placements.

Pathway to Work and
Independent Living
Programme

No need to book,
just turn up

One and two year courses
Entry requirements
Students can enrol at Entry 1, Entry 2, Entry 3 or Level 1, or onto a
bespoke, personalised programme. The programme is suitable for
students who have no prior qualifications but, if you already have
some, you must show you can make progress towards the next level.
You will have an interview and you will undertake some
assessments in English and maths.

What will I study?
You will study English and maths and undertake a work
placement or work related learning. Your main programme
will include some of the following:
Develop job search skills
Plan and participate in an ‘Enterprise’ activity

A Level,
Vocational
and Apprenticeship
Programmes
Tuesday 7th November 2017 6.00pm - 8.30pm
Saturday 25th November 2017 10.00am - 12noon
Thursday 8th February 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Tuesday 24th April 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Wednesday 20th June 2018
6.00pm - 8.00pm

Taster
Days

Develop independent living and social and communication skills
Leisure activities
Managing money
Plan and make journeys using public transport
Take part in visits and offsite activities

Lewis Brown
Previously of Applefields School
Studied Pathway to Work and Independent Living

‘‘

Past students’
career paths

I’ve really enjoyed the trips I have been on, these include York Boat,
Scarborough and Archery. I study English and maths as part of my
course and I have liked the Leisure unit. Developing the skills to
search and apply for jobs has also been enjoyable.

• The next level within the
Pathway programme
• Entry Level or Level 1
Vocational Programmes
• Open/Supported
employment

I have met new friends and become more confident especially in
talking to other people. College feels different to school and much more
independent. I have had lots of new challenges on the course as well as
learning to travel to College on my own.
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‘‘

Lewis is going on to study Level 1 Pathway to Work
and Independent Living.

A Level Faculty
Wednesday 11th October 2017
6.00pm - 8.30pm

The personalised programme may involve studying some Pathways
units and some Vocational units like IT or Catering, or with other
providers. Personalised programmes are negotiated and set up to
meet very specific needs. Please contact Pat Rose, Head of Division
for Pathways and Learning Support Manager on 01904 770428 or
prose@yorkcollege.ac.uk to discuss options.

What could it lead to?
Progression to:
A higher level within the Pathways Programme;
Entry Level or Level 1 Vocational programmes;
Further training including open/supported employment.

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Aiming
High Event

Taster Days for Level 1, 2 and 3
courses will be held in
January 2018. Booking in
advance is required for all
Taster Days. See our
website or ring
01904 770239 for
further information.

March 2018 - A presentation for Year 10 and
Year 11 students who aim to go to one of the top
universities including Oxford and Cambridge. See our
website or ring 01904 770239 for further information.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Vocational Courses

Pathway to Work and Independent Living

Pathway to Work and
Independent Living
Programme

Open
Events

Welcome to

York College

Apprenticeship

			

Programmes

Would you like to earn money, achieve a qualification and gain
invaluable work and industry experience? Work and study at the
same time with an Apprenticeship at York College.
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Apprenticeships

We deliver a range of Apprenticeships covering various occupational areas such
as Construction, Business Administration, Hospitality, Plumbing, Hairdressing,
Digital Technologies, Accountancy and more.

Course Directory
Page

Engineering

Level 3

			

Level 2

Page

Level 3

Level 2

Apprenticeships

.............................................................................................................................................

Aviation Engineering and Maintenance		 • 194
Engineering 			 • 195
..................................................................................................
Engineering Design Draughtsperson			 • 195
..................................................................................................
Engineering Maintenance			 • 196
..................................................................................................
Motor Vehicle Maintenance and Repair
•		 196
..................................................................................................

Business

.............................................................................................................................................

Accounting		
•		 182
Assistant
Accountant			
• 183
..................................................................................................
Business Administration		
• • 183
..................................................................................................
Customer Service Practitioner		
• • 185
..................................................................................................
Team
Leader/Supervisor			
• 185
..................................................................................................
..................................................................................................

..................................................................................................

Motor Vehicle Service and Maintenance Technician		

•

197

..................................................................................................

Hair and Beauty

.............................................................................................................................................

Construction

.............................................................................................................................................

Bricklaying/Trowel Occupations		
• • 191
..................................................................................................
Construction
Contracting
Operations
			
• 187
..................................................................................................
Constructing
the
Built
Environment			
• 186
..................................................................................................
Installation/Maintenance
Electrician			
• 188
..................................................................................................
Painting
and
Decorating
		
•
• 188
..................................................................................................
Plastering
		
•
• 189
..................................................................................................
Plumbing and Heating 		
• • 189
..................................................................................................
Property Maintenence 		
•		 190
..................................................................................................
Stonemasonry
		
• • 190
..................................................................................................
Wood Occupations/Carpentry 		
• • 191
..................................................................................................

Digital Technologies

.............................................................................................................................................

Digital Marketer			 • 192
Infrastructure Technician			 • 193
..................................................................................................
IT Application Specialist		
• • 193
..................................................................................................
..................................................................................................

Beauty Therapy 		
•		 198
Hairdressing			
• 199
..................................................................................................
Hairdressing
Professional		
•		
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 199
.........
..................................................................................................

Health and Social Care

.............................................................................................................................................

Dental Nurse			 •
Healthcare Support Worker		
•		

200
201

Senior Health Care Support Worker			

201

..................................................................................................
..................................................................................................

•

..................................................................................................

Hospitality

.............................................................................................................................................

Chef de Partie 			 • 203
Commis Chef		
•		 202
Hospitality
Supervisor			
• 203
..................................................................................................
Hospitality
Team
Member		
•		
205
..................................................................................................
Professional
Cookery		
•
•
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 205
.........
..................................................................................................
..................................................................................................

Science

.............................................................................................................................................

Laboratory Technician			

•

206

Science Manufacturing Technician			

•

207

..................................................................................................
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Apprenticeships
What are Apprenticeships?

Wages

An apprenticeship is a real job with a contract of employment
which is supported by a detailed and specific training
programme. This means you will earn a wage whilst working
towards your apprenticeship, gaining invaluable on-the-job
knowledge and experience from industry experts.

Your employer is responsible for paying your wage. The national
minimum wage for apprentices from 1st April 2017 is £3.50 per
hour and this applies to time working and time spent in training
as part of the apprenticeship. The wage applies to all apprentices
aged under 19 and apprentices aged 19 or over in the first year
of their apprenticeship. The majority of employers pay above the
minimum wage.

Who can be an Apprentice?
Anyone living in England aged over 16 and not in full-time
education can be an apprentice. To start an apprenticeship you
must be employed within a business that covers the range of
work required to complete your chosen apprenticeship route and
you must also have a contract of employment for a minimum
of 30 hours per week. If you are not currently in relevant
employment, this is something we can help with. Apprenticeships
are an excellent way to progress in your career as you can work
up to achieve a degree level apprenticeship in many disciplines.
For existing staff, apprenticeships are a great opportunity for CPD
(continuing professional development), career development and
progressing to a higher level in the workplace, offering a training
and support programme tailored to your sector’s needs.

Duration
Duration of apprenticeships vary depending on which
programme you choose. You will gain job specific skills in the
workplace and may also attend York College for additional
learning on day or block release and to study Functional Skills
in maths & English, and sometimes ICT, if these are required
(this is dependent on your GCSE results). There will be an
Independent End Point Assessment and you will not achieve the
apprenticeship without passing this. If you are required to do
Functional Skills qualifications you must achieve these before you
are put forward to the end point assessment.

The benefits of doing an apprenticeship are:

Great future earning potential

How to apply for a York College Apprenticeship

Fantastic opportunity for real future career development as
apprenticeships are now offered up to degree level with financial
support from employers so apprentices really can climb the
career ladder

To discuss apprenticeships further please contact the
Business Development Unit on 01904 770368.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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82%

said their apprenticeship had
improved their ability to do the
job and 79% said their career
prospects had improved

Please note:

Apprenticeship details are accurate at time of going to print.
There is currently a national government apprenticeship
reform programme underway. Employers are reviewing
and redesigning apprenticeship programmes to ensure a
closer direct alignment to employer and industry business
needs. This will see the College introducing some new and
exciting apprenticeship programmes and also higher level
apprenticeships to support progression and career development
opportunities (examples may include electrical, engineering,
science and leadership). We will be regularly updating our
course information and website as new information is released.
If you have any questions please speak directly to a member of
the York College Business Development Team.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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of Apprentices stay with
the same employer

You can also email your CV to the York College Business
Development Unit (businessdevelopment@yorkcollege.ac.uk)
stating what apprenticeship you are interested in and we will
send details of relevant vacancies to you.

Learning at your own pace, with the full support of a mentor in
your workplace

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

of Apprentices stay in
employment after finishing
their Apprenticeship

71%

You can find general information about apprenticeships at
www.getingofar.gov.uk

Earning a salary and being treated as an employee, including
getting paid holidays

Contact us

90%

Our apprenticeship vacancies are advertised on our website at
www.yorkcollege.ac.uk/apprenticeships

Why choose an Apprenticeship?
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Facts about Apprentices:

Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Assistant Accountant
15 to 18 month course
Entry requirements
Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30
hours per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/
Apprenticeship Level 3 guidance, and for more specific
information please refer to the College website. A relevant
Level 2 qualification will also be considered.

Business

What will I study?
This is an apprenticeship designed as an entry level role
into the Accountancy Profession, and can lead into a variety
of careers with supporting professional qualifications. An
Assistant Accountant provides support to internal and external
customers.

Intermediate Apprenticeship (Level 2)

Accountancy AAT
One year course

Rosie Hammond

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours per week.
Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship Level 2 guidance,
and for more specific information please refer to the College website.

What will I study?
You will enhance your accountancy skills and be able to deal confidently with a
wide range of accounting tasks across all industrial sectors.
Units include:
Processing book-keeping transactions
Control accounts, journals and the
banking systems

Work effectively in accounting
and finance
Basic costing
Computerised accounting

You will also study Functional Skills in English and maths if required as well
as Employee Rights and Responsibilities.

Previously of Huntington School
Studying AAT Accounting Apprenticeship
Level 2

‘‘

I chose York College as there are good
opportunities to progress to Level 4 and
everyone was really friendly and welcoming
on the open day. I also know lots of people
who came here as it is local
to me. I’m really enjoying
learning about the
elements of costing as
it works hand in hand
with accountancy being able to work
out pay is really
useful.

What could it lead to?
As well as ensuring full competency as an Assistant Accountant,
this apprenticeship provides the foundation for progression
into a number of career paths in the Accounting sector
including Audit Trainee, Corporate Recovery Analyst, Credit
Controller or Tax Accountant.

‘‘

Entry requirements

You will develop knowledge of business awareness, IT systems
and processes, ethical standards, financial accounting, reporting
and management of accounting, as well as assisting in the
day to day financial activities such as data entry, month end
management accounts and/or year-end financial statements.

Business

01904 770400

Entry requirements
Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours per
week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship Level
2 & 3 guidance, and for more specific information please refer to the
College website. Completion of the Intermediate Apprenticeship
(Level 2) is required prior to starting the Advanced Apprenticeship
(Level 3).

What will I study?
By completing an Apprenticeship in Business Administration you
will enhance your administrative skills, improve your efficiency and
performance and become a valuable team member.
Level 2 units include:
Communication in a business environment
Principles of providing administrative services
Manage diary systems
Provide reception services
Level 3 units include:
Principles of business communication and information
Principles of business
Develop a presentation
Evaluate the provision of business travel or accommodation

Good administrative skills are extremely valuable to employers and
can lead to many other career opportunities including promotion,
management training, or even starting your own business.

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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One year for Level 2
18 months for Level 3

What could it lead to?

Many students progress from the Intermediate Apprenticeship onto relevant
Level 3 and Level 4 Accountancy Apprenticeships, after which full membership
of the AAT can be gained. Exemptions are also offered to Level 4 Accounting
Technicians who wish to study for a full professional accounting qualification
(eg CIMA, ICAEW, and CIPFA).

Contact us

Business Administration
Apprenticeship

You will also study Functional Skills in English and maths if required,
Personal Learning and Thinking Skills as well as Employee Rights and
Responsibilities.

What could it lead to?
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Intermediate Apprenticeship (Level 2)
Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Intermediate Apprenticeship (Level 2)
Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Customer Service
Practitioner
One year for each level

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours
per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 2 & 3 guidance, and for more specific information please
refer to the College website. Completion of the Intermediate
Apprenticeship (Level 2) is required prior to starting the Advanced
Apprenticeship (Level 3).

What will I study?
A Customer Service Practitioner may be the first point of contact
and work in any sector or organisation type. This role requires
apprentices to perform a range of service delivery functions that
may be one-off or routine contacts, and includes dealing with
orders, payments, offering advice guidance and support,
meet-and-greet, sales, fixing problems, after care, service recovery
or gaining insight through measuring customer satisfaction.

What could it lead to?

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Contact us

12 to 18 month course

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours
per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 3 guidance, and for more specific information please refer
to the College website. A relevant Level 2 qualification will also be
considered as part of the entry requirements.

What will I study?
This apprenticeship is aimed at those working towards leading
or supervising teams and/or projects, and achieving operational
or departmental goals and objectives. During the apprenticeship
you will develop the knowledge of managing organisational
performance and delivering results through operational, project
and finance management and interpersonal excellence in managing
people and developing relationships.
Key responsibilities are likely to include supporting, managing
and developing team members, managing projects, planning
and monitoring workloads and resources, delivering operational
plans, resolving problems, and building relationships internally and
externally.

What could it lead to?
On completion, apprentices may choose to register as Associate
members with the Chartered Management Institute and/or the
Institute of Leadership & Management, to support their professional
career development and progression.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Business

Students may progress to the following:
• Employment within a range of Customer Practitioner job roles
• A Customer Experience Specialist Apprenticeship programme
• Further study

Contact us

Team Leader/Supervisor
Apprenticeship
Entry requirements

Entry requirements
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Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Advanced Apprenticeship Level 3

Construction
Contracting Operations
Two year course
Entry requirements
Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours per
week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship Level 3 guidance,
and for more specific information please refer to the College website.

Construction

What will I study?

Advanced Technical Extended Diploma Level 3

Constructing the
Built Environment
(Technical Apprentices)

Matthew Chilton
Previously of Millthorpe School
Studying Electrical Installation Apprenticeship

‘‘

I chose this course because my family have been
in the trade for years. I enjoy the course because it is
a mix between practical and theory, therefore as well
as installing work, I also learn about how everything
works.

Entry requirements
Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours per week.
Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship Level 3 guidance, and
for more specific information please refer to the College website.

What will I study?
The course is split into 12 separate units which include:
Domestic construction technology
Mathematics for the built environment
Industrial and commercial construction
Measurement, tendering and estimating
technology
Site surveying
Health and safety in the built
Graphical communication
environment
Property maintenance and conversion
Sustainability and new technologies

Construction

This course could lead to full-time employment with your current employer, the HNC
in Construction or to university to study further in any of the subjects listed above.
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I’ve really enjoyed my time at College so far. I like how
everyone on my course is keen to learn as they picked
the course to study. I get on really well with
all my tutors and it’s good to know that
if I am ever struggling with some
work I am doing whilst not at
College that I can ring them and
ask a question.
After I have finished College I plan
to further my studies and do a HNC
in Engineering, which my employer
is keen for me to do. Later in life I will
maybe look to start my own
business.

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

NVQ Level 3 in Construction Contracting Operations
Mandatory Units include:
Operate project information systems in construction
Develop and maintain working relationships and personal
development in construction
Optional Units:
Prepare for, collect and present survey data in construction
Integrate and control project design information in construction
Prepare and process invitations to tender in construction
Implement contract work in construction
Assess, plan and monitor project methods and progress in construction
Monitor, maintain and improve supplies of material in construction
Prepare proposals and obtain feedback for the provision of products
and services in construction
Additional study includes Functional Skills, Personal Learning &
Thinking Skills, Employee Rights and Responsibilities.

What could it lead to?
On completion of this apprenticeship, students can progress onto
HNC qualifications and careers in the construction industry
such as site management, estimating, design, planning
and other technical roles.

Contact us
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What could it lead to?

I heard about the College when I was at school, when
I needed to start thinking about what I wanted to do
when I left. It had the course most suited to me.

‘‘

Two year course

This is a structured programme of training and development allowing
career progression within many disciplines within construction operations
(eg estimating, quantity surveying, planning and site management).
Students will begin to develop a broader knowledge of business functions
by working in numerous business areas both in support service
departments and as part of operational teams.

Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Installation/
Maintenance Electrician

Painting and Decorating

Four year course

Two years for Level 2
One year for Level 3

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours
per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 3 guidance, and for more specific information please refer
to the College website. A relevant Level 2 qualification will also be
considered.

What will I study?
An Electrical apprenticeship can lead to an exciting career within
the Construction industry. Electricians install, maintain and
repair electrical systems in industrial, commercial and domestic
environments. Electricians might work in both indoor and outdoor
settings. Units include:
Understand and apply the principles, practices and legislation for
the termination and connection of conductors, cables and cords in
electrical systems
Understand and apply the practices and procedures for the
preparation and installation of wiring systems and electro technical
equipment in buildings, structures and the environment
Understand and apply the principles, practices and legislation
for diagnosing and correcting electrical faults in electro technical
systems and equipment in buildings, structures and the
environment
You will also study Functional Skills in English and Maths if required,
Personal Learning and Thinking Skills as well as Employee Rights
and Responsibilities.

What could it lead to?
Many students progress to higher level apprenticeships or
employment working for small electrical contractors to large
multi-national companies.
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Intermediate Apprenticeship (Level 2)
Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Two years for Level 2
One year for Level 3

Two years for Level 2
Three years for Level 3

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours
per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 2 & 3 guidance, and for more specific information please
refer to the College website. The Intermediate Apprenticeship
(Level 2) must be completed prior to starting on the Advanced
Apprenticeship (Level 3).

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours
per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 2 & 3 guidance, and for more specific information please refer
to the College website. The Intermediate Apprenticeship (Level 2)
must be completed prior to starting the Advanced Apprenticeship
(Level 3) or you must have significant work experience.

What will I study?

What will I study?

This apprenticeship is ideal for anyone who is thinking of working
within the construction industry as a plasterer. It covers a broad
range of skills which are put to use on a range of sites, from large
building sites to private houses.

Level 2 units include:

Plastering

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours
per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 2 & 3 guidance, and for more specific information please refer
to the College website. You must have completed the Intermediate
Apprenticeship (Level 2) prior to starting the Advanced
Apprenticeship (Level 3).

What will I study?
A painting and decorating apprenticeship will teach you how to
prepare surfaces, match colours, apply coatings and wallpaper and
work with a variety of materials like gloss and Artex. You will also
learn specialist techniques like marbling and rag-rolling to create
decorative effects and spraying.
Level 2 units include:
Prepare surfaces for decoration
Apply paint systems by brush
and roller
Produce specialist decorative
finishes

Intermediate Apprenticeship (Level 2)
Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Level 3 units include:
Apply coatings by brush and
roller
Apply wall coverings to ceilings
and walls
Apply paint systems by airless
spray

Additional study may include Functional Skills in Maths and English
and Employee Rights and Responsibilities.

Level 2 units include:
Applying finishing plaster to
background surfaces
Install direct bond dry linings
Laying sand & cement screeds
to levels and/or falls

What could it lead to?
Many learners progress from the Intermediate Apprenticeship to the
Advanced Apprenticeship. There is then the opportunity to progress
to higher-level courses such as the National Certificate or National
Diploma in Construction.

Level 3 units include:
Confirming the occupational
method of work
Produce complex internal solid
plastering finishes
Produce complex external solid
plastering finishes running
in-situ mouldings

Additional study may include Functional Skills in Maths and English
and Employee Rights and Responsibilities.

What could it lead to?
Many learners progress from the Intermediate Apprenticeship to the
Advanced Apprenticeship. There is then the opportunity to progress
to higher level courses in Construction.

01904 770400
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Plumbing and Heating

Scientific principles in plumbing
Cold water system installation
Central heating system installation
Above ground drainage installation
Level 3 units include:
Understand & apply domestic hot water system installation,
commissioning, service and maintenance techniques
Specific core installation and maintenance
Install domestic gas water heaters and wet central heating
appliances

What could it lead to?
Many learners progress from the Intermediate Apprenticeship
to the Advanced Apprenticeship. After achieving the Advanced
Apprenticeship you may decide to move into a supervisory or
management job within your company, or even to set up your own
business.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Construction

Intermediate Apprenticeship (Level 2)
Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Intermediate Apprenticeship (Level 2)
Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Intermediate Apprenticeship (Level 2)
Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Intermediate Apprenticeship (Level 2)
Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

One year course

Two years for Level 2
One year for Level 3

Two years for Level 2
One year for Level 3

Two years for Level 2
One year for Level 3

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours
per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 2 & 3 guidance, and for more specific information please refer to the
College website. You must have completed the Intermediate Apprenticeship
(Level 2) prior to starting the Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3).

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours
per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 2 & 3 guidance, and for more specific information please
refer to the College website. Completion of the Intermediate
Apprenticeship (Level 2) is required prior to starting the Advanced
Apprenticeship (Level 3).

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours
per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 2 & 3 guidance, and for more specific information please
refer to the College website. You must have completed the
Intermediate Apprenticeship (Level 2) before starting the Advanced
Apprenticeship (Level 3).

What will I study?

What will I study?

Level 2 units include:
Conforming to general health, safety and welfare in the workplace
Conforming to productive working practices in the workplace
Placing and finishing non specialist concrete in the workplace

Level 2 units include (Site or Bench):
Understanding information, quantities and communication
with others
Carry out 1st fixing of floors, stairs, and roofs etc. – Site Joinery
Draw and set out joinery items – Bench Joinery

Intermediate Apprenticeship (Level 2)

Property
Maintenance

Stonemasonry

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum
of 30 hours. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/
Apprenticeship Level 2 guidance, and for more specific
information please refer to the College website.

What will I study?
The role of the Property Maintenance Operative is to ensure
the condition and quality of the building is maintained to
a high level. You will develop knowledge and skills in basic
carpentry, electrical, plumbing and decorating. You will
be able to carry out repairs to the fabric of the building,
maintain the drainage, plumbing systems and electrical
installations (to legal requirements) whilst ensuring high
levels of customer service.
You will also study Functional Skills in English and Maths if
required, Personal Learning and Thinking Skills as well as
Employee Rights and Responsibilities.

What could it lead to?
This course will equip you with the skills to become
a Technical Specialist, or access Supervisory and
Management roles eg Facilities Management.

What will I study?
Stonemasonry is a specialist craft and as a stonemason you would use your
skills to carve architectural features, cut and shape blocks, or lay and fit
stonework into place on construction projects.
Level 2 units include:
Moving, handling and storing resources in the workplace
Producing standard stonemasonry components in the workplace
Producing standard templates and moulds in the workplace
Level 3 units include:
Developing and maintaining good occupational working
relationships in the workplace
Confirming the occupational method of work in the workplace
Abrasive Wheels
You will also study Functional Skills in English and Maths if required as well as
Employee Rights and Responsibilities.

Construction

Many learners progress from the Intermediate Apprenticeship to the Advanced
Apprenticeship. There is then the opportunity to progress to higher level
courses such as the National Certificate or National Diploma in Construction.
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Level 3 units include:
Erecting masonry structures in the workplace
Setting out masonry structures in the workplace
Confirming the occupational method of work in the workplace
Additional study may include Functional Skills in Maths and English
and Employment Rights and Responsibilities.

What could it lead to?
Many learners progress from the Intermediate Apprenticeship to
the Advanced Apprenticeship. There is then the opportunity to
progress to higher level courses such as the National Certificate
or National Diploma in Construction or progress to positions as a
bricklayer, builder, masonry work, team leader or manager within a
construction business or self-employment.

Contact us
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Wood Occupations

Level 3 units include (Site or Bench):
Manufacture shaped joinery products
Maintain and repair timber structures – Site Joinery
Make curved and shaped doors, windows and stairs – Bench Joinery
Additional study may include Functional Skills in English and Maths
and Employee Rights and Responsibilities.

What could it lead to?
Many learners progress from the Intermediate Apprenticeship to the
Advanced Apprenticeship. There is then the opportunity to progress
to higher level courses such as the National Certificate or National
Diploma in Construction.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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What could it lead to?

Trowel Occupations

Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Infrastructure
Technician

Digital Technologies
Digital Marketer
Apprenticeship

What will I study?
The primary role of a digital marketer is to define, design, build and implement digital
campaigns across a variety of online and social media platforms to drive customer
acquisition, customer engagement and customer retention. A digital marketer will
typically be working as part of a team in which they will have responsibility for some
of the straightforward elements of the overall marketing plan or campaign.

This apprenticeship is recognised for entry on to the Register of IT Technicians
and those completing their apprenticeships are eligible to apply for registration.
Completion of the apprenticeship would also allow access to join as an Affiliate
(Professional) member of the CIM (Chartered Institute of Marketing) and/or Associate
membership of BCS.

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

York College apprentice Louis Watson won
the York Apprentice of the Year (Aged 16-24,
Larger Employer) Award. Louis undertook his
apprenticeship at PureNet/PureClarity as an
Apprentice Software Developer. Annabel Daly
the Group Marketing Manager said it was Louis’s
eagerness to learn and passion for technology
that secured his position within the company.

‘‘

Praising his achievements Annabel said;
the past year Louis has achieved remarkable
success both with the growth of his
skillset and within PureNet. Louis
has worked extremely hard and
is certainly a success story for
anyone considering applying
for an apprenticeship, and
any businesses considering
offering apprenticeship
schemes in the
local area.

In

This apprenticeship is suitable for those employers looking to
recruit and train people to provide technical support to internal
and external customers in roles such as helpdesk technician,
infrastructure technician, first or second line support and network
support.

What will I study?
Level 2 units include:
Improving productivity using IT
Understanding the potential of IT
Developing personal and team effectiveness using IT
Word processing software
Level 3 units include:
Improving productivity using IT
Understanding the potential of IT
Developing personal and team effectiveness using IT
Word processing software

Modules may include:
Networking and architecture
Mobile and operating systems
Cloud services
Coding and logic
Business processes

You will also study Functional Skills in English and Maths if required
as well as Employee Rights and Responsibilities.

What could it lead to?
This apprenticeship is recognised for entry onto the register of
IT Technicians confirming SFIA Level 3 professional competence
and those completing the apprenticeship are eligible to apply for
registration. Progression routes may be available onto BCS Level 4
Network Engineer Apprenticeship.

What could it lead to?
After achieving the Intermediate and Advanced Apprenticeship,
most employees will have the opportunity of further professional
development within their company, in some cases leading to
promotion.

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

Contact us
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Engineering

What could it lead to?
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What will I study?

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours
per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 2 & 3 guidance, and for more specific information please refer
to the College website. A relevant Level 2 qualification will also be
considered.

‘‘

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours per week.
Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship Level 3 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. A relevant Level 2
qualification will also be considered as part of the entry requirements.

Entry requirements

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours
per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 3 guidance, and for more specific information please refer
to the College website. A relevant Level 2 qualification will also be
considered.

Previously of Archbishop Holgate’s School
Studying IT Apprenticeship Level 3

Entry requirements

One year for each level

Entry requirements

Louis Watson

18 month course

IT Application Specialist

One year course

Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Intermediate Apprenticeship (Level 2)
Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Engineering

Engineering

Four year course

Aviation, Engineering
and Maintenance

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours
per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 3 guidance, and for more specific information please refer to
the College website.

Ian Whittaker
Previously of Archbishop Holgate’s School
Studying Vehicle Maintenance & Repair
Apprentice Level 3 with Richard Hollings
Auto Services

Entry requirements
Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours per week.
Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship Level 3 guidance, and for more
specific information please refer to the College website.

What will I study?
Skilled professionals in aviation maintenance, design, engineering and manufacture
are in high demand. Aeronautical or aerospace engineers design and develop products
such as airliners, helicopters, fighter jets, satellites and space vehicles. They also work
on components that make up aircraft such as landing gears, engines and electrical/
electronic systems requiring a highly specialised skillset.

Engineering

What could it lead to?
Progression onto the Level 4 Aviation, Engineering and Maintenance Apprenticeship,
leading on to BEng degrees, postgraduate study and further specialist industry courses.
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Contact us
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01904 770400

It’s good to see the theory side and put
it into practice whilst linking the knowledge,
theory and experience together.
My Dad used to own classic cars
and I’ve always been interested
in vehicles. In the future, I’ll
hopefully stay where I am and
gain more experience before
owning my own business. All
the tutors have come from
different manufacturers
and know about both
current and older
technologies. I think
this is really
interesting as it
means you can
compare the two
and see where there
may be developments
in the future.

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

What will I study?
There are 3 different ‘frameworks’ to choose from through this
Advanced Apprenticeship:
Mechanical Manufacturing
Fabrication and Welding
Electrical and Electronic
Units include:
NVQ Level 3 Extended Diploma (including Level 2 Performing
Engineering Operations)
BTEC Level 3 Diploma (Electrical/Electronic or Mechanical
Engineering or Engineering)
Or EAL Level 3 Diploma in Engineering Fabrication & Welding
Technology

Entry requirements
Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours
per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 3 guidance, and for more specific information please refer to
the College website.

What will I study?
This apprenticeship is for those apprentices who are carrying out
Engineering Design and Draughtspersons roles; typically producing
designs and drawings for structures, electrical systems, control
and instrumentation systems, mechanical components and rail
infrastructure used in industrial and commercial situations.

You will also study Functional Skills in English and Maths if required
as well as Employee Rights and Responsibilities.

Apprentices would typically be based at office locations within
project design teams and occasionally work at on-site locations.
They will develop an understanding of on-site hazards and
health and safety requirements, as well as technical drawings and
specifications and be able to create their own; identifying factors
likely to affect design decisions; producing CAD (computer aided
design) models and engineering drawings and communicating
design information to internal and external parties.

What could it lead to?

What could it lead to?

After achieving an Engineering Advanced Apprenticeship, most
employees will have the opportunity of further professional
development within their company. In some cases this can lead to
the status of Incorporated Engineer within a Professional Institute,
or further study such as HNC/D or Foundation Degrees, or Higher
Apprenticeship.

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

This standard has been designed to meet the professional standards
of the Engineering Council for registration as an Engineering
Technician (EngTech).

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Units include:
Supervisor Training
Enhanced Hand Skills for both Mechanical and Avionic Engineering
Electrical Wiring Interconnection Systems
Working at Height

‘‘

‘‘

Three year course

Engineering Design
Draughtsperson
Four year course

Entry requirements

Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Open
Events
Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Maintenance &
Operations Engineering
Technician
Four year course

Motor Vehicle
Maintenance and Repair
Two year course
Entry requirements

Entry requirements
Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours
per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 3 guidance, and for more specific information please refer to
the College website.

What will I study?
This apprenticeship is for those apprentices who are employed in an
engineering environment, covering an electrical and/or mechanical
maintenance role. This could include electrical technicians,
mechanical technicians and plant operations technicians who
maintain the safety, integrity and effective operation of plant and
equipment in a production or manufacturing environment.

What could it lead to?
This apprenticeship has been designed to meet the professional
standards of the Engineering Council for registration as an
Engineering Technician (EngTech). If supported by the employer
progression could include HNC/D/Degree (BEng) in a relevant
discipline, and/or a Higher Apprenticeship.

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours
per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 2 guidance, and for more specific information please refer to
the College website.

What will I study?
This apprenticeship is ideal for those prospective apprentices who
would like a career in the motor vehicle industry, be it with a main
dealer, independent garages or with specialist garages who work on
specialist types of vehicle, i.e. racing teams and classic cars.
As you develop your repair knowledge you will increase your skills
and performance and become a valuable team member. This is
essential and will show an employer that you have gained the
knowledge and experience to help them in their business and
encourage them to invest in you and your career.

Motor Vehicle Service
and Maintenance
Technician

A Level,
Vocational
and Apprenticeship
Programmes

Three year course
Entry requirements
Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30
hours per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/
Apprenticeship Level 3 guidance, and for more specific
information please refer to the College website.

What will I study?
This apprenticeship is ideal for those apprentices who have
just completed Level 2 and would like to now further their
knowledge and skill set within the motor vehicle industry.
Completing Level 3 gives the apprentice all the requirements to
move onto the MOT inspector’s role after undertaking a further
course.

What could it lead to?

As you develop your diagnostic skills and repair knowledge you
will be constantly assessed by your employer and work based
assessor (WBA). This is essential and will show the employer
that you have gained and developed your knowledge from
Level 2. This shows you have much more experience to help
them in their business and encourage them to continue to
invest in you and your career.

Many students progress onto an Advanced Apprenticeship or
full-time employment.

What could it lead to?
Progression opportunities include Diagnostic Technician and
MOT Inspector.

A Level Faculty
Wednesday 11th October 2017
6.00pm - 8.30pm

Tuesday 7th November 2017 6.00pm - 8.30pm
Saturday 25th November 2017 10.00am - 12noon
Thursday 8th February 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Tuesday 24th April 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Wednesday 20th June 2018
6.00pm - 8.00pm

Taster
Days

Aiming
High Event

Taster Days for Level 1, 2 and 3
courses will be held in
January 2018. Booking in
advance is required for all
Taster Days. See our
website or ring
01904 770239 for
further information.

March 2018 - A presentation for Year 10 and
Year 11 students who aim to go to one of the top
universities including Oxford and Cambridge. See our
website or ring 01904 770239 for further information.
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Engineering

Intermediate Apprenticeship (Level 2)

No need to book,
just turn up

Intermediate Apprenticeship (Level 2)

Hairdressing
Professional

Beauty Therapy

Edita Matuleviciene
Studying Hairdressing Apprenticeship Level 2

Entry requirements
Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours per week.
Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship Level 2 guidance, and
for more specific information please refer to the College website.

What will I study?
You will be required to work both individually and as part of a team, helping with
the smooth running of the salon, assisting clients and providing a wide range of
treatments such as waxing, facials, manicures, pedicures, make-up, eyelash and
eyebrow treatments.
Units include:
Fulfil salon reception duties
Carry out waxing services

Provide make-up services
Provide pedicure services

Students without Level 1 English and Maths will need to achieve this level and
take a test for Level 2 English and Maths prior to the end-point assessment.

Congratulations and well done to hairdressing
apprentice Edita Matuleviciene who won first place
in the Blow-Dry category at the National Final of
the AHT UK Trainee Competition 2017, held at the
Winter Gardens, Blackpool.

Students without Level 1 English and Maths will need to achieve
this and take a test for Level 2 English and Maths prior to the end of
their course.

Hair and Beauty

01904 770400

You will work as part of a team in running a salon by shampooing,
conditioning, drying, cutting and colouring hair.
Units include:
Monitor procedures to safely control work operations
Provide hairdressing consultation services
Promote additional services or products to clients
Colour hair using a variety of techniques
Provide colour correction services
Creatively style and dress hair
Style and dress long hair
Creatively cut hair using a combination of techniques
Additional study may include Functional Skills in English and Maths
and Employment Rights and Responsibilities.

What could it lead to?
Job opportunities following completion of this qualification include
junior stylist, stylist, colour technician or self-employment.

What could it lead to?
Job opportunities following completion of this qualification
include junior stylist, stylist, colour technician, self-employment or
progression to the Senior Hair Professional Apprenticeship.

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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What will I study?

You will work as part of a team in running a salon by shampooing,
conditioning, styling, cutting, colouring and reception work,
therefore gaining valuable employability skills.

I want to continue to improve my
skills and hopefully enter more
competitions in the future.

‘‘

The successful completion of the Beauty Therapy Intermediate Apprenticeship
could lead to employment in areas such as:
Beauty Salons
Cosmetic Counters
Nail Bars
Mobile Work
Health Spas

Contact us

What will I study?

Edita said:
I’m so happy to have clinched first
place at the national final and to have competed in
the Winter Gardens, Blackpool, as it is such a beautiful
venue. I am especially pleased to have won because
I was held up, due to road works, and only had 18
minutes to complete the blow dry, instead of the usual
45 minutes. It was stressful but I kept my cool and my
training kicked in, allowing me to do a decent job.

What could it lead to?
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Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours
per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 2 guidance, and for more specific information please refer to
the College website.

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours
per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 3 guidance, and for more specific information please refer to
the College website. You must also have completed Intermediate
(Level 2) Hairdressing via an apprenticeship or have significant salon
experience.

Units include:
Professionalism and standards
Behaviour and communication
Safe working practises
Consultation
Shampoo and condition hair
Cut hair using a variety of techniques
Set and finish hair using a range of techniques to create a
variety of looks
Change hair using a variety of techniques
Perming hair

‘‘

One year to 18 months

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Intermediate Apprenticeship (Level 2)

Hairdressing
One year course

Two year course

Hair and Beauty

Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Intermediate Apprenticeship (Level 2)

Healthcare Support
Worker
One year course

Health and Social Care
Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)
Zoe Mitchell
Level 2 & 3 Clinical Healthcare Support
Apprentice with Stillington Surgery
Previously of Norton College and
Scarborough Sixth Form College

Entry requirements
Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours per week.
Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship Level 3 guidance, and
for more specific information please refer to the College website.

What will I study?

Dental Nurses may work in a variety of clinical environments and the apprenticeship
reflects all aspects of clinical responsibilities and duties of a Dental Nurse’s role. It will
provide the apprentice with the relevant qualification to apply to the General Dental
Council (GDC) for professional registration as a Dental Nurse.

What could it lead to?
On completion of this apprenticeship the apprentice can register with the
General Dental Council as a qualified Dental Nurse, and can lead to a
Dental Practice Manager position.

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

‘‘

Being an apprentice was a really positive
experience. I have learnt lots of clinical skills
as well as clinical and healthcare knowledge.
I’ve developed patient skills and have become
more confident. It has given me the perfect
start to my healthcare career and has meant
that I’m in a good place to go onto further
training. I don’t believe I would have
been a good candidate for a place at
university before my apprenticeship.
My apprenticeship has helped
enormously. I’d definitely
recommend an apprenticeship
to other students.

You will work as part of a team providing high quality and
compassionate care to individuals and will carry out well-defined
routine clinical duties such as monitoring an individual’s conditions
checking on their overall progress, comfort and wellbeing.
You will prepare individuals for healthcare activities carried out by
other members of the healthcare team, looking after them before,
during and/or after those activities in line with their care plan. You
will also carry out non-clinical duties, depending on where you
work. You will work in a range of healthcare settings and your team
may include workers from both health and social care.

What could it lead to?
Apprentices who complete the Healthcare Support Worker
Apprenticeship at Level 2 may progress onto the Senior Healthcare
Support Worker apprenticeship at Level 3.

Entry requirements
Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30
hours. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 3 guidance, and for more specific information please refer to
the College website. Prior experience as a support worker is also
required.

What will I study?
Senior Healthcare Support Workers help registered practitioners
deliver healthcare services to people. As an experienced support
worker, you will carry out a range of clinical and non-clinical
healthcare tasks, under the direct or indirect supervision of the
registered healthcare practitioner.
You may work in a range of services eg. hospitals; community,
health or birth centres; someone’s home; operating theatres;
nursing or care homes; hospices and/or GP surgeries whilst working
in partnership with families, carers and other service providers.

What could it lead to?
On completion of this apprenticeship, the individual will be a
competent and job-ready Senior Healthcare Support Worker.
After a period of working and gaining experience, you may be able
to work towards an Assistant Practitioner post or apply to university
to become a Registered Healthcare Practitioner.

Now that I’ve successfully
completed my apprenticeship
I am going on to study
Paramedic Practice at Liverpool
John Moores University in
September 2017.

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Health and Social Care

This apprenticeship is designed to support individuals to meet the professional
standard for people working as a trainee Dental Nurse within the industry. The Dental
Nurse role complements the role of other dental professionals. One of the primary
roles is to provide chair side support to dental professionals and deliver a high level
of patient care.

200

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours.
Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 2 guidance, and for more specific information please refer
to the College website.

‘‘

Two year course

Senior Healthcare
Support Worker
(Adult Nursing Support)
18 month course

Entry requirements

What will I study?

Dental Nurse

Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Intermediate Apprenticeship (Level 2)
Mollie Medd
Previously of All Saints RC School
Professional Cookery Apprenticeship Level 3

Entry requirements
Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours per week.
Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship Level 2 guidance,
and for more specific information please refer to the College website.

What will I study?
You will develop the knowledge, understanding, skills and behaviours in
relation to people with whom you work with, food safety, culinary area and
business elements of being a chef.
A Commis Chef is the starting position in many kitchens and is a junior
culinary role. A Commis Chef prepares food and carries out basic cooking
tasks under the supervision of a more senior chef. The primary objective
of the Commis Chef is to learn and understand how to carry out the basic
functions in every section of the kitchen. Therefore having the opportunity
to experience, consider and value each section with a view to choosing an
area where they feel most inspired.

Hospitality

Progression from this apprenticeship is expected to be into a Chef de Partie
role or Senior Production Chef role.
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One year course

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours per
week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship Level 3
guidance, and for more specific information please refer to the College
website.
A relevant Level 2 qualification will also be considered.

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours
per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 3 guidance, and for more specific information please refer
to the College website. A relevant Level 2 qualification will also be
considered.

What will I study?

What will I study?

The Chef de Partie is responsible for running a specific section of the
kitchen and is the next step in the exciting career of a Professional Chef
following achievement of the Commis Chef Apprenticeship. A Chef de
Partie usually manages a small team of workers and will be able to work
independently in preparing complex dishes. The Chef de Partie reports
to the Senior Chef/Head Chef and has a very important role in any
kitchen. The learning journey of any chef will require you to understand
and have experience in the challenges that this role provides in order to
progress to any future Senior Chef role.

You will develop the knowledge, understanding, skills and
behaviours in relation to customer service, people with whom you
work with, the hospitality business and leadership. As supervisor
you will select one of the following operational areas in line with
your specialist function:

‘‘

I chose to do this course as I love cooking and being
creative. I like that we get the freedom to make things
by ourselves. My tutor is amazing and will help me
whenever I need it.
I chose York College because it is close to where I live and
I heard that it had a really good
restaurant with high standards.
You’re treated like an adult at
College. I get on really well
with my tutor as she is really
nice and helps whenever I
need it. I like coming to College
for one day a week and working
for my employer for the rest
of the week.

What could it lead to?
Progression from this apprenticeship is expected to be into a Sous-Chef
or Senior Production Chef role.

Food & Beverage Supervisor
Bar Supervisor
Concierge Supervisor
House-keeping Supervisor
Events Supervisor
Hospitality Outlet Supervisor

What could it lead to?
Progression from this apprenticeship could be into a hospitality
management position such as Food and Beverage Supervisor,
Event Supervisor or Front of House Supervisor.

When I finish College I
will get a full-time job
as a baker or cake
decorator.

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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What could it lead to?

18 month course

Hospitality Supervisor

‘‘

One year course

Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Chef de Partie

Hospitality
Commis Chef

Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Intermediate Apprenticeship (Level 2)

Hospitality Team
Member
One year course

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours
per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 2 guidance, and for more specific information please refer to
the College website.

What will I study?
You will develop the knowledge, understanding, skills and
behaviours in relation to customer service, people with whom
you work with, the hospitality business and first line supervision/
team leading. You will be able to select from one of the following
specialist functions:
Food & Beverage Service
Alcoholic Beverage Service (either Wine Service or Beer/Cask Ale or
Cocktails/Mixology)
Barista
Food Production
Concierge and Guest Service
House-keeping
Reception
Reservations
Conference and Event Operations

What could it lead to?

Hospitality

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk

18 – 24 month course

Contact us

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours
per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship
Level 2 & 3 guidance, and for more specific information please
refer to the College website. Completion of the Intermediate
Apprenticeship (Level 2) is required before starting the Advanced
Apprenticeship (Level 3).

What will I study?
Level 2 units include:
Maintain a safe, hygienic and secure working environment
Work effectively as part of a hospitality team
Prepare, cook & finish bread and dough products
Level 3 units include:
Develop productive working relationships with colleagues
Maintain food safety when storing, preparing and cooking food
Prepare meat for complex dishes
Additional study includes Functional Skills, Personal Learning
& Thinking Skills, Employee Rights and Responsibilities and a
Technical Certificate in Hospitality and Catering Principles.

What could it lead to?
After completing your Advanced Apprenticeship you will be in an
ideal position to apply for Chef de Partie and Sous Chef positions
with reputable establishments or work towards setting up your own
business.

01904 770400

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Progression from this apprenticeship is expected to be onto a
Hospitality Supervisory or Team Leading role.

Contact us

Professional Cookery
Entry requirements

Entry requirements
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Intermediate Apprenticeship (Level 2)
Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Open
Events
No need to book,
just turn up

Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

Science Manufacturing
Technician

Science

Entry requirements

Laboratory Technician
30 month course

Luke Westwood

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of 30 hours. Please
see page 6 for general Vocational/Apprenticeship Level 3 guidance, and for
more specific information please refer to the College website. A relevant
Level 2 qualification will also be considered.

What will I study?
Laboratory Technicians work in a wide range of organisations, including
but not exclusively, chemical, primary and secondary pharmaceutical,
biotechnology, formulated products, nuclear companies and analytical
science services. A Laboratory Technician may carry out both routine and
one-off laboratory testing and perform a variety of technical support
functions across the organisation. Laboratory Technicians are expected
to work both individually and as part of a laboratory team. They are able
to work with minimum supervision, taking responsibility for the quality
and accuracy of the work that is undertaken. They are proactive in finding
solutions to problems and identifying areas for improving the business.

Previously of Bridlington School
Studying Laboratory Technician Apprentice
Level 3 with the Food & Environment
Research Agency

‘‘

I travel from Scarborough to
study the course, I’ve definitely
learnt things that I
wouldn’t have learnt
at work.

‘‘

Entry requirements

Employment in a relevant environment for a minimum of
30 hours per week. Please see page 6 for general Vocational/
Apprenticeship Level 3 guidance, and for more specific
information please refer to the College website. A relevant
Level 2 qualification will also be considered.

What will I study?
Science Manufacturing Technicians work in a wide range
of companies including chemical, primary and secondary
pharmaceutical, biotechnology, formulated products and
nuclear manufacturing. A Science Manufacturing Technician
will operate the systems and equipment involved in the
production of products.

Aiming
High Event

Engineering

01904 770400

Taster Days for Level 1, 2 and 3
courses will be held in
January 2018. Booking in
advance is required for all
Taster Days. See our
website or ring
01904 770239 for
further information.

March 2018 - A presentation for Year 10 and
Year 11 students who aim to go to one of the top
universities including Oxford and Cambridge. See our
website or ring 01904 770239 for further information.

info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
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Taster
Days

Upon successful completion of the Advanced Apprenticeship
you may wish to progress onto a Higher Apprenticeship.

Students may progress to the Laboratory Scientist Higher Apprenticeship or
full-time employment.

Contact us

Tuesday 7th November 2017 6.00pm - 8.30pm
Saturday 25th November 2017 10.00am - 12noon
Thursday 8th February 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Tuesday 24th April 2018 6.00pm - 8.00pm
Wednesday 20th June 2018
6.00pm - 8.00pm

What could it lead to?

What could it lead to?
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A Level,
Vocational
and Apprenticeship
Programmes

Two year course

Advanced Apprenticeship (Level 3)

A Level Faculty
Wednesday 11th October 2017
6.00pm - 8.30pm

York College Disability Commitment

Disclaimer

The College is committed to equality for all and widening
participation for disabled students and ensuring that all students
have access to a high quality learning experience.

Every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the
information given in this prospectus. However, York College cannot
accept any responsibility for the consequences of any error or
omissions in its content. If, in the opinion of the College authorities,
circumstances necessitating a change in the course provision occur,
an advertised course may be changed or the content of any course
may be modified.

To help us achieve this please make sure that you let us know
what you need so we can make reasonable adjustments to help
you succeed.

Equality and Diversity Statement

Credits

York College is committed to equality of opportunity. The aim is to
create an environment in which people treat each other with
mutual respect, regardless of: age; disability; family responsibility;
marital status; race; colour; ethnicity; nationality; religion or belief;
gender identity; transgender; sexual orientation; trade union
activity; unrelated criminal convictions.

Tom Bastiman, Jim Poyner at Jim Poyner Photography,
Duncan Lomax at Ravage Productions and Neil Holmes Photography.
Thanks to everyone who contributed to this publication, either
by providing information or photographs. Thanks to all students
and staff featured.

Our Values
As a way of fostering learning, York College values:
• all our students and their individual achievements
• the commitment and professionalism of our staff
• the highest standards in all that we do
• working together to meet the needs of our College and
the wider community
• effective, efficient and appropriate use of resources
• respect, equality and honesty
The safeguarding of young people and vulnerable adults is fully
embraced by all York College staff and underpins the College’s
values.

Where everyone matters and a successful future begins
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Notes
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Enquiries
York College, Sim Balk Lane, York, YO23 2BB
Email info@yorkcollege.ac.uk
Tel
01904 770400
Web
www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

www.yorkcollege.ac.uk

